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C H A P m tl
o m to D u c n o N
l/A  H(XLLOW CATHODE DISCHARGES
The wcric deacdbed w u  p u t of an cxleniive atndy of llie ditchufe prooeues 
widdn hollow cathode km|M (H.CLh) canied out at the Potylechiiic of Nixtfa London. 
Shioe itt IfaBt me by Paachen [1] ower Mveoqr yeaia iifo die hollow cadude diaduage 
(H.CD.) haa been eoqiloyed aa a aoiaoe of inieaae qieclnl line endaaioa with cuncntt 
that may liae np to 1 A. However HCL.'a are moat oonmonly naed at aouioea of 
nanow line enalaalon of analytic dementi in modem atomic abeoqitiooapeclroacopy. A 
epical commercial lan^ conaiata of a cathode, made wholly or paidy of the ekmem in 
qaeadootwldcfahu a c^indrical hollow > 10m m de^and-3nm bore.In fion to f diia 
ia a amdl, often ling-ahaped anode made of an chemically atabtemetaL The electrodea 
are endoaed in an envelope with a qm m  window, filled with an inen casder gaa, 
nanally neon or aqpn, to a preaaore between ~ a i  and ~ 20 tom. Typically, diachaige 
conenta naed are ~ 10 to 20 mA. The qiectram of the emiaaion ia lidi in ^lectial Unet of 
both cathode matetid and caoler fu .
b theeariy  197DBitwmahownbyaanmberofwoifeera(eK.Sdi«ibd[2],Fiper 
and Webb OD that the necathe glow region of a K C  dtefaacfB ia e^edally finoorabie 
one tor dm eadtadon of nppar laatr levda of metd lorn in hdinm • meld vaponr 
mbtnrea. la  1974 Camag et d  M  demooanaaed laaer oadUadan of ^ e e n d  endaaion by 
ipntiered cathode maladd and a namber of H.C laaar ayaiema have been developed [S]. 
The open-ended cathodea need in laaer^pilfatiem are of aimilar bore to thoae need in
apectroacepybptarenanaHycoiialdmWy lnngr r>10cm andaieopem edatM |hg
caoentdenaMaa >100BaAA5m*.withcooliagofthecad>ode, Hdinmorneoncanicr 
gaa te nanafiy aaed at aomawhat higher preaaara *> 10 - SO torn.
1/E REVIEW OP PREVIOUBlNVESnGATK»«
1/B.lDlichargailaveariiatad
Sinoe dw inbodnetioa of dm H.CX, b e  aatare of the dbehaage haa received
■tber of ha characiaiiadca have been daddated. The Ck u  
Ihi daldbd aevlewa by Pillow M  and by OBod [71. Laaape wMi 
HLCh made iddi a gpmhar e f matBlele of vaaiom gwanaelae have bean aaadtod and the 
ahipaafbaaBddaaincabDdiaiaftedMltrrii i iBidba havevaalad.Qahedeaconalating 
ofinupim ltipiiaaa, mhotlaavrldiryllnihlrdcaviiieibodi open-ended and doaad at 
oneand.mdcap-bw»<nwMwfc«<*<'»*«— WiMl Theeaaanddbaairiiacadwde 
gMBiNy ha whieh aiaglan of apace la paniaQy aadoaad ao 1
1
of the cathode in idtfioD to the n ^a th e  glow. The smaller dhnensk« of the cafliode 
cavity is osaaDy -  0 2  -  4 cm; leaeaidi itndiea have tended to be canled oat with laifer 
cathode btilows ~ 10 mm dian the smaller commercial s»ctroeoo|ik aoaeces. 'Ihe 
cathode inner stafsce area isuaually inthciange~ 1 — SO cm The anode is often 
positloiied so as to allow litfle or no positive column. At suitahie canler gas pressme the 
«imnt entfaely cf negative gjpiv within the caihnde cavity. A number 
of pare gases and g u  mixtiiies have been studied, mbfdy inert gases in the pressnie 
range "0 .1 -1 0 0  torr.Cunent ranges in most studies [eg. 11.2Q] have not exceeded 
~ 200 tnA with cunent densities usually < 10 mA/em*. However more recent 
investigations by workers interested in laser qiplications (2S, 5] have been for higher 
conentt densities in the range ~ 10-200mA/cm^ widi water ootMcadiodes.
1/B.2 Electrical Properties
A distinctive electrical proper^ of die R C D . soon recognised w u  die
iriariwK *r» a ifanilar plane csthode disf-hiige. with 
a gjvMiiniiniBnwicevnlinge and rediiced voltage for a liven 
carrent Oundierscfaulze [8], vri» used a cathode oooaisdng of two paralld water cooled 
blocks about 1 cm qMot, showed that when both bloda were oonnecaed to act u  one 
cathode the dark qiaoe was rednoed compared to the case of one cathode and the dqith of 
dark ^ aoe was essentially ind^endeat of pressare. The current for a given voltage was 
increased by an amount that d^ended on gas pressure. Lkde and Von Bngd P I obtained 
sindlar lesuks n d  dMwed that almost die endre applied vobage fan oocuned across this 
narrow daik vaoe. Ckibotam [l(q dwwed that the'ampUficatlon fintor', ie. die lado of 
the current for a given volH ^ compared to a plane cathode, was a ftmedon of die 
prodna of gas pressure p and pirns abandon a and varied iVprosimatdy as ^  a ) ^ . 
The dqiendenoe on the produaofp and a is conslsMnt with the sfanilsrlqf principle 
known for pfame cathode discharges in which properdes depend on the product of 
ptesaute and a characseriatie Hnear dfanenaioo.
The disBibadoa of cunentdensi^ over the inner snrfKie of lamps with cylindrical 
H.C*s has been invesdgased by Loitve, SesUger and Woliar [11] and also by Howorka 
Md PitM [1% who fBond that current densiqr was qailB a w a ^  disadbaled at lower
t(-K)OniA)fDrai i(-2S0BBA)and
kin i ipstiestns. rianintilrnslrr imirrttn rniirr-TT--*—r ~ * * ^ * ‘-------**T
wasfcm[12,131 have faun» evidence of marired variation of current densl» over the
Thii 1 ^ 1   ...... riarmtfirm r h s r a r t t i l t t i r f ■ --*— r*~g
cathode depth were also anadtod by Lamps at al [11] who plotied nanits in tarms of
m e*  cane« density j. TTie V/l ehmeiHisdcs became propwlvely flitter lior deqper 
cadwde cevitiM uttO the v o lti^  is lelaiively iaseuiiive to duufes in cane« sad equal 
10 abo« 200V. Sfanihrbdiavkwr h *  b e *  observed by «imeroaswoikeii  eg. Dopel
[14], Masha [IS, IS] * d  White [17], who alw «Ned a *banq>'u low canent Typical 
malniewwce voltages observed have b e *  in the range» SO-500V dqteadiiig* the
Dteisuie and type at gas and cathode siae. The redneed caihnde fall mmI wihiifiHd 
of die H.CD. relative to a jdaiur diachaige have b en  a snl^e« of considerable 
diacassi* by little and V *  Engd [9], and by W an *  [18], and have b e *  attiiboted to
(a) enhanoedelectrenemistkmfiem the cathode aliaingfiembanibaidmat by 
iJiotona and metaatabl«  more effectivdy retained by dte concave geometry of 
theR C D .
(b) *  increased ioniatimefllcieocy due to the osdllaioty motion of high energy 
electrons.
1/BJ Klectron Dnaitics and Diatfibutio *
The namber density and energy dittribatioo cf electrons within R C D .'i have
b e *  stndied « loner energies by means of arnaU probes, notably by K agu and different 
w  - worioen [19 • 23], and Howodm and Fahl [1^, and high« enagtes have b e *  
studied by Okhmaiovaki [24] naing u  dectrostttio analys«. These measaremats have 
b e *  made tt  cone« denshia <~ 10 m A /a ? . More teoendy v u  Vddhnina and de 
Hoog [2S] have used Saak broadening of U *  pnfika reoonled with saturated 
hbaoipttonmeciroaeopy to derive electron nanaber deniltiea« Ugh« cane«  denaMea -  
10 -1 0 0  mA/em?. K agn «  al [20] found dectron deasitiM to be in the m g e  - 1  -  S a 
10*'^  ar*, abo« live thaw tho* of die poddve ootamn and madcedly differem in energy 
(Baaribnti* .  The electron ana^pxUatribntiM in the positive oolnmnwtt very nearly 
MaxwdM* and peaked «  abo« 6 eV. Tbls diattiboiim may reasonably be ascribed *  
eleettM tempereaae. In oontrait d »  d ec tr*  energy dbtributh» in the H.CD. is 
mariDe^y a *  • MaxweU* widi a duap peak «  abo« ~ 0 3  eV b «  a great« proporti* 
of I d ^  en«gy ^  20 eV) dectrona d i*  the posidvB ootamn, with n  appreciable 
pnpakHi* having nearly the f la  cathode M  energy. Such a diattibottoncana« be . 
ascrlied a aniq* tempoMare and h *  b e *  described by Howoriot and Fihl [12] in 
Mms of three p o t^ s  of daonoM of dUMng mew ana^nr, a group of dmnaHaed 
dectro* « low energy »  OiS eV, a groep of kMennedhie enaqy eleeaoM with m en  
energy »  4 eV b «  wide enetgy range, wfekh have sdfeied few ooUaions, and a groiv 
o fH |) iia * gyelecmw iw Mchhaveaiiflbwd*coM d*adn*lBnvlagthec«hode.A 
dndhr a^gament, tavolviag d n a  groups of abenoM of dUltre« aveage «Mgy, hw 
b e *  wad by Pringle and ftaviaPS] to nrplaln the wngyJIaartbinloiiofoiectro* fat the
10
plfltv cathode neplive flow. The diffiERooe in electron eacrgy disiiib0kn oooopwed to 
the podtivB cabmn it aeea as ft ooateqneBoe of the proodmiqr of negative ^ ow to the 
cathode to that electiant cmitied from the cathode are aoodented by the cathode M  and 
htjecied at Ugh enetgy into the negative glow legkML
Ekctton number densities iqioned by van Vddhuben and de Hoog at hVier 
c a n n t denáty (10-100 mA/cm?) ate in the tange-1 -9 x 1 0 * *  m-*.
The ladial tittiibation of election nmnber dentiQr in cyUndiical ILCD.'t have 
been itndied with probes by Howoika and PBU [12] and Kagan etal [23] andmadted
vsriatiooi in radial electron density distribution with gas premne have been found. At 
low ptetsmcs the dectioo density is concentrated in die oentie of the caviqr, is mom 
nnilbnn at intennediate pressuie and is concentrated in an anmilar e^k»  near the 
cathode at Ugh piessuie. The election density in die cadiode daik qiace remains veor
low.
Electric field itiengifas widdn the H.C glow have been found in probe 
ifffffwwmiiit« [10,12) to he small compared to those in the negative datk^aoe and 
mely exceed 400 VAn. TUs indicates diat die plasma is near macrosooFic neotraliqr.
MhA lea  DsnUtlcB and Sputtering
The ^ eck s and energy thstribotk» of ions impinging on the cathode hawe been
jnvesdgste¿ with mass spectrometers far the planar and RCdisdiarges, usually fee 
Kgon carrier gas. For a planar cadiode normal iJowdbdiarge both A* andA** have 
been detected, though pnJdominandyA*. The muJority of A* ions had less than half the
voltage frn energy dxmgh a unsd ptopotiion had up to the maxhnnm Chandri and
Ol^hmt [27], and Bodarenko [29D. Similar results have been obtained by Bodarenko 
to  the ahaormal planar cathode ^ ow. However Bodarenko [29] ftrand the energy 
astittntion of loos atriUng the cadwde in an RCD. msskedfy dUfetent from that in the 
piMMr case with a large proportion of ions with nearly the M fidl energy. A  ^wassdll
fimnd to be the denrinant argon ion species.
Howorka. LindUger and PaU [30] measured the number densiqr and radial 
distribotioo of argon ions in an R C D . at low eorrem ( - 2  -  4 mA) uaing a mass
aimMm I0“ m^ anddetectedanammlariadial 
densiqr dbliibation varying widi peeaaam and cniienL
SpecuU elation by atonas of oadnde material in the negative 1^  arises becanse 
ion borhbmdeaent of t e  cafrode, resets atoms wUefa are cndied in the negmive glow. 
The removal of aarfhoe atoms by bontbardment by ions and accelerated atonas is known
W ataret U P l, 32, S5J and othars andreviewed by OuadieraehUM [3S1. and by
11
Wetloa [34]. HiB qmiteriiif cffldeacy of kmt h u  beta foond 10 rite nqiidly above 30 
eV aadappB)aclieaacoaiaattathi|bgaaeqDf~200eV[35].'nielirgeproportoaof 
ioas with h i|h  eao iy  attiUiig the cathode ia the R C D . eamrea •  U |h  q>mEriiig me.
Oafaodeniatiaring can leadtorignifloaiit Bomber tleaiMea of cadiodeatoaa in the 
H.CD. which have been meawied by de Hoog. McNeil, CoUini and Penaoa [S] in a 
U|hcninsttdeaaityNe*Cn KCfauerdiachaifB and found to be~ 2x10** or* 
with ationg dq>eadeaoe on cmreaL
1/BJ Yiaual Obaenratiaoa
The cfaenfea in the radial dit&ibutioo of electroo density we accompanied by 
cliangea in viciUe ^ ow  diatribution and the intenaity of qiectial emiaak». Lonpe et al
[11] rqxxted die reanlta of detailed vianal obaervation of a H.CD. in an ineat f u  - metal 
vqxwr ndxtnre. They noted outward movement of the onuge and btkfc red glow, 
qnadhig at U^wr cuneata. Meaaniemeata of the redial diatribution of inteaaity of 
qiectiBl Unea were made pbotogrqihically by Lompe et al and ahowed variadona in radial 
ihatxibntian which depended on the qiectial line. Kagui et al [21,22] alao rqxxt afanilar 
itanlta and Oin and Webb [3Q found oooqNntrie behaviour for Zn^ mriaaino in laaer 
iaveadgationa; reoeady Howard [37] re the Polytecfanic canried out a more ayatemadc 
jnveadgatioocontiatent with eariicr weak.
1/C ORIGIN OF THE WORK
Mnaha[lS] atndied the relartonahip between the inieaiity ( I ) of aotne neon linet 
and diadiarfe current ( i ) for an R C L . with a nxdybdeanm oadwde oouaiating of two 
patalldpiaiBaaiidpuliliahedhiawaiteinthefonnoflog-logpiota,aaaniningan 
iBienalqr/cuncB t(y i)nJatinnahipofthefonn lo ^P . He obtained very approodmaiely 
atndgte Hnea of differing gmUenta ~ 1, aome oooaideiably leaa than 1, but anggeated no 
phyaicalrBaaoBa for a ftactional power law rdationriiipa between hnenaity and caneat 
(IfoleaaotherwiaeataiBd, an RCX.'a refereed to anbaetpiendy had mOdateel 
cathodea and were filled with aeon aa the carrier gaa).
Howard [3738] hiveaiigattid the Mrrlatinnritlp of adeciedNe I ^ectial linea
---M------------------- ^a-a- *J f - ** - -• *- - .n- - ----« /tm _•  <BIIIQQBBIMO fleVwI* wtWk CjUllUilCBi CMIOOBB Ot laWP OIIIBIWU X
10, < X 20 and IS X so atai*) at varioua aeon preaanrea. Iheae meaanremenia were for 
6 or 7 daai pointa in ire cartent nage 3 to 20 mA. The reanha were fined to aa equation, 
pmpoaad in a paper by Howard, FOlow, Steera and Ward [38], derived from a modri in 
ikB popviBiftOB of tflB BppCf Of thB fltOOOAc ttVMiil&OBe BDA 90 lBt6B9iQr of
1^9 9pOCtRll K|9  ^9999 d9tBIBlfaB9d ^ 9^  ifcB b9l9B09d 99969 Of 9IB|^9 * 99^  ^C06Cftt9tftOO
H9b wwv * 9H0 COBCHRBOB OV 9I6wwvD voU99IOh tfUl Ml
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CHAPTEB2
H(HXOW CATHODE LAMP SYSTEM 
2/A FOIVERSUPPLY
AoomronedcantmD.Cwqyly (KSM.HVI 2200) w uuied  to power die 
RCJU'i - Flg.1 diowtadia|nunofdieH.CL.taiiidyaiidVAmeaiiiiinf drcoit-The 
current wucomrollednidier dun fU|ndyvolanB.u die VAcharacteriidc of H.CL.'t 
IR  typically very flat and the lamp voltitB it ahnoM ooutant for a wide lange of lanqi 
carrent - Rg. aee die V/1 diaracterittic thown in Fig 23 - The .U. could provide a
twTimmnmnwitrfM ninAM idmariinmnM nhajerfl.^kV .'nietiiiiiimmnenntmlbid 
cunent diat the unit could itably nqiply w u  -  0.1 mA dqiending on load conditioot. A 
loodresittanoe(R|^), 10 or 20 kQdependiiig on maxiiiinm current, wat included in die 
drenit to impiove ttability at low ennentt. The cunent contnd knob could be driven by 
an dectric motor fltied by die author to provide a aieadily increating or decreaiing 
carrent when required.
Ihe  cathode wat earthed and the anode potendal measured with a caUbrated digital 
multimeter (Keitfaley, 109). The lamp current was measured with an Avometer 
positioned in the dicnit at near earth potential for reasons of safety, u  extreme caution is 
neoeasaiy rriiea dealing with an opto 1.3 kVoontitdled current aonree-tee Fig. 1 -. 
The cuirent flowing to eaidi through R] andRj and the D M M , causing a small 
difference between the Avometer reading and die tine lamp current, was very small and 
less dian the error in reatfing the meter.
2/B EXPERIMENTAL H.CX. SYSTEM
2B. 1 Ondine of System
An eqwiimental R C L . system bdlt by a previous worker in the groiqi 
C  Howard [37], which allowed the flU gas pressure and electrode configuration to be 
altered, w u  developed and modified by die author for use in the work. In dds RCX, 
system, demnunthhle lamp deemodes were endoaed fat an eiqierimentaldiandier-see 
Fig. 3 - whidi was connected to a vacuum/igw aiqipiy qratem, so duu after evacuation 
the chamber oonld be filled with g u  to the desired pressure.
2/B.2 V ariiam W iOasSnppiySydais.
lU s  tystem vacimm pump was a chfAitionfeotaiy pump combination Edwards, 
DIFFSTAK 63/130 (Bf£ pump whh Santovae 3 pump oil. Edwards 2S20 rotaty pomp) 
with a UqnidnimQten odd tnp  (Edwards, N C r 63)onthedifRitionpompanda 
molnmiar  sieve foreUne trap geoElB in a VO. RTS trap) between pumping stages.
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w a »  of « e  VMM wilh ihe «¡»rimeniil c h M ^
A e & ^ lh e  hnv «eageitioiii (A) itodlel UHV. «ifalw  iled v ic r o  
«mponentt WM uied in d» M|h vicmmi iecti<» of d» v*«em ind 15 im  ««per
tubhnwid>l»MedjointtfcrdielowvaMttnM»i»f t ^
A 64nini ID. 4 - w v  crea (V a XF 64) «Dmied thè mÉta wnlU of die 
e i^eriineoinl chMber end diU WM oonneciBd IO d» dttWoB poa i^ cold inp vh  t  
34oim U). 6 -My OM (VO. XXF 38) »  whk* m  |u  «iiply. loogUn* ane and
p te « » ^ f e lM d . iM e M « > o o o a e M d .M F I g .3 - .A I lM lg « . ,e ( E d ^  
I i n r  1(H lOtt-atmoqiherfc) moBiiowl thè praenre In d»  low vMaian lectioB of thè 
iy*t«^ «n kioiatioo fw ,e  (VO. VIO 21 end TCS 6 cootixd p « U  nnife 10-“  - 1( ^  
ton)tfaeMghvicuunipim«.p«nd«<aMihmncei)ncitmceg«ine(R«>fnrffn .
D ^ O . « n , e O - 1 0 M ) t h e , « M M o r d M i m p . C o n n e 2 ! ; b ^ ^  
to d ie h i* h v « » n n ie c d o o w w rfco a fl« lta ,r ty p e w ith « » ^
«^ t o tfaeBM <ionpn»ehendendpeflniq)plyw faidiw M inriH «i«.,f,yp,rift 
«toniniiinì p iireti (Leyfaold • Hetieut. 88151013). Bdlowi lenied U.H.V. velvet
widi viion eettin* (V a  VW) 38A) w w  need in thè W|h vncunin eecdoo. 
r a  p »  M I enpiiHed f rm  t  i lM  botde of leeewch r id e  neon via t  «iM  lo
OBnte, BVN 010 HI) widi * vhoo O* Ita* eed IO M M vhew iMd been nied. hoMvor 
tu !  w u  fonnd »  h m  n n « iiù c io v  vacnum pertnnnince end w ii wpinced by thè
« i h a ^  en aU .  metti v rtiU e  k ik
theci»p«rimenttichaniberwaiaitiitedwÌthaietter(SABS171/Hl/16.1(V30ro
*i««»i««VU«iiinm powder tinierol in»
i^«*«itì“ to«!« l«c»»tofd»needkvtive,o th^
tfaemiem.
lytiemwere;. « « w i w
(D *«ri«««toofv tii(eT ,.ieeP I* .3 -eo thatd»beIloM W M n«encloaed  
in thè oqiedmentti aecdoo when thè valve wat doaed.
00 i>ni*w edbti«.o«lieaiin*anddieadditlooofdiem o<»^ 
monitor all tunw.^.ire limiiedvacinnncompoiienia and taiaiinmiftM»,
btidn*aothatno-coolvoti"exliiedonwhidihan»M «a«v.M .«-i___
OiO H *F> «««trfavÌM .etibeM M ndM oo^ 
wfaeaeaL
Ov) Rqilanmientof thè needle valve withtte a ll, mari 
dMoibedabove.
(V)
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die event of power M a e .
When the fynem w u  Am need by die amboribe uUmaiB p m ia e  ifter bake • out w u 
Mr. die sealed pieeiae liae n ie  w u  ~ 10-'’ lon/i and inipmiQreaBca w en 
dPtPfrtfd in dv*- «»wl—iwM o / fflVH lamp - Me 2/B.d ind 4/C - .  AIM the
mf..tMir«ri«n«tiiitniilinwB|weim iewaiieihieedta < 10* M r and the sealed pressoB 
liseiateio ~ 10*Mr^andtheinipariqrcfliBcaweredfaniiiaied.
2 /B J Vacanm Control Syaten
The vaconm oootiol system was oontroDed fiom a oential panel ciiadt eddcii 
ttwypf—twi ■ nnmherrfiafaiy feaiuiei  - see Pip. 4 fcr ciiciiit diagram The ^ xhUihJ  
cnenit was designed to protect die syMon apinst 
0) Lou of mains powa.
00 Remm of mainB power a t e  system ib a  down-mdesiiablebecanw of the 
burst of gas. which ooenrs when a magnetic abr rdease valve opens.
0d) Lon of cooling water for the difibtion pnnq).
0v) Overileatingofthediflhsionpamp.
(V) The low vacuum baddngpressae rising above 10* Mr.
The rrisylfttirT-**»^*^*'**** *********—* ^ * * * """i***i**dMftiikMpnmp
«KiiHiiw»tni»», ■■Mi»j | n»»iiiirei«ted>Mid«ietofcoiitacttindieHrsniasnneoontriJ 
panel • See Figs. 2 and 4 •.
2/B.4 Loaktasdag
Leak testing w u  canied o a  to dieck the overall UJLV. seal of die tyatem to 
atmoqihere and w u  vitally necessary when the seal of the alnmiidnm gadM Klein 
flange connecting the Baradon gauge head to die 6 - wqr CRMS M ed dnrii« cooling a t e  
bake • out - see Hg. 3 *. This type of flange w u  found to be prone to M ure if a a  
cooled very sloedy and care w u  shbaequendy taken to ensure very slow cooling of the 
overall system and Klein flanges in pardcular. after bake • out
Ffobe g u  leak tesdng w u  engdoyed [39]. Probe g u  from a regulated sqpply w u 
allowed to eaogie tfarough a fine drawn ^ a u  noxzle and the jet produced, moved dowfy 
over the vidni9  of suvected leaks. wUle the ionisation gauge leaiBng w u  moniMed 
and the chandler pumped. When the jet covered a leak, probe g u  entered the qtstem and 
w u  roistered on the hmiaiion gangs by either an increau or decreau in leaiBiig 
d^endiiig on the probe g u  used. Two probe gasu were tried, butane and helinm. the 
former leistering u  an increau in ionisalioo gauge reading and the latM u  a decrease. 
The ionisation gauge w u  found to be leu  sensitive to hdium. b a  hdinm w u  preftoed
Ion grounds of safety u  it is not inflammable.
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2/B J D tp aÉ ^ o rU A V .S w tieaa rtk aS T ilM i
The UHV. seelloB of dw «yiiem needed K» be hiked CKienslvely whUe pumptog 
in Older 10 deges d» eyiiem befcee m  gw wee toeroAiced. To do dib the ei»erimeinil 
chBnber could be endoeed in an own end other putt beaed wtih decerieal «pe. When
finteocooniaed. the lowest nUmaiepreMiBe, after bakinf,adiievable wee - 2 x l0 ’’
OTaMwiiih the dimMlon pomp was need as adriewing < 2 x  l&*loir[401. 
ftadienixxe inrorlty eflbds in laonp eoaisrioB w e« detected - see 2/B.6 and It
wM lealfaed that the heating ammsemeals of the parts of the synem ootaide the oven
wcninadeiinBle.
M>f»H««<»«g«Tww«doMd<PectiotheaneD were added sad cawfUlywistiped
Bound an the parts of die UJiV. secdoii of the system not witUn die Owen. The oven 
healer and InSvldnal headii tipes and coeds were provided with eepeaie variable power 
seppHes and themocooples plaoed on an cddcal components. Chtomd - alunid 
Aennocoqiles wero used and thermo • em f-h  measured widi a (Hgbal naddmeier
(DALM.) to widdn ± a i  mV, snowing temperature to be determined to wldiin
±  2J*C  The thermocouples were Insalsted dectricsUy from die metal of the system
with ddn mica dieets and |ood diermil contact was ensured with xinc oodde grease.
Tcmpetatuie limited cunponents were the Baratton gauge head. bakeaMe to I5(yc (with 
lead removed), and the vhoo acadng UJLV. valves bakeable to The needle
vahe initiany used was only baheabie to 12irC  but the aU nietal. variable leak valve
n se d sn b ae q n ea d y w u b a lE ea b le to 2 0 (rC  ___________
There chmiges to the bake • out heathig and the hmodnctian of tempetaane 
mooiioiing on Hmlied compooenis, allowed the whole U JIV . aectkm of * e  system to 
be uniftundy heated to 140M  A baknable lead was made te r the ionization gauge
YmmA lo d k w tfaeh i^  vacuum presaure to be monitored «taring baking of tee systtm.
The tect tten the bquhl nitiogon cold nap on die diffaaion pump needed leaning It 
least every 12 hours, proved inoonvenleat during baking, which retpdied several d ^  if 
tee ayaiem bed been returned to atm o^ieric presame. Dry niiiogen was naed insiead of 
a t  to m  tee tystem when bringing it up to atmorpheric prearere in order to letexse
contamination.
The getter was activated at 900*C ter 10 min. by sqiplying cunenttoits
imenial heater, whüe cooling of tee ^ rstem after bake - out The getter was replaced after
about 8 acdvarions.
2/B.6
As has been aheady aiated, dm eftects of impuriiles • see 2/B J  • were iidiiaQy 
4ftf»<>«ti"*«««dirionapeetmofteeesi)eriinentailirnp by the anteor. There imptaiilrr
wete the products of outgresii« identified ftom ted r tpecaa as p r in c ^ y  0 0  and to a
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mocil le«er extent OH and H [41]. Spectra of the lanq> an in ioa onder iiqnire gw 
ccodMoes, phtnogtiplieil irlth medfaim qoHtz end |1ms qfectrogrs*« (Hflger), - see 
Hg, 32 - exMbhpeomliient inolecuhr bendsdneID CO and CO* [41]. The modiflcidoos 
to the vecanmiyaleai canted out by the anther removed tiieae to ta lity  efliBcts.
2/B.7 Vacmim Fertonaamcfc
The rotary pomp eaafly maintained the low vactmmbaddagpreaanie below 10'^  
torr, aa required fcr the dttfcalcn panipi,bnt the loweat cttimate pteaauie of UJLV. 
lectioa achievabte with the lyftem as initially baUt was only -lO"^ lorr. The diffutk» 
pump waa quoted by the mam^Ktiiier [40] u  being cqiabte of 2 X 1(H ttxrw idiavitoii 
seal between cold trap and pomp and 2 X 10* loiT with an indinm wire aeaL The pump 
ah’^leed was qiioied u  90 l/ii uhen used with the Uqnid nitrogen cold tiq).
IhereorientattencfvalveTj and improved ayatem bake-out udeaciibed above, 
reduced die nldmaie preasnre after bake - o o tlo 2 Jx lO *  torr. The change fitomviioa 
seal to todfam who seal between cold tnq> and diiftiaton pump, at first only reduced die 
oldm atepresanreloU xl& * toar but after repbeement of the needle valve widi die all 
• metal variabte leak valve • tee Hg. 3 • die loweat nldmate preaanre achieved was 
~ 2 x lO *  ttxr. The sealed pressure rise rate waaalap reduced by two decadeafiom 
10’‘^ lo 10* ton /iandw ilhU ilV . < 10*  torr, between lanqi refills with neon, 
rontindy obtainahle. all impqrity effects in lamp etnistion were ehminaird,
2 /B J E ip a tfaaaia l Lamp
2 /B J(a) Oidline
T bo configutadoot of experimental were atmfied u d  win be retened to 
as oonfigunttena A and B - diagrama shown in H gt. S and 6 re fle c tiv e ly In  both 
oenfigunttiont a C3diiiditeal mUd Steel hollow cathode of IS mm bore and 50 mm deqi 
wat uaed, mounted in a 4 - wqr cross coqNximental chamber. The cathode and 
experimental chamber waDa were connected and maintained at earth potential and lamp 
v o tts^  HI|lpttod 10 ft 17 m«n tUsiiwl»  wtiiV»— rfiij  ■fwV fli—« iw l tni<w
ahteiding was necraatfr to prevent ttnydbdnuget between the anode and the cadiode 
exterior, mnunring or diamher walla. The lamp dectrodea were vacuum ftmiaoed by 
Ctihndean Lid. bcfctemonniiiigln thecliairther in order to remove abeoibedgaa. AH 
|!t««rfilM innmi«hnWmemiM w titelitnt|tiM i»pp« WOTB provided with gBt letetue 
. holes. Lamp configuration A. the first atudted in the wodc,waadfiaigned by Howard 
[37] far emlsaton measurements only. configntationB was designed by the author to 
allow abeofitfao menatueineiiit to be canted out as wdL
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2/B.8(b) L anp  o o n l^ iin tiaa  A.
In lanp coofiguiatkm A - ice Hg. 5 - die btilow caflMde, closed at one end. wis 
mounted horizonodly, mpported at die cloeed end by a Heel rod which aaewed into die 
centre of a plain flange covering ooe dde pert of die diamber 4 - way crosa. This flange 
alao admined dK electrial iqipty for anode and getter via oenBldc innlaied feeddvoogha 
in die flange. The light welgiit anode waa «TPOited by a diln itainle# «eel rod, 
ihielded widi ^ a a  tube, jdned dfaecdy to one of the electrical feedthrooiitt in die 
fi«ny . Tti««.inHB Ting waa coaxial with die cylindrical holtow cathode and aqiarated 
fiom itby ~ 5 nxn. A 63 mm diamelerqaaitt viewport, camecied to die oppoehe aide 
portoftfae 4 - way ooaa allowed light emitted by die hollow cathode ^ ow and hawing 
pasaed throu^ the anode ring, to leave die dumber. An outer liaaa aleeve and annular 
mira 4i«r«pgveniedatiaydiadiaigea between anode and chamber walli; the odicr 
aurface of die hollow cathode waa giaaa ahidded.
2/B.8(c) Lamp coBfigamtioti B
In lanqi configoratioo B - aee Pig. 6 - the hdlow cadiode. dda time open at both
TUMti, waa mounted horizontally aupported by three aieel rods wtubK-ted to a non -
atandaid flange (made to Older by VO) on the chamber aide port. The lanq> configuration
and flange were designed so that die flange could:- 
Oi) Siqtport the cathode mounting.
fli) Adndt electrical aqiplyaqiarBiBly to two anodes, one at eidier end (rf the
hdlow cathode.
OH) Allow a be«n of light to enter die aqierimeatal dumber dBOO]0>^  mm
quartz viewport mounted on the central axis of die flange, pasa through the 
open ended hollow cathode and out of the main viewport, for abscapdon
measurements.
Ov) Allow an R C L . with variaMelidlow cathode dquh to be studied by
iqtladng the 19 mm viewport wHh a linear motko feedthroui^  joined to a
deaiance fit ”ptunger" in the cadiode cylinder.
Electrical tqiply to the getter was via a feeddnougji in the flange covenng the top
port (rf the diamber.
The electrode atiucture and mounting were built in the Pofytechnic physics
In rtiii«wnetnred^ three steel rods screwed imo an annulus whidi supported
the fiom a oo'the cathode cjdinder midwqr between the ends. This
arrangement allowed die cathode to be dumged without affecting die rest of die atiucture. 
The anode lings rt each end of the cathode were joined with abort lengths of platinnm
wire to thin ttrflrv 1t " ” " * * ^ ******“ *dcalfBedihmuahs in die aupiKirt flange.
1 An gjatf ***** gt—  rfitri/Wng f i  rim ndm de iiniciure and tm untlnz
2 6
was used IO prevent sosy disdiii*es ind a ddn mica disc wMi holes fior moanring rods 
ihkkkd the eqiport flange. A mica dieet only covering d* animlar. verdcel flmge 
lafiee iras not fijuiri »  be adequile, IS the sodnless ited  tube HTPctiing die 19 mm
second viewport ended 10 act II in  extension of die hoDow cidiodc and oootiin cadiode 
^ow if not dndded. A very ddn, rndfixm dwet of ndca was used 10 dm  the ptobe beam 
of l i ^  w tidi had 10 pass dnou^ it, suffaed tilde atienuaiion.
2/C SEALED H .C L.'S
Two seded H.CX.*s (Ctthodeen. 3QNY/Fe), of die w e  manufiKinred fior use in
oimmodal aiomic al»<*ptioo ^ eciroinem , we« studied. Tlie two similar lamps,
by die manoCactnrg.wFeee filled widi neon at diffaeiiiiMWuas.
C12at 10± 1 unr and 22639 at 15 ± 1 ton. Both had cjdindrical mild steel hdlow
cathodes of 3 mm bote and 10 mm dqith, however the anodes tfiffned; 22639 had a lii«  
wWi the caifaale and C12 an anode vdiich was a carved rectanpilar  plate. 
■py.ftwtetvtmi>rtie«ia were diielded with cexanaic and annular mica sheets vented
stray disdiarge to the cathode exterior.
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C H A P T E R S
e x p e r i m e n t a l  M E T H O D S
3/A  O U T L IN E  O F  E X PE R IM E N T A L  M E T H O D S
SpccBilioMoei wcieitiidkilwMiaminihef ofcqieriinmaluieiliodt.
0) PhoKaneixic
Photometric study of H.CL.NC I q>ectnl Uaes. to wfaidi the greater pu t of the 
woric was devoted. »««t «twiuinn mfuwwneiui  were made ia
oqwriments of four types.
Emitskm-
(a) Pabiy-Perot interibrometer scans of gwctral lines.
Measurement of the w iaiion of ^ lectial line intensity widi Iannis
cment Cl/i measurements).
Absotptioo-
(c) Balny-Perot iuta feioBBeter scans of probe beam ^ ecttal Hoe 
profiles.
(d) Measurement of total tiansmittediniensiQr of qiectnl lines of the
probe beam.
00 Plmrinal
Recording of VA characteristics.
0h) ^ lectrogiapfaic
PlMogtaphic reconfing of rmitsinn tpectrt with prism 
specuogtaph to identiiy f**«**» impurities (see 2/B.0)
0v)>^soal
Visual inqiectioa of dischaige ^ ow both ifiiecdy and tfaroui^  
direct vision qiectroscope.
3/B  P H O T O M E T R IC  M E A SU R E M E N T S 
(G E N E R A L  D E S C R IP T IO N )
3 /B .l In tro d n c tlo a
b a n  ttM».piiri«nmf>»nr.t»«periinaiiiiiieMmemonuclaoniatorandt)hoiMnultiplier 
tube (PM .T.)trere used to isolate and delect vectrallhies and optical bench used to 
ynyorf fjm iy ie nt«, »<titMnn«i «mallernpdeal benches being uaetL as neoesssof fai cich 
f  P^nlt« r f  gaperimenit were lemcded on an X - Y fh itt
with the P.M.T. ou^Mt cuntrolling the Y - Jeflflfjion of the reooidef and eidier 
iiiigtftwrwwniiT iirmdin|iwKmMB nr lamp cument contmlHiig the X - dcflenJinn.
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3/BJ TkeMonochroaiator
The nxmochroniaior used to isola» q>ec6il Hues for study WM a concave grating
spectrometer with B igk mounting ind in - plane configurstioii, built previoosty in the
Ftiytedmic - see Rg. 7 The Im radiiis grating w u  ruled with 600 lineiAnin over an
area 90 nm  X 50 mm and Waned for use in fim  OKte. The Pld.T . mounted in a housing 
behind die exit sût could be dianged and a lube of suitable çeciral reqwose dwten. The
Tight «ngiiHijwitinwaaniMie of h i^  quality fused silica to ensure die monochromator
could be used in the ultiavidct qiectral region. IMlh a critical sHt widdi <rf 15 pm the 
wavelengdi passband was -  0.05 nm, however except in those cases in which dose 
lying çectral lines occurred, a slit widdi <rf 50 pm widi passband ~ 0.15 nm w u used, 
as this provided sufBcient wavdengdi iadatioo and aflowed greater Hgiit transmission.
Thegraiingtable was free to rotate abouta vertical axis (AX) - seeRg. 8 - for
wavekaglfa aelecticn and to irxvd on a trade towards and awqr from die exit sUt for 
focussing. These modoiu were controlled via mechanical Hnkagea, and care was 
necessary to avoid iMcklash". Focussing w u  controlled manually and taUe rotation 
driven dectricaUy or set by hand. The rotation setting and focus setting indicated by 
counter and whed markings, were wavekngdi calibrated widi a set of Phillips lamps of 
difletent dements (Hg, Zn, Cd, and Ne). The cosrect focus w u  obtained by rqieaied 
reacannning of choaen spectral lines and die beat focris setting was diat which gave
maxinonm peak h e i^  on a chart reoofder.
■piy wwwTohrnirw»» iwqiiiBTTtTiMnttfirarinnMKlwijiiaimentwhenfirateocounteied. 
These were gready ftd liiattd  by the ençkjyment of a low power He - Ne laser to define 
the optical axis, u  the narrow U ÿ  intensity beam w u  easy to fidlow duoogh die 
instrunienL The mooochiotiiaicx-had three principal faults which required rectificatioo:
0) The tigh t ,  angled prism was too small so the grating could not be folly 
illuminated ( a smaller grating had been rq;>laoed previously ). This
reduced the bght through - pot and prevented the foil resolving power 
being realised.
01) As the gradngwu rotated the point at which bght fed on the esdt slit
moved up or dowtL
(Hi) f ight iMfcrngefonmnmalde die moooditomator and stray light within it, 
were unacceptably Ugh.
The existing prism w ur^bced with a larger one (^ectxoail) of entrance fooe 
2 5 .4  rnm X 2 5 .4  trim, which transrnitled about two and a half times t t  nandi light and 
allowed die (tan nnnfoer o f getting lines so be illnnrinated. A new ptlam mounlinf w u 
designed by die andior and built in die Phyrics workshop. Hie motmtinf was designed
fc rtiw rittm neaie of ai^nstmetitcoiidiined with rigid positive locaiton.
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CW elU  o lw em d o e  e f  d ie  p * h  e f  a  IsK T b e e n  dHOugh th e  im eu m en t dw w ed d m  
d »  m ovem ent o f  d ie  op tical ax is id a d v e  ID th e  eadt lU i w *  a o s e d  by m h o rieo ed eo  o f 
th e g n ttta f  OB th e g tu to *  «M e -  aee H * . S T l i e  p « ia g  fcce  w i»  n o t B om iil 10 th e  
y « i m  « M e and th e  ra U n fM ie «  A ew  e  th e  ax is o f  ttb le  lo isd o n  A X  M e e l A im s, 
choeen by e ia l and  e n e r , p laced  under ooe ed g e o f  th e g m iiig  hddiB S  b eftiB  l i  w as 
d e r e d  »  d e  ttb ie , coDOCled d ie  d b  o f  d ie  g iadng  f ie e  an d  ro tation  o f  th e sta tin g  in  the
p lane o f  th e  ho lder o o n td e d  dieikew enor of the nilingi. iMdi these a4hw®eott made
the optical axis lemaiiied a t die ceniie of die eidtdk as the «bkwasioiaeed.
The moBodnuinaior bon and join lo die PJd.T. boosing weee ly »  sealed with
m att b lack  o r e  and  d o d i, and Im enial sm y  H gte reduced b y  sobably  poeidoned m ad  
w k fc rtM ^ .m w H iitrjtinM riie fa in n m ie iitfn n cd o o ed sad sfac io rily asa  
q w cealH n c iso lator.
3 /B 3  PhotodetodorandBecordtogSyiten«
^^cmdUnes stodied liy in the wavdengdi range 330 - 750 nm. Tbe
pbotom nldpler n ibe cfaoeen (EMI, 9S58B) had peak qnantom efficiency of -  20 % at 
400 nm ftffin g  to -15% at 330 nm and -  2% a t 750 nm [42], and snowed die M  
w avelengdi iai»e o f  im erest 10 be stodied. Tbe PJd.T. w as powered by a  s«biH»d high 
v d ia g e  D.C s in d y , flTioen - EMI. PM28B) and tobopoenlial monitored with a
calibmcd digital nmldmeier. Tube volts used were in die range -3 0 0 - llOOV.
The P >LT. ompm signal current passing through a high resistance (R) developed
a  po ten tial tfiflference w M di, w hen anq iliS ed , con tro lled  d *  Y  -  deflection  o f  a  
RKAMNKI m odel BN-133A X - Y  ch art recoeder. T he X - d eflectio o  o f  th e  recorder 
w a sc o n iro a e d b y K C X .c in re n ta )w b e B in a k iiig Id m e a s iiim e n tta a d d ie F sb ry - 
P terotinler ferocaeter housing pressure w hen recording y e c tra l lin e  p rofiles.
T w o d itB iien t system s w ere used  to am p liiy  th e  PJIT . s ig n a l-s e e  P igs. 10 and 
1 1 -. W hen rec c rd ii<  th e  p ro files o f  ^ e c tr d  lines e n d tled  by  lam ps an d  the variaiion  o f 
q w ctra l lin e  in tensities w ith  d isd ia tg e  conditioB s, a  D.C oonpled v d v e  am pnfler w n  
used - see  P ig . 1 0 -. T he a n rU fie r w h id i h ad  been b u n t p rev iously  in  th e  P hysics 
taboratory  ^ e d f ic a lly  fo r photom etric w ork, incosporaied a  cho ice o f  6  values o f  R 
(1 to  110 M QX in  paraU el w ith  a  ch o ice  o f  7  v a lu es o f  sm oo th ing  c v a d to r C  ( - 0 ,
0.01 to 0l5 iiP). The value of R selected determined the sinplifier gain. The choice
ofvalnesof C an d  R. which fixed the time oonsttatRC.dqieoded on the slpial to
noise ratio encountered.
T h e second am plifier system  - H g  11 - w as used  w hen  m aU iig  absorption
m easurem entt o f  ex c ited  atom  num ber densides in  H.C. diacha^gefc In  o rder to  
(fiacrindnaic betw een th e  im enatiy o f  d e  probe beam  and  th e  tight em htod by  d ie
twrff, itv. pmhe beam was modulated at 33J3 Ht by a rotating meflisnical
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choreer. ind B phaie sensliive am plifier (B rooàokal. 401) w e d in  p lace of th e D.C
<xxs>led v ilv e  aoçlilkr. T lie  cbopper ils o  In ie m iw d  llg l*  M H ng <» 1  p lw to d l^
iUuminaied by  a small lig h t bulN  providing â lefaence signal to  th e  phase sen iith ie 
loçlifier which only  anqdiflB d d m  co n ço n en t o f  d ie  P M T . signal w faldi h id  1 fixed 
phase leladve to  die M fH tiioc dgnaL  T he phase ang le could b e varied  w ith  a ooDirol oo
d ie  a o v lifie r. R e iiiio r R  w u  external 10 th e an çU fier and value fixed  a i 2  M Û , an d  s«!™
was varied by tumini th e  len siiiv iiy  controL H ie  tim e constim t wu also  c o n u d le d  a t the 
amplifier with n o cs*dior in  paia lle l w id iie iiilo r  R . B oth a n ç lif ie n  used  w ere subject 
to  baseline d rift and p rov ided  balanoe coottoU  to  « tiu s i b e ie lin e  o < 6 e t
By vaiying die P Jri.T . potential V in d  am plifier gain, a H iiiable o o ç u i k v d  could 
be obtained  for a  w ide ran g e o f  in tensities. T he variarioo  o f  P .M .T . re q x x iie  w itii tube 
p o ten tia l V w as m easured in  a series o f  s iq * . S tarting  w ith a  M ÿ i lig h t flu x  and low
tube po ten tial, the lig h t in tensity  w as reduced u n til d ie  signal lev el w as halved, then V
increased until die output w as resto red  to  d ie o rig inal teveL By rq iea tin g  dris proce« the 
full range the PJri.T. could b e  covered. A  lo g /log  p lo t o f th e  re v o n s e  curve is  show n
in H g . 12, w hich is  w ell rq ae sen te d , w idiin  experim ental e rro r, b y  a s tra l|# ttlin e o f  
gradkot-9 .5 , whldi ind icated  th a t d ie resK jnse w as p roportional to  V* w id in ~ 9 .5 . 
T h is is  ty p ical o f  P .M .T .'s, w idi th e  value o f  n  increasing  w ith  th e  num ber o f dynodes. 
T h e 9558B  has eleven dynodes.
3 /B .4  B asle  A rran sem e sit o f  O p tic a l Syalem
Setting IT of the optical system was fleilitated by the u se  of a low power He - Ne 
laser to define the optical axis. The mooodnoinator and 1.5 m  main optical bench 
(P.TJ.) were stTported by aqwrate heavy oak tables resting on a concrete floor and
after initial setting - q i  o f  d ie  bench, rem ained in  d ie  sam e p o sitio o  d r o iÿ io o t d ie
photom etric eaqierim ents.
Placing suiiablc shims under it, d ie  1.5 m  o p tical bench w u  m ade paia lle l to  the
o p tica l ax is defined b y  d ie  laser beam , to  w ithin 1 m m  in  its  em irelcngflL  Components , 
siTpoeted by bench sadd les, w ere positioned w ith  d ie ir cen tres on  d ie  o p tical axis and 
orien tated  noim al to  th e  ax is l y  ensuring d u t lig h t from  d ie la ser reflected  a t au n p o n en t 
faces, retu rned  dow n th e  ax is.
L e n sL i and L j ,  and  p inhole q w tu r e A j - see  P ig. 10 - le tm uned  in  d ie sam e
position on dm m ain o p tical bench, in  th e  S flieren t arrangenieiits used  in  th e  photosnetric
« q ierim en ts. L , a n d L , were iden tical p ia n o -c o n v ex , fin e d  silica  len s, o f 350 m m  
f ^ t U ngth «Ah T he tw o lenses, convex su rih c e s lh c iiig e a d i o ther,
were 0.6 m q ie r t w ith p in h tie s w tu re  A , a t d ie  fo ca l p o in t o f  L , an d  L ,w ld i its  focal 
p o in t a t th e centre o f  th e m onochrom ator entrance sBl
3 6

An Imase of die Mghl lomee 10 be malyied WW fonned on the pinhok vottHB Ag
which eoed w  â near point louroe et the Ibcel point of lens L , . Rays pwdng 
^ertmeAg mdiniwtq>ied by ko» L,,inwdledp«iIW  to the optical aria between I ,  
«fMii.^«MlwegBcoBvenedioaninianeatilieoeai»eoflfaemooocb«)BM»or«mMoe«lit-
An im  v«tnre Al between L , and L j Bmiied the «BamelBr of the parallel beam between
tbeknaea.
The inieiferoaieter hooting, containing the Palny - Perot etaloo, ww placed 
between L i and Lt for inietferometiic experiment» and tenwved when not letpiiied. 
PUten, when need, weroalaopoaitioned between Lq and .
3/B^ Prawnft Scanning FWwy • PWet Werforometer
3/B J  (a) The Interferometer
A pteatme acanning Ftbiy - Perot interfieromeier devdoped by a previooa wotfcer
in the group AJteed [43] ww adapted to leooed Ne I Recital line profile» in thiawotk.
Aachem»ticdiagramofthelnwfcroaieter»y»temn»edi»»liowninHg.lO.TheFabiy- 
Pbrot eieloo (cooatnictBd at ^  Unicam Onnbridfe) ww moonied in an air t i ^  
hooting, the huenal pnatwe of which could be laiaed by allowing ntoogen ftom a 
legnlaied Ugh protanre cylinder to enter the hooting and redneed again oowrollably by 
allowing the gw to eaaçe to atmo^hero throo^ a needk valve. The prewore within the 
hooting ww tented by a Schaevitz P7444»2 prewure tranadneer, the ooqmt of which 
oooarfled die X - deflectioo of an X - Y diart rocotder via an otfw  ampHIler. the oOwt
MnpitfWmhtMewddiatporionofthetiaoadPcerootpotcope^ioodingtoattnoqiiieric 
preaame. The Y - deflection of the X - Y recoider ww cootioikd by the ami^ liled 
PJiLT. ootpm. By railing the preaame in the hooting by aboot one atmoaphere and then 
allowing it to fidl, the reftnedve index of the gw between the étalon pltiw could be 
varied and die étalon paafiiand be made to acan a qiectral line iaolaied by the
■«irmfirhmmatnr mmI the Hoe profik pioded on the X - Y recoeder. Dhect recoidlng of the
hooting pteaaiae removed the need for an aocorately oonmdkd rate of change of 
prettme. A thm rale of change of peettwe ww necetwor *0 entore equal tempetalwe 
Mid protame at an pointt widdn the étalon hooting and to pnvent powibk wanning 
error dne to the X • Y recorder leqponw dma and the PAIT. ampUfler dme oonttaat 
Typical vecttal line acana took aevetal ndnoiea, and tlower acanniag rttw were 
neceaaaiy with weak çecnal Bnw requiring long P U T . time conatanta to amooth
tignal noire.
I The etakn,^Bteaaoppotted by a ttedtkeve, were pretted together agafaut a
3 8
qnertr sw * r by tiro iw o f dueebdl beirtogs, w  wtIbwd, thè o d «
vi* lever «m t by dHoe ta tf iptii»». 11» « r io n  in d »  fcrf v to P
ftnm oottlde d» ptcsene houiing in whieh die eldon nes moonled. By veying d»
e ,# lo e ÌB d » lc rfii* to F d » d eF W o fp m lle li« io fd » o o w d lb ce8 o fd ie iil» 6 sc^  
be ndtiMiBd. The eadoo htnMtof w ti «ppofiBd oo thè I J  m opdcil bendi by *
moaiiii* on tiro bench iKidlee wbic* proviòed poddve loctdon bot iltowed d»
orientadan end poridon of d» cah » lo be ataed.
The pilles, ofqnoledflalne» X/15ai»daii»ldIayercoeliiif ofdiin»ier35inai
widi a peek leflectìviiy of 93*  I* 700 nm nidi 140 nm bMidwiddi [43]. The ptaie» nw e
of averase ddckne« 10 nnn widi opposi» Ihoei dighdy qwralld »  eneme 6 at
mwained H|hi lelleced at de nncoaied fiees "w atod o<r die opdcal aids. The qpartz 
jj.«»qn)^nM H w «i6B nm diidtoopt ai)onding io aftee^cccalian |e< rf8 3 3 in '* .
3 /B J(b) A4|rotoM id and F ic a ie
The cemies of d e  optìcal <x*npooenis ee ie  ali»»d on d e  opdcal aids dellned by 
de laa» beam and odentaed eo d« t d e  fanaget OÍ i^ertiBB A j, ftinned on d e  back of 
de apertine diiV*«“ *«ai»e ofieflecdon, nere coénddeo» widi d e  aperture and bence
d e  ooo^onent anCeoes nere nofinal IO d e  naia.
neM «y-PaotiiiiBfaMmeierlniinnientlbñcdonandtowiddi(iwMlly 
eqneaaedimenmorfineiroF- .^^)aiBparticolariyieMiiiveloeno«inde
ofientadoni
above mediod aervcd ai a 1
peeDdien belkne opdndMtìon m a oblained by leraovini km  L i, lepladng apertee Ag 
n id i a aaiiie iaoiope Uanp and viewiiif d e  circolar fauerfaenoe fitimea prodnced by
de eialoiL The poddon of d e  obaenei’i  eye waa moved over d e  amftce of 6 e  eukm 
n d  d e  Koaion hi d e  k a f qn ii« i a4aa»d ondi d e  (hamoer o fd »  « n iB ciidei
«.^ wriiMMirniieMniiìdqiiwdent oferopoddon.
The melhodt «tnn a n|ilayed w at:-
0) Thftr«*^far f a S ‘“ *” lM******^ ****°***°*°*****‘yi” ^ * * ‘*^“* * '* ^ ^546.1 « n  or U  «70J nni) eraa leoortled iqeaeily and etrion oaiemadon and
p y  n»ii«m ■«■«irnn ipanhuiiw r f  ihe anecnal »h «>**<*■
00 A inode-iM blliarflfc-H ela iu u b » liMil a iiTnnai1yftenad»W »iond
Phyiical Laboraaóay waa naed aa a looB» of ne» ideaDy nionodnoinidc
632 .8  mn IO be lecoeded. The la ie r  beam w aa d ilh ied  widi a  fioond liaaa
«*«* »a** frvnirod on roertnre A ,. enaoring d e l d e  ftill ettlon area
30
ww EmiiiialBd. H e  luer emiirice proÄk WM r^enedly  leoonled and
edOoo odeoiaiioB wd penJMlen adBosied fcr ndnlimim width and nm in iro
peak hdffat of the profile.
VtohdiUhttieropdmlaaiioBiediiiiqoeafiiiBaaeof >33 could be obtatoed after
very c*eftd acSoatn**« however dro to Knitod dme «er afluianero and le o ^ e ra ^  
of etakto paialleHain, routtoely mearoienieBti were made wWi a fineiae of -  30 (veituro
A, dlameer of 1.1 mm and diameier of 30 mm). Tbe huinmieiii function and
»Impendence oalmnfauiM Ju panBnelen aro diaciiiaedfnny in C hap»
5.
3/C PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 
(PARTICULAR EXPERIMENT DETAILS)
3/C.l EmiaiioB Experimenta
3/Cl (a) Interferoineter Scene of Emleelon Line Profike.
The optical lyaaemi in tí* diflereot photometric ea^erimean inchidod die lame 
PJd.T., monochromator and ananfemeot of lena Lj and L2 and ^ jertnre A j. Tbe
lyatenia differed in whedw die inierférooaeier houaing WM in poddon between Lj and 
L j. for acanning apecoalHnea or not, and die ayeieroniaed to form die imape of d>e
analytical aouroe.
The eynem need for imeiferonieoic lecoeding of the profile of ^ « tra l Hnei 
emittod by the experinienial R C L . in confliuratloo A ta ahown in Pig. 10. Tbe imaie
of the cathode glow, lednced by mainificedon of Vj, formed at pinhole qierinie Aj waa 
produced by a bi - convex ftaaed ailica lena L , via two plane minoa M, and M , 
ammged M a periacope. By adjuadng the otientadoo of mfaror M ,, the poaidon of the
cathode image could be varied in onfcr to iadato light ftom düfcrent ratona of the iJow.
When anadler, lampa were analyaed plane uUiron Mi and M2 were not
Tiw. tiw ynf the Mureewaa formed direedy with magnification of 1 by a dumef 
fff.^HmngiiMvwi«»w!rlena.'nreairanfrm entw aathe«m eaad>atdiow ninPlg.9fiir
I/l meaaurementa but widi die inwfcroineter houaing in place between L, and L ,.
3A11 (b) I/I.McaaarcaMnla
Ihe eyatem uaed to meaanre the variation of eniittiao, qwctral line inientiqr with 
hm^ cunent, waa ahnilar to diet need for Fhbry - Perot acana of endarion anee bol whh 
f^Mtf f b w pwMMwa hnnaiiig removed and lamp current oonttoBint the X -d rfiBcrion of
40
ih e X -Y i« o o id e r,to iie a d o íe ttk » h o a « to * p re if« » .A $ ta th e c M e o ílh e W * y -
P tao t iM iis i l t f t i ly  d M b tn t op tical enmiemeiiis woe aied for meumtineott CB Wiled
h n i»  end d ie e q ie rim en iil lam p. A  <Ha|nm i o f  th e  ly ile m  used fc r  w le d  I sn p s  Is
ihow n ta  Plf. 9 , t  iq im ie  « V »  o f  * *
noipB>vkled,Milieperiiooi)eBim|eniBntw**lhei«inetfitatihownlnPI*. lO fc r
F ilx y -P e ro t K ans.
Od«  the mooKtaantlot had been eet 10 iiotaie ibe ^ ectrtl Hne of Inw eit rod 
imiabte gain ewl itoe «»itim  choeen, ibe heap carieot w ii ilowdy im ped end t  OBve 
of ^ »ctiaHnienilv eptait tanp caneot plotted by the X - Y lecofder. Q atenti were 
in  the lanfe -  0  -  20  m A and -  0  -  50  m A  f t»  aeided lampa and ei^eriiiienttl lamp 
le^wcdvely, and were ramped in both Increaring and decmaiing am ent tftiBCiiaia. 
Itoamemenia could not be DMde fton tree mro ament but ftom a maall miniimim
curren t, fliat th e  ooniK dled c a n m  PJS.U . ro u ld  itaW y aupidy. ThU  m inim nm  cu o en t,
above by  ~  0 , w as in  fac t ~  0.1 m A  d q ten d in g  on load cooditiona, and  ia
diacusaed fiBifaer in aecdon 2/A on die lamp power aqiply.
T^yjptii ft £n«t in n n á ie ia iio a  were m ote fltvourable than tfaoeeenuuuitmed during
Fabry - P tro t acana, aa, a t h i |h  « e td u d o n  on ly  a  very  lim ited  w tv e k n ith  r ^ io n  ia
detected a t any  one tim e.
3/C2 Abeorptloa Experimenta
3/C.2(a) Abeorptloo Miaennnftiti by Fabry - Perot Senna of Probe Beam 
Spectral Line ProOlaB
A d ia g rm o fd ie a y tle m ia th o w n in F Ig . 11 ; th e  experim ental lam p, in
oonfiguiation B, had  an open - ended hollow cathode mounted in a  dtamber between 
tw o view porta, w h k *  allow ed a probe bem  to paa axially through the H.C diachaiie. 
The ejq w im eo tal la n v  ia deacribed fully in 2^.8 and a  diagrm of lamp conflgutalk» B
a h o w n in H g .6 .
A  neori, nd o o w av e ex cited , electrodeleea diacharge lam p w aa u ted  M
the aouice of th e probe beata T U a w e  o f  p rin ian r aouioe w u  choaen aa U w aa the m oat 
intenae neon aouroe available an d  h igh p rhnary  aom oe intenaiQr w aa im portant becanae 
of th e  low  lev e l o f  P Jd .T . a ig n a lin  dieae ea^erim enta. T hia w u  becanae only  a  am an 
f ia c tk »  o f  th e  to ta l aotace e m ia ik »  paaaed through th e  op tical ay item  d u e to  h a  m aan 
KjUd a n ^  an d  becanae o f th e U g |i rea o ta tk »  o f  th e Fabry - P ero t h deritro o aeier only  a  
am an w avelength range w u  d etected  b y  th e  P JA .T . T he B J ) I*  co n iia ted  o f  a  ftiaed 
aUlca en v d o p e . cootaiidng noon a t ~  1 lo ir, o n e  end  o f  w hich w aa h taened  in  an  
Evenaon type ndcrow ave cav ity , w hich h ad  been  deaigned a t th e P olytechnic (EMS, 
215L). T he tunab le c a v iv  w u  w ater cooled  an d  d rtven by a  145 O T x  m icrow ave 
generator (BMS, hO C R O IR ÍM f 2 00  MX 2 ), v ia  a  reflected  pow er m eter and coaxial
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n tn m  A fte r  to M M k a  o f  d ie  d i t t h M » w iih a T B t to  c o il  t e m t a o w iv e  
eaehed B D  I .  i w  n m  f c r  a i le n t  h a lf m  h o e r  b e f a t  u w . 10  i l l o w  o o o d itlo n i 10 
ariiliae. N B e ro w a v e  s e n e n a o r p o w e r w a s  * i  a t 5 0  W  a n d  th e  caw iqr lim in g  screw s
a dyn n e d  fb r  o d n im n B  ic tle c ie d  p o w e r ( "  1 3  W ) .
h i h e  o p tic a l ■ n a g e m e n t u s e d -s e e  P i s  1 1  - .a n im a g e o f d ie B D J « .w M f o n ii e d
by kni L ,  OB ptabole ijw liat A 4 ,  w U d i  w a a  a t * c  fo c a l p o in t o f  t e a  L 4 . T h e  p a ra D d
probe b e a m  BO p ro d o c e d , le fle c ie d  b y  p la n e  m in o ra  M j ,  M j  a n d  M j  paaaed a x ia lly
tfann^ the eaqietimeaHa boOow cathode diadiaite to be converged to an image on 
pinhole A ,. Plobe beam width waa comroBed by Ma qwtnrea A, and A 4.
The PU*y - P e ro t aya tem  w u  th e  aam e aa th a t na ed fo r  e n iia a io n  Kite p ro file  
nieaamemema. eact^tt th a t dw PJd.T. o o tp o t w u  a m p lifie d  b y  a p haae  a e n a iiive  
a t u d i t e  inaiead of a  D.C coupled amplifier - aee 3 / B 3  fo r  fa rth e r d e t a ila T h e  p ro b e
beam waa m o d d a ie d  a t 3 3 3 3  H r  b y  a  lo ta tiiig  "d to p p e r" w h id i a la o  im e n u p te d  H fh t
tn«iiiMthiy a  p lin in iB o d e p r o » iiB a « a ie fc r e a o e r ig n a l fo r  th e  p h a a e a e a a itive  a m p lifie r
( P 3 J ^ ) . H i e  P 3 J L  o n ly  a n ^ i f i e d  th a t p a rt o f  th e  P J d .T . o a q w t s ig n a l d u n g in g  w ith
fixed phaae id a liv e  10 th e  p ro b e  b e a m , h e o o e  d ie  Steady e j^ e rim e n ia l H.CL. e on iaiio n  
w a s n o t « t ^ l i f i o d  a n d  o n ly  d ie  p ro b e  b e a m  ip c c iit l H n e  p e o file a  re c o rd e d . A  m o th ila d n g
ftoqnency o f 3333 a  w a a  n e e d , 10 a v o id  ^ o r io n a a m p lific a tio o  o f  d ie  5 0  H a  m a in s
fie q a e n c y  o r  its  h a n n o n ic s .
gp , ^ m ..«.«>wninMlinindieMB I levdsofimerestwerecfaoaeaaoddie
p r e flk a  of th e se  q io c tn d  H n e a  o f  d ie  p ro b e  b e a m  w e re  » c o r d e d , m ilia n y  w id i d »  
e x p o im e a ta lia n q i o f f . th e n  w ith  d ie  d ia d u rg e n m n in g .
i t  dda w ^  fo e  aonroe q ie c litl lin e  p r o f ik a . w id i n o  a b e o rp tio o  b y  d u  H.C 
(H a d itB iB . could be c o n g u re d  w ifo  fo e  p ro file  o f  foeae q ie c lra l lin e s  a fte r passage o f  fo e  
same anBoe endaaion foningh fo e  H.C d is c h a ig e . so foat foe a b a o rp d o n  o o e ffid e n is
c o u ld  b e  c a lc tila te d  « i d  henoe th e  n u m b e r d e n siQ f o f  th e  N e  I  lo w e r le ve ls  d e d u c e d .-  
D e ta ils  o f  th e  th e o ry  a n d  o f  th e  a n a lys ia  are d e sc rib e d  in  se c do n  6/A
A b a c ip tio n  m easur e m enta w e re  c a n ie d  o u t a t 1 ,2  a n d  5  a w  H .C 1 ^  f i l l  gas pressures 
a a d  la m p  c a n e n ls  o f  1> 2 , S> 1 0 ,2 0  a n d  S O  m A .
The pKibe beam filled die M  diameter of the hollow cathode so dut average
afaaorpdon w a s  o b a e rve d  a n d  a n y  s p a tia l v v ia d o n  lo a t. S p a tia lly  le a o lv e d  m e a a a c m e a is  
a c te u ii«  a  n t o o w  p ro b e  b e a m  w e re  n o t fo n n d  p o ssib le  a t  fo e  s m a O  a pe rtn te a  le q o ire d . 
le a d te d  h i tte  u n a c c e p ta b ly p o o r sig n a l a i n o is e  r a d a  M e a su re m e n ts o f  to ta l fo ie  
a b e o rp tlo n . w to h o n t W a y  -  P e ro t a c a rm in g , in te n d e d  to  o b s e rve  q u d a l v a ria tio n  w e re  
c te ile d  o u t a n d  a re  d e sc rib e d  in  th e  n e a t m b a e c tio n .
A m e a s o m n e m 't e * o n  a  n u irib e r o f  a p e c tn l lin e s w a s  p re c e d e d  a n d  fo llo w e d  b y
i g f i f ,w » ,« « j r f « i i » i iiitK ffei B «iie ter in a tn in iem ftB ic t io n ( L F .) ,b y a c a iin in g N e  I  6 3 2 .8  n m
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laser emisik« - ice 3/B^ (b) - to delBCt iiqr viritóioiL TliU wis done U die cdcaladon 
of abeoitiiig Hera nmnber density leiïiilied that the UP. be known 10 that çectril Unes,
cometed fo  the effect of the intafcrameler, ooDld be syniiiesiaed.
Meiimementi for a ghiee ipectial Hne and H .C L  fin  g u  paeneie atañed with a
lecoftHng of the probe beam nwctral profile with the H .C L . switched - off. Ihen w i*
* e  luiq> imminf at ciment values of aó , 1.0,2J0.5 .0 .10.0.20.0 and 50.0 mA then
decreasing tínoogh the same cunent values and finally with the H .C L . switched - off
«p tn  In tilt« nmy sqiiodiicabUiQr of the lesnlta oould be chednHl, and any showing
excessive drift iqieated. Usually the psofllea were iqaoducable within a ÍBW percent
Intennitient pulses of exterealinlerfsrenoe badly degreded seine profile
measurements w«ch had to be repeated with extia scans. The phase aensiiive anpUfier 
sysiero, used in die Fabiy - Perot abaosption «qwimenli, was found to be mndi tnore 
suscqitiWe to diU w e  inw fa««» D .C cotçled anqtflfler systeni used in the
The inteifcwooe could not be rHininated with simple mains flto a  and 
<vni«Mwhle time was wasted with die extra meaauwiHcntt.
3/C2(b) MeeauresiiHda of ToínlTrniiimftíedliileitalty of Probe Beam
Spectral Line
In Older to masure the total tpectial line intensity tranamitted by die H .C L , the 
system described above ior P*biy - Perot scanning abaoiptioo measuTBinenti - see Pig.
11  -  w as modified. The étalon pressure hooaing was removed and H .C L . lamp cuirent 
controlled the X - deflection of die X - Y reooeder instend of étalon houring pressure. 
Th ft"i»««iiyr f  ri» ^ leciial line isolated by the monochronaator was wconled with die 
H .C L . switched off, then the lamp was switched on and the lamp cuirent lamped 
slowly ftom ~ 0 to 50 mA in die same way that H.CJL W emlsrioo measuiements were
made - see 3/C.l (b) -.
Measurements were made with aprobé beam wUdi ftally filled the H .C  diameter 
for conçarison with results fiom the Pabiy - Perot ecanniiig abaoipdoo «çeriments 
described in the previous subaecdoo (3/C2 (a)) and widi a natrow probe beam for 
çndally tendved measurements of abeoipiion. Spatially rendved measmements of total 
çectral abaoiptioo were possible, vritereu çadal lesolutloo could not be achiovod in
M ay • ta o t  acanniiig abaoiption meaauiements, because, as the total intensity of a
^»coal Hne was detected. Instead of die nanow wavelengdi range oansmtoed by the 
étalon, the PAtT. signal level was much greater widioos the étalon. Oonaeqpendy signal 
to noise ratios were mneh more ftwounble without the Mgh dispersión of die étalon and
allowcri meafaremeots to be made widi the small aperones neoessanr to produce a 
nanow prealkl be«n (~ 3 mm diameter); a very anaaH phthole (< 1 mm diameiei) was
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used f ir  V «»”»  Ag 10 ensme a d^iee of probe been peaDeHm end Ms q w te e
tnm HmitwH ham  widA - MB H f. 11.
The total abt«TH**” *'«r ***"**"*»” ™ ^*” “^ **” *^ *^ ****^ *^*^ *^ °*^ ” ''**^ **^° ^ ^  
r>Avt«iw»edft>e«ptriiHenialtroik.conae(iuenflynieaiurenieattwerowitriciedlo 
N el 640.2m nfiandienDniberofqwctnllinetatndiedintfaeacanningabaoipik» 
expaimenta. FanfaenDaro an enor was made in the design of die qtadally reaolved
ati|n«rtkw f»r *‘" '"««*« »"dlythetim edieenorwM ieoociitedtfaenieaiaien>enttconld
notbeiepeatedwMitheenorineaperiinHiialinediodooPBCied.
When tneaiarint the ^latial variation of total abaoipdon latBam eterofthe
hidlow cathode, eidier the probe beam or the cathode can in p r in c ^  be moved. The 
author choee »  move the probe beam became die eoqterimenial ananjement coold be le*
q> more quiddy fi* itniciural reasons. In die experimental method need, aputure A^
w u placed t t  different poaitioas across the fan probe beam width to confine die beam to
different regions of H .C  glow.
It would have been much better to move the cadiode snd k e ^  qw tnre A4 fixed, 
and so keqi constant die an^es at vridch nys of the probe beam passed through the 
optical system. The heavy oqierimental lamp vpantns could hsnre been Jacked up snd 
down or tiavened laterally on a stmdy catriage. Sdiematlc lay «sgrems wdddi mnstnte 
the proUem with the mediod used are riiown in Hg. 13. the idealixed case of parallel 
rays, parallel to the cathode axis is shown in Fig. 13(a). Ahhooghdilferentrqrs(l to S
in diapam) take diffexent padu tfaroogh the subsequent opdcs, this mqr be oonected fin 
by adinsting the PJd.T. potential so that the deflection on die X  - Y reooeder, with the 
H.C.l-, twitched o f t was the same fin each position of qw tnreA 4. However, if one 
includes a degree of beam divergence (adth solid an jde deterndned by the ftxal length of 
L4 and diameter of qierture A j) and qiatallelitm of probe beam and cathode axis due to 
setting • q> error, the problem U qiparent - see Fig 13 (b )-. Fendlt of rq ts isolated by 
in dififaent positions of plane XX do not take similar, patalld paths throuih ibe
H.C. prodndng asymmetric results.
Fig. 13(c) shows the situation ifthe cathode is traversed laterally relative to a 
s in ^  nsrow  pencil of rays. The effea of beam dhrergenoe will be small, and
atssundng the cathode ttawel is accurate, rqr paths relative to the cadxide win be stricdy
sdfparalld.
\Mth the method used, the asynanetry of ray padis made it difficnlt to analyse the 
results Bid deduce infiamstion about the radial variation of the densiqr of die mftastaMe
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Probe
beam
Plane traversed 
by aperture
la) Ideal case-no probe beam divergence or aparallelism 
of probe beam and hollow cathode axis
(b) Situation with probe beam divergence and aporallelism 
of beam and cathode oxis
TDirection of cothode movement
(c) Positions of roy3 relative to cathode QS_the cathode 
is troversed- same aparallelism of beam !ond' cathode 
axis os (b)
FI6.13 EXAGGERATED SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS DF 
RAY PATHS THROUGH HOLLOW CATHODE
3/D RECORDING OF V/ICHAKACTEBISTICS
V/i cfamcteritiict of the RCU** w m  im xded for iliB fDOowing reuons:-
(a) at km cuoemi the» STB changes In die I/l carves md other obeerved 
liw itw^^TtjitiwewCTBlinlcBdchanfBainVAchaiactaiaict.
(b) the VAdwacteiistic is aensithre to gai parity. wUdiwaipanicalarty 
impoftant in eariy itagei of the vwxk.
(c) labaeqpeiidy the maintenance voltage was roudnelymaniKxed.
A lyttem for tneamring the variation of H.CL. mafaitmanoe voltage with lamp 
current (VA d»ar»cteii*tic) wai inccxporated into the powtr wpply circuit - Rg. 1 ihowi
a diagram of die drcnit uaed •. The design and perfbnnanoe of the H.CL. power siqt^y 
it described in sobsecdoo 2/A. When reooRling VA dtaracterisdcs die lamp cooent w u 
slowly rangwd and the VA characteristic recorded on the X - Y chart VBOonder. Ih e  lamp 
cunent w u  made to control die X - deflectioo of the X • Y recorder by passing die
cmrmt thrmiih a tv« (B j) ndiidi provided a mitable potential JUfetenoe
(~ IV) to drive die recorder's X-axis inpot
The anode voltage controlled the Y - deflection of die recorder via a potential 
dividerCR) and R j) and an cfbetampliiler. The potential divider rednoed the voltage to 
a level (~ IV) suitable to drive the recorders Y-axis iiyut The of&et amplifier was
used, of the very flat natnie of H.CXk VA duncterisdct, to subtiact a portion
of the vcdtage signal ooereq^onding to 150 V of anode potemiaL
The VA scales, vrdtage 150 to 250 V and corrent (prto 20 or 50 mA). were
calibrated against the DAIM. and Avometer, a4^Mting the vafaws of R ,. Ra and 
anqtlifkr of&et, with the H.CL. rqdaoed by a 20 kQ resistor. The X • axis ii^iit 
terminals were provided with Zener diodes cotmected to earth to protect die recorder 
tnpit « miiHiw In the event of an ancMental open circuit in whidi case die P.S.U. would
deliver the fiill 1.5 kV.
3/E VISUAL INSPECTION OF GLOW
The R C  ^ow  of the 15 mm bore et^eiimental lan9 in both oonflgntatioas used, 
were inqtected visually and viewed through a direct vision ^ tectroaoope. >^sual 
in^tection of die liow  provided usefttlinfonnaiion as the sodden changes in liow
brightness at low currents could be detected. Purtber, the development of an annnlar
^ow  ttmctiite at U^Mr pressure tod cnnent could be obaeived • aee section 4A>. Visual 
in^wcdon was also very uaefhl when eHminadng stray (Bachatges in the etqterimental
lan9 inconflgnndionB(aee:^.S(c)). Poaidvecoliimn.stnqrdischatges could be 
«i^ fMniitviniaiiyhpt aha could he detected bvtfaeir effect on the VAchaacterislic. The
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CHA7TER4
RESULTS
4/A  P H O T O M E T R IC  M E A SU R E M E N T S 
4 /A .l S p e c tra l L iaca  S tiid ie d
T he woA w m  p rim arily  o oo ceraed w ld i N e I  ç e c m d lin e a a lib o o g h to m e re a ite  
w ere ob tained  for N e H  ^ le c tn lB n e ta n d o n e F e  I  sp e c ia l Hne. A  o o o ç le te  H it o f  the
çectral Hnea itudied ia provided in Table 1, riiow iiig tr iiid i v e c tra l Hniei were inchided
fiyfftviyitniach of dre four typea of phommetric experiment 
Pmi«dnn (a)IU«y-PmtKani
(b)Mmeaiuretneais
Abfofption (c) Fabry-Perot icane of probe beam
niiMti#»n«nfrntilireniiiiltirdiirobebeamiikt6u«lty
An Ne I energy levridiagnmi and table of levde [44,45] are provided in PIf 14 and
TaUe2.
The choioe of ^ rectial B nei in id ied  was restricted  in  both w avdeng ih  and im enaity
by the range of the PALT. çectial reqwiae, dre PM.T. daik cunent and the levdrf 
noise. When die Pihry - Perot étalon w u need, its di^waloo redaoed the detected
intensity and eo farther reatricred the choice of ipectiaLlineawbfch could be oaefally
ftodiccL
Imerfcrence by dose laying ipectial lines of ipoaered cathode material and, a> a
lesser extent. Ne H , also eliminated some Ne I r^ectral lines from possible stody. 
ThepromhrentNel spectral Hnes in the 'red' region of the spectrum, fcxxnuuing
for a large m ^ M Q ' V « t i a l  en ey o 'en d tiad . arise Item  iiom ic tim sid o n s betw een the
3p,3p‘ group of energy leveU and the 3s, 3s' groq> of levels. Conseqoendyan die 
results obtained ftom Pibry - Perot scanning experiments and dre nuioriV fi«“
yi measurements were fo r qrectral Hires with iransidons between dreae grotçs of energy
levels.
The3s,3s' group of four energy levels includes the two metastable states
3 s [  V 2Ê a n d 3 s ' [ V 2 lo ;* ® * ° ™ “ ***®*®**“ “ “ ® fN e I  ex c ited  state . Spectral
lines with transitions terminaling fat b o th  m etastabie and non - m etastable eneygy le v d s
werestndied. ^
\W ih in  th e  constrain ts described  above, the basU  on w hich N e I  çe c tra lH n es 
w ere chosen  for study w ere : •
Hiwt««tnn «niw'llirents
(a) B«i»y.PMn«acmt-a wide adection of roectial lines with ample trsnsitkins
between the 3s, 3s' and 3p,3p'groups of energy levels.
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Sptctruffl X Emission Absorption
Inml 17i Fobry-Ptrot Pobry-Porot Totol
Fe 1 363-4 ✓
Ncir 371-3 ✓
NcH 337-8 ✓
Nel 360-0 ✓
U 363-4
I I 470-4 ✓
II 534-3 ✓
54ai ✓
585-2 ✓ ✓ ✓
588-2 ✓ ✓ y
614-3 y/ y y
630-5 ✓ ✓ y
640-2 ✓ y y y
659-9 ✓ y
667-8 ✓
671-7 ✓
692-9 ✓ -
703-2 ✓ ✓ y
724-5 ✓
743-8 ✓
748-9 ✓
626-6 ✓ ✓ •y
594-5 y
633-4 y
665-2 y
616-4 y
618.2 y
705.9 y
, 621.7 ✓
TABLE 1 SPECTRAL LINES STUDIED IN EXPTS.

X
In m l
S£
»
£
Level Energy
(eVl
C«1
wMO
a
Level Energy
ieVI
3 6 0 i) 2 a 2 9 1 & 8 5
3 6 3 -4 3P, 4 p l W , 2 a 2 6 16 .8 5
4 7 0 - 4 5cV 5 d M * 21-02 2pw 3plH i a 3 8
5 3 4 - 3 4 d i 4 d r t C 2 0 .7 0 2pb 3pin i a 3 8
S 4 a i 2 p . 3 p ' t t U 18 .9 7 1 s * . 3s»i 1 6 - 6 7
5 8 5 -2 zp« 3(rt*l 18 ^9 7 1 s . 3 s ''l4 i: 16 -85
5 8 a 2 2Pi 3fikl, 1 8 .7 3 3 s l î t t 16 -6 2
6 1 4 .3 2 p . 3 pC % ), 1 8 .6 4 1 s , 3 s  P i t 16 -6 2
63 0-5 2fk 3 p l H 1 8 .6 4 1 s * 3 s l j i : 16 -6 7
6 4 a 2 2 P | B p t f l , i a s 6 i v 3 s l l : t
i a 6 2
659-9 2 p 3|5in i a 7 3 1 s t 3 s ( K 16 -8 5
667-8 2 | V 18 -70 I S z 3/1« 16 -8 5
6 7 1 -7 2 p f i a 6 7 1 s , 3 ^ H l t 16 .8 5
6 9 2-9 3 p l ¥ \ i a 6 4 1 s , 3irtC i a 8 5
7 0 3 .2 2 p . 3 p l * l 1 8 3 8 1st 3 « H t 16-62
7 2 4 -5 2 n « 3pin 18 -3 8 I s i , 1 6 - 6 7
7 4 3 -8 2 p . 3 p I U i a 3 8 1S3 3 ¿ Ilc C 1 6 -7 2
74 8 -9 3«». 3d u t 20 -0 4 2p. 3pP'i4, 18 3 8
6 2 6 6 2Pr 3|^ I%1, 18 -6 9 1 s 1 3^HC 16 -72
TABLE 2
ISOME N e ! SPECTRAL U N ES & ENERGY LEVaS
(b)
(c)
(d)
IA m eM om entt - wide ot llie iiwc4i'il Hnw with 3pi 3p '—3ii St*
M g tw y  M I C fy v  IC V C lt*
AbMipdoB Bxpedmeaa
IW*y. Ptrot icm  of probe bcM - two ^ lecwl Bn« wt* tmuhiooi fisom tbe
3p,3p’ “ “ O'*®'***
lad oœ  eacb fiv the two BOB * nieiiftiblB leveli.
Toalebioi|itioBeaq>eriinBaB-coBfined.becMieofleckoftimeto
Nel 640.2nmwidiatianiitknfiainakvelofthe3p,3p' groq? (SptVjls)
A/A2
4/AJ(e) Pabry-PerotSouisofEiiielonaiies
ReconBnf oftheproAkeorNe I ^>ec«i«lHiieieintaedbyH.Cdiedi«ie# 
provedintereeitof uUrovededielf-ievenriof^iecitdHiieiB^ tiwiiüiooi
e n n b ia tiiig  in  d ie  m e ta sta M e  i w e  3 s [  %  6 .  T h U  w l f  -  le v e n a l W M  f i n t  o b e e rve d  w id i 
a  acatod H .C L .  iM tm ifi« n r e d  b y  C i d i o d c «  aïk l aob ao q ü en tly w M i d »  e ^ w t o e o ia l
lanç at dUfaent fiU gaa proaauiea (1,2,3, and 5 ion) and ta the two laoç
cuufiguradoBa itndied.
The aelf - rovernllim Boied ta Ne 16143 mn, w u obeerved in aU çectral Unea
with <.«.«»t<««.«»«««Ht>infai3tf»/jTg.w iihdieeaoeiitioBofNel SS83nm .N o
qiecoalUneewidi itaiMittoiuiood>erenei|yl®vetawereobeBvod»ahowtfiif effcct
An e a a n ç le  o f  lU a e i& c t b  ihow n  ta  P if  15 (a) co o ta ta ta f P ab iy  - P ero t acana o f 
Ne 1 6 4 0 3  nm  and N e 1 5 8 5 3  nm  ead n ed  by  ih e  ejçeaim eolB l la n ç a  (ooB flf. A ) a t
1 totn itif tinninarini ta 3a [ V2 l$ ahowamBritedaelf-
tevenalwhereaadielaiierwifliirBnalitonienntaattafta 3 a 'l‘/2]?*bowanoai*nof 
revenaL Nel 6403nmwaatoandlohatveihefreateatde*iteof aelf-revaialofan
die qwctral Itaea atndied.
ntay-PtrotacanaoTNel 6403nmemiltedbyaaealedIlCL.atdiifcieiit
valnea of lamp cuntot a» ahown ta H* 16 wMi aynem gain a^huied ta mal» die 
prrfUea of çpro«taieiely dw aanie heigta. Aa d» lanç cuneni la tacroeaed die degrw of 
aelf - leveaaal « d  ovetaU Une wMdi tacreaaea alao. Hda ta cooalaaeot with die behawtoor 
;^^ tiffWM<itniMtie«erknpiwïaelf‘ Wvenilendadf-al)eoqidoBrfiBeoiiaBceindiadnn
of apAteted oadiode atoma [43,46].
Setf-nvenaloTNe I çertndUneawnafcondiobeveay aenaidvetadie
p y j , ^ r f impw»«t»« rm(toeedlwroiiraaaain faiiddioroBilide8aaaitat<i6die
f ^^ pff m^>J■tril^ ^Tça»naneceaaarybefaw^e^«>dncn)ieleaulttoo^ddbe(^l)lallled■aee
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FIG.15 N e l  EMISSION LINE PRORLES 
' EXPERIM EN TAL LAMP (CONFia A)
5 ' i
1 Torr, 50 mA 
640.2 nm
-Smin. aft«r 
fill with 
frtsh gas
’1 hour lattr
-10 T 10 Wo vtnumbtr<r- olnf‘1
F ia i7  N e l  EMISSION LINE PROFILES AFFECTED 
BY CONTAMINATION OF F ILL  GAS
FI&16 N e l  640-2 nm EMISSION LINE PROFILES 
- AT THREE LAMP CURRENTS,
1 SEALED H a .
P!g. 17 - .  to toct, the d ^ree  of id f  - » v e n d  WM Med M a dieck o í flU-
gas parity.
The effect of iiiTurides on Ne I ^ecindltoe profiles is described to the aectk» 
oatoapartttos7/E.
4/A.2(b) Id nwasaranants
B ^^iriM rftyptealiMulisobtatoedftomineasuicineiitsoftfaevariattonofNe I 
^jecmltotensity with hnip canent a»  riwwn to Hgs. 18 to 21. Results preseroed are 
for the eaperimtntal H.CL. to oooflforeiloo A and fin |M  pressures of 1,2,3 and 5
tofT and a sealed HLCL.;eiaBH)Ies of results tor Ne II andFe I «ecttal Itoes are
provided to Hg. 22 fcr coroparison. Results obtatoed fct the experimental RCX» to 
configmaitoo A and B were veiy sfanflar and only those tor lamp oonfigufatton A are
presented. _
A s B ^  hyswesls effect WM obeereed when tneasurements were made with the 
lanp ourent lamped to both tocreastog and decreasing cunent directions. lU s effect 
disqjpeared after protonged lunntog of (Bsctouge “ d results presented are far increastog 
current, after lunBtog the lamp to establish steady coodltioa.
The toim of the W curves was fbund to dqpend on fill gre poriqr and results 
presented here « e  ft* cooditioos of majifannm neon purity. Hie efliBct on Id curves of 
Am» tne«uaminaiiontoillallY encountered with the expetlmentallsnye 
(tff  it  ttiamtaed to section 7/B on toapudty*^fects.
T ie p r in c ^  features of die Ne I W curves obtain^ under high puriQroooditioii, 
may be sunxnerired:
0) The inieosity I shows a generally tocreastog Bend with tocreasing lamp
cunentL
01) The I/lcwves of ^ lectrelltoes with atomic Bansltioosftoni high enagy levels 
(Le. 3d and hbove) curve over tending to satúrete with increasing cunent-Bg.
N el 360.0nm,Hg. 18.
0Ü) Incurves of ^ ecttnl lines corie^ionding to MomicBansitloos between die 
3s, 3s' and the 3p,3p’ gro i^  of energy levels, with the excquton of 
3p'[V^ Ip. are approidmslely linear with an iqrwardcuTvanire
-Eg.Ne I 588.21101. Fig. 18.
Ov) Id curves of B?ecirri lines with transittoos ftom 3p’ (V2lo (whichis
of sigoiflcaiidy higher energy than the rest of die 3p,3p' group) are similar to 
those fcr the rest of the group but offtet at low current-Eg. Me I S8S.2niii,
Pig. 19.
(v) ArW|h«mgM pressure M curves for spectral lines with BanslttoM between the
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lFIG.18 I/t CURVES OF N e l  LINES 
' EXPERIM ENTAL LAMP ( CONFia A)
FIG.19 I/<- CURVES OF N e l  LINES
EXPERIMENTAL LAMP (C O N FIG .A)
S I
06.20 I A  CURVES OF N e l  LINES
EXPERIMENTAL LAMP (CONFIG. A ) 
Si
FI6.21 I/ i CURVES O F N e l  LINES
EXPERIM ENTAL LAMP (CONFIG. A )
F1G.22 I / i  CURVES OF Ne I  & F e l  LINES
S EA LED  H a .
( />
Fie.23 N e l LINE PROFILES RECORDED IN
FABRY-PEROT ABSORPTION EXPERIMENTS
il
FIG.24 Ne I  LINE PROFILES RECORDED IN
FABRY-PERDT ABSORPTIDN EXPERIMENTS
U t
nG.2S N e l L I N E  PROFILES RECORDED IN
FABRY-PERDT ABSORPTION EXPERIMENTS 
i S
3», 3i' and 3p, 3p' poapt of levcU develop a "hunq>" at about 
6 mA - Me Fig. 21.
IncontraatioieaultsfocNe I çectia l lines, 1/1 curves for Ne n  ^¡ectral lines
are in gcnenl straight lines passing thiouiJi the origin. W curves for Fe I q>ectnl lines 
of sputttred cathode material howevttexWbh strong curvature. They ate tangential to
the current axis near the origin and riM steqtly at higher currents - see Hg. 22.
4/A.2(c) Fabry-Perot Scanning AbaorptfooMeasarements
Typical probe beam, qrectral line profiles, recorded with the H.CL. switched off 
and with it running are shown in Rgs. 23 to 23.
Some general features of them results ate:- 
Cl) The profiles of Ne I 640J and 614JnmH>cctial lines wi* transitions
terminatiiig in the metastaUe state 3s [V j g  show evidence r f  strong 
absorption by die H .C  discharge - see Rgs. 23 and 25.
ÇÛ) Spectral lines with transitions terminating in odier energy levds of die 3s, 3s'
group exhibh (eg. Ne I  585.2 nm) less ¡nonounced absorption - see R g. 23.
Crii) The spectral profiles for H.CL. fill gu pressures of 1 ,2  and 3 torr are similar,
indicating that die degree of absorption (and hence die population o f absorbing
atoms) varies litde with fill gas pressure.
Çv) Profi1ft"vv»riivtadribitaptooouncedsaturationofd ied^teerfabso tp tion
with increasing H.CJL current
(v) TTic profile of die Ne I 640.2 nm spectral line emitted by die primary source
was broadened and has a slight near die peak indicating dial some self-
absorption by 3s[V a]S nietastable excited neon atorns occurred within die
miciowave excited E.D.L. - sec R g. 25 -.
4/A.2 (d) Total Absorption Measurements
The measurementt of probe beam total absorption of Ne I 640.2 nm, carried out 
were of two types
(a) full aperture
(b) limited aperture measurements intended to adiieve^iatialresttiutioo.
For reasons described in the jBjqierimental section 3/C. 2(b) the latter measurements were
unreliable and will not be presented,
The former measurements of toad absorption were made with the same optical 
Krangement u  the Fabry - Perot scanning absorption measurements and are useful for
ocxnparison with these results.
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Spectral abacnbance (ffvea by log wbere I( i ) i i  the total Hoc intenaQr),
I ( i )
is usually assumed to be propoitional to die number density of absoibing atoms.
Measurements of ^ lectral absoibance are mudi easier to both recced eaperimeatally and
analyse, measurements erf abeoqnira coefficient Consequently, investigations of
the variation of excited atom number densities are often made via measurements of
spectral absorbance, tbough absolute number densities cannot readily be calculated from 
abstxptance.
Typical results o f the total absorption experiments are provided in Hg. 26. In 
these figures the detected intensity of the probe beam Ne I  640.2 nm spectral line is 
shown as the experimental lamp current was increased from the minimum value that
would sustain a stable disdiarge to 50 mA. The detected intensity with eiqierimeotal 
lanq) switched off, ndiich provided the reference ■ 0) intensity level with no
absorptim, is indicated.
Notable features ctf these results are:-
(a) Slow change in transmiited probe beam spectral intensity with lanqicuirent
(b) y 4?ra1 minimntn in transmitted spectral intensity in low current icgkui at 5 torr. 
4/B y /i CHARACTERISTICS
The vdtage/current characteristics of die esqicrimental H.CJL in configuration A 
with fill gas pressures of 1,2,3 and 5 torr are shown in Rgs. 27 and 28 and that <rfa 
sealed lanqi in Rg. 29 (Note that these gnqihs have an e^ MUided vdtage scale with die 
origin not shown). The V/l characteristics of the experimental H.CL. in configurations
A and B were very «»nil«’ and only those for configuration A are presented.
Hysteresis effects were noted as in the Rmeaaurenoents and results were not 
reproducible until the lamp had warmed - up and stabilired.
Rincqial features o f the results a re : -
(a) The pronounced flatness of the Vfidiatactetistics. The mainterumoe voltage
typically dianges by no more than a few percent over the main zone of the 
chaiacteristic 0.e. current above ~ 5 mA), »addle the lamp current increases many 
times.
(b) The maintenance voltage and VAcharaceristic form vary litde with diffoent fill
gas pressures.
(c) However the VA characteisitics develop a small bunq)’ in the low current region 
as fiU gas ynessure is increased - see Rg. 28.
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F16.25 VARIATION OF PROBE BEAM SPECTRAL 
INTENSITY WITH EXPERIM ENTAL
LAMP CURRENT
U
Fia 2 7 V/< CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPERIMENTAL
LAMP (CONFIG. A)
6 7
FIG.28 V/i CHARACTERISTICS OF EXPERIMENTAL 
LAMP (CONFIG. A )
(>8
FI&29 V// CHARACTERISTICS OF SEALED H a . 
SHOWING HYSTERESIS EFFECT
FI6.30 l/( CURVE OF N e l  LINE AFFECTED BY 
CONTAMINATION OF FILL GAS
4/C SPECTROGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS
Copies of spectrograms of die experimental H.CJL. emission made widi quartz 
and prism spectrographs are shown in Hgs. 31 and 32. Spectrogr^hs shown in 
Rg.31 were recorded when the H.CL. fill gas was contaminated and Rg. 32 under 
conditions of maximum gas purity.
Molecular bands may be seen in die spectrogram of the contaminated lanq). By
conqrarison widi standard molecular spectra [41] the bands were identified as being
predominantly due CO and CO* and to a lesser extent OH and R  No Oj or Nj bands 
were dftfctrd. inHiraning that the contamination was due to outgassing and not a real 
leak.
An additional notaUe difference between die medium quartz q>ectrograms
recorded nndf«- 'clean' high purity conditicHis and contaminated gas conditions is die 
strong quenching of Fe qrectral lines <rf sputtered cathode atoms, most noticeaWy in the 
ultraviolet spectral region, by gas impurities. The effects fill gas impurities is 
discussed further in section 7 /E .
4/D VISUAL INSPECTION OF GLOW
The R C  glow in the experimental lanp was visually inspected over die fiill 
curnent range (0 - 50 mA) and with fill gas pressures o f 1 ,2 ,3  and 5 toer. Some gmeral 
features of the glow appearance and its variation with discharge conditions were noted: -
(a) In die low current range of a few mA the colour, brightness and distribution of 
the glow changed rapidly as lamp current was increased.
(b) In the higher current range above about 5 mA die ippearance of die glow was
very stable, showing litde change as lamp current was increased.
(c) At low current the glow was confined to a central cylinder o f reddish colour, 
which suddenly brightened in «dour and intensity as current was increased, and
grew to fill die cathode hollow exeqx for a narrow dark qiace near the cathode
walL
(d) This rapid change was accompanied by a jump in the Iri curve and a'bump'in
the V/i characteristic - see R g 28.
(e) With the R C .L  filled to low neon pressures of 1 and 2 torr, the glow in the 
stable current range was uniform up to the dark space.
(0  At fill gas pressure of 3 and 5 torr die glow had an annular bright region near
the cathode and the central region was less bright and reddened in «dour. This
was more noticeable at 5 tmr than at 3 tonr.
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CHAPTERS
THE INSTRUMENT FUNCTION OF THE FABRY - PEROT 
INTERFEROMETER
5/A INTRODUCTION
Recofxfing of the instrument function (LF.) of the Fabiy - Perot interferometer 
was necessary for optimization of the etak» adjustment (see 3/B.S (b)) and was required 
for the synthesis of spectral profiles corrected for instrumental broadening (see 6/A).
The LF. of a Fabry - Perot interferometer dq>ends sensitively on a number of 
parameters and is subject to considerable variation with even quite small changes in some 
ci them. A study was made of the intetferometer LF. and its dependence on the different 
parameters investigated.
S/B THEORY
S/B. 1 Instrum ent Functk» Definition
Any q>ectrometer may be aiudysed into three main elements: -
(i) A dispersing element, combtiting wavefronts o f differing phase retarded by optical
d ^ th  A  whichmay be varied by means a control parameter i /  . 
fii) An optical inoaging system ofoveralltnuismittai>ce.( including the diq>ersing 
element) ' t ' ( o "  ). 
fiii) A detector of sensitiviiy D( o~ )
(where <r represents wavenumber in m'^ )
The recorded q>ectral profile is a gnqih of the variation of detector output witii 
changing values of die control parameters over some interval.
If the spectrometer is illuminated with radiation, with a  distribution ci intensity 
with wavenumber I(< r) , then the recorded profile value Y ( y )  is given by
Y ( y )  = J i ( < r )  T ( < T ) D ( < r ) G ( < r  , ) . ^)d«r  -(5.1)
where G( o '  , V ) is the Green's Function describing the relationship between the 
dispersion and tte  control parameter space.
If the optical retardation varies linearly with changing control parameter and the 
Green's function is invariant over the range of the spectral distribution and V issuitatdy 
scaled in wavenumber units then eq. 5.1 may be expressed as the convolution integral
Y ( o - ' )  «=/ l ( o - ) g ( o - ' - < r ) d o -  -(5.2)
where g ( o ' ' - o ' )  » X " ( o " ) D ( o " ) G ( o “ , V )
is die instrument function d  the spectrometer, and or ' is die scaled control parameter.
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If the sotnce illumination is monochromatic radiation of wavenumber (Tq , dien 
I( O' ) is an impulsive distribution
where <X i i / K o - l d t r  , is the source luminance and ^ ( ( r  - o-q) is the 
Dirac S - function.
Then Y(o” ) lo- «0-» g(<r'-o-o)
and hence the instrument function g(o” -<ro)  is the profile recoded w i*  unit 
source luminance.
5/B. 2 Theory of the Fabry-Perot Instrument Function
5/B.2(a) History of theory
The theory the Fabry - Perot IJ*. has received considerable attention fijom a 
number of workers [see 47], notably by Jacquinot and various co - workers [48]. The 
salient features of the theory of the LF. r f  the ideal and practical case may be outlined as 
follows.
S/B.2(b) Ideal Case
In the ideal Fabry - Perot the diqtersing element is an etaltm consisting of two 
plane parallel partially reflecting surfaces of infinite extent If one surface of the étalon is 
iUuminated by sparaUel beam of monochromatic radiatiootrf wavenumber <T and
intensity I, incident at angle of incidence i .
Tten die intensity of light transmitted by the étalon F( <r ) given by the Airy 
function
°  ( l + A / T ) ^ ( l + f s i n 2 ' ) £ ' / 2  )
-(5.3)
, the phase diange due to optical path retardation
where f  =  ^ 4 R __T H rF
•^=  2 i t < r A  
2 t n c o s i
andR,AandT are the surface intensity reflectance, absorptance and transmittance 
respectively, t is the separation of the étalon surfaces and n is the refiactive index of the
intersurface medium.
If the surfine reflectance is high, the Airy fimetion is a "comb" of evenly spaced 
sharp peaks which occur when <rA assumes integer values N and -  2k N,
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where N is the crier r f  interfere«*. T V  width of tbe peaks at half m a x ^
. is most cooveniendy expressed in terms of the finesse F d e ^  as the redo between
the inter-Older spacing A ' f  « 2 *  andthewidth :
F -
î i '  ^
( 1 - R )
It should V  noted that in this ideal case, the finesse depends only on die surface
jtflectance. and may V  more correedy termed the reflectance finesse
If the critical retardation is fixed, the étalon transmits radiation of narrow ranges rf
wavenumber centred about successive, evenly spaced values
cr i» ^ 2 * , where j = 1 ,2, . . .1. u   •••*' '  j*
 ^ - (5.5)
satisfying <r A  = N
The difference in wavenumber between successive orders of interference <r - <r j
is termed die flee spectral range, and conventionaUy denoted (somewhat confusingly) by
A c  . From eq. 5.5 it follows t h a t / i ( r  isgivenby
A < r -  - i -
A
Conversely, for a fixed wavenuinber of inoochromatic mumination. if the optical
retardation is varied the étalon wiU transmit radiation for narrow ranges of optical
retardation centred on successive, evenly spaced values A . , A j t j
where j  = 1 . 2 . 3 . . . .  satisfying eq (5.3). with
A > i  - A j  = ^
When the étalon is used as the diqiersing dement of an interferometer, the
radiation to V  spectrum analysed is limited to a wavenumber range less than A o r . a n d  
the optical retardation is varied via a suitaWe control parameter. The optical path
retardation A  = 2 t n c o s i  may V  varied by changing any of the three variables t. n
or i. and in the pressure scanning interferorneter the reftactive index n of the gaseous
intersurface me(üum is varied by changing the gas pressure which is the control
If the control parameter V  .is scaled so that the difference in value of the scaled 
parameter <r’ . between successive orders of interference is A  o- . tiien the I J .  is an
Airy function
.(«■ •i -  A ( » " )
( l  + A /T )^ ( l+ f s in * ( J t< r ’A ) )
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of width w A æ -
and nuudmum value
TT+a7t F
5/B. 2(c) Practical Case
In a practical Fahiy - Perot interfcrooieter the situation is conçUcated by a number 
of «Atirirmiii factors so diat the instrument fiinctioo dqraits significantly from die Airy
fiincdoo of d »  ideal case and die finesse achieved in practice is less than that calculated
fiom die reflectance (rf die étalon surface.
In the sinçlest and commonly used practical arrangement (also that ençloyed in 
die wOTk), a pinhde rçerture at die focal point ci a collimating lens on the optical axis,
notiiial to the étalon, lirints angles of incidence to a srnaU range around zero (an annular
apenan is possible in princ^le, but rarely used in practice). Consequently die radiation
falling on the étalon is not incident at a fixed angle ( i -  0 ) but a small range of angles
determined by the diameter of die apeiture and die focal length of die lens.
Also the étalon surfaces are not perfectly flat or parallel, hence the surface
Sf.par«tinn is not fixed but varies slighdy over different regions d  die étalon.
Furdieriiioie die surfaces are not of infinate extent but lirnited to a finite area, either by 
the size <rf étalon OT mote usually by a circular qietture placed on axis, near i t
If the situation is considered in which die finesse is limited to a value, the qiertute
finesse Fa . much less dian that calculated from die reflectance, only by die range of
angles of incidence. Then the I.F. is rectangular and the içerture finesse
given by F^ = - i S -  .
n  N ■
where O is the soUd angle subtended at the centre o f the collimating lens by the pinhae 
aperture.
Considetin^ the case where the finesse is lirnited to a value Fp mudi less than the
calculated refledance finesse, only by the range of values of étalon surface separation.
Then, if  the range of values of surface separation and t  is i  t , the finesse Fj, is given
by
, where m (5.11).
The form of die I.F. ® ( o " )  depends on the nature of the source of
variation of surfece sqiaration. Three sources of variation can be identified.
(i) local departures rf  the étalon surfaces from plane, due to small, randomly
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Oi) Non-local deptrtures of the ealon surfaces 6oni plane due to figuring
exror, e.g. a slight curvature of the surfaces.
Ciii) y^wnallelism of the étalon surfaces due to initial setting error or teoçerature
variations.
Consider each source of variation <rf surface sqtaration in turn, assuming it to be 
* e  only source trf variation present Randomly distributed defects can be ejçected to
give rise to a Gaussian form for :2 > « r ') , figuring error a form depending on the
wmire of the figuring erim and aparallelism a non - syinmetrical fonn corresponding to
die LF. o f a circular section of a wedge of small angle of inclination.
If conçarable contributions to die variation of the surface separation are made by
the three sources, then X >  («” > wifl be the convolution of functions representing
the effect «rf each sqiaratc source.
Sirriilariy. in a practical interferonneter all of the above effectt wiU contribute to the
observed LF. which wUl be the convolution of functions representing each of them, so 
that g(<y ’) =" A  -2 )  i®" )
and the observed finesse F will defend on the finesse factors Fr.F^  and Fd inamanner
dependant on the form of 7F « t ’ ) and 2 )  « T ' ) .  TTiis is excluding the
possible effects of aperture dif&action and finite etakm area.
To evaluate such a convolution for the general'case is very difficult, though
calculations relating the observed finesse F to Fr , Fa andFo have been carried out by
various workers for some simpte cases [see 47 and 48]. TTie author feels that aU that can
be stated with a measure of certainty about the general case is; -
(i) F is less than the smallest o f F j ,  Fa andFp
Oi) F is ptobaHy greater than that calculated fiom
_1_  -  _ 1_  + _1_  + 4 -
F Fg Fa Fp
fiii) if one of die three separate finesse parameters Fq (say) is much less than
die pther two then 
'F  -  Fd 
and g ( <r ' )  =
5/C Empirical Investigation
Becau^ of the involved nature of a fiiU theoretical description of the LF. of the
Fabry - Perot interferometer U is not possible to calculate what die LF. of a given device 
wiU be. except in some linnting cases. The LF. of the interferotneter used in the work
measured experimentally, and its dependence on some variable parameters of thewas
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was measured experimentally, and its dependence on some variable parameters of the 
instrument investigated.
The Fabry - Perot étalon, used with a 6mm q>acer, had quoted flatness of A /I
with reflective coatings ovtx regions of 35 tnm diameter and measured reflectance
93% [43] at a wavelength of 700 mm with 140 nm bandwidth. The I.F. was recoded at 
a wavelength of 632.8 nm by scanning diffused émission of a mode - stabiliied He - Ne
laser which acted as a near ideal monochromatic source. Details <rf the pracücal
interferometer arrangement and how the LF. was recorded may be found in Section 
3/B.5; Rg. 10 shows a schematic diagram of tire interferometer.
•n te& eespectralrange^io- . reflectance finesse F* and "limiting" finesse due
to surface defects F p . calculated for the instrument fitom die above values, were:
^  <r = 83.3 m *
F , -  43.3
and Fp = 70
The finesse measured in practice, could vary widely, fiom as Uttle as 10 to as much as
40, depending on the values of several variable instruments parametas, namely:
(i) The diameter of the pinhole jqrertureAj.
fii) The diameter of the iris iqwtureAi limiting the effective étalon area.
Ctii) The orientation o f the étalon, relative to the optical axis of the imagmg
system
(iv) The degree of iqrarallelism of tire étalon sutfeces
11«  values of these pararnetos had to be set empirically when adjusting the
interferometer for use. and the effect of varying them was examined in order to assist the 
setting of optimal values. Exarrqrles of experimental recodings of the I.F. showing tiie
effect on the observed function of varying each of instrunaent pararrieters in turn, are
provided in Rgs. 33 to 37.
An immediately noticeable feature of these I.F. recordings is the sensitivity of the 
observed I.F. to,imall change in étalon orientation and degree oi parallelism. Hg. 34 
shows the effect of changing étalon orientation and Rg. 33 changing depee <rf
paralklisin. Tlie marked change in the profile shown in the figures correspond to sniall
changes of position of the adjustment screws contntiling the two instrument parameters. 
The sensitivity to changes in étalon «ientation is fiirtiier illustrated in Rg. 38 where
merely tightening the nut locking tiie adjustment screw can be seen to have a significant
effect on the I .F., and allowance had to be made for tiiis.
In addition. U U evident that as the étalon orientation or degree of parallelism
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departs further from optimum adjustment, the L F. not only reduces in peak height and
increases in width, but also becomes progressively more asymmetric.
The LF. is however, much less sensitive to  changes in the diameter o f the pinhtAe
aperture A j, and die diameter r f  the iris tçertureA i limiting the effective étalon area.
Increasing die diameter of eitheriçeiture dearly increased the U ^ t flux ttansrmtwl and
consequentiy the peak height of the IP .; however die width and s h ^  of the LF. 
changed much less signifrcantly.
When a series of pinhde qiertures were used, the diameter increasing by about
0.1 mm between each içertute, the instrumental width was unchanged until apertures 
larger then about -  1.2 mm. whereafter die LF. slowly broadened with the profile 
remaining symmetrical. Fig. 36 shows two recordings of die LF. with diameter of 
aperture A j of 0.78 amd 1.50 mm. detector gain having been adjusted to give similar 
iiMghK The étalon adjustment was near optimal and the effecûve etakm diameter 
limited to 10 mm.
The effect on the observed LF. of increasing die effective étalon area by varying
the diameter of ^ xatute A j, depended on the degree of aparallelism <rf the étalon
surfaces. Increasing the aperture diameters generally increased the widdi of the IF ..
however the rate o f increase was greater the more parallel the étalon surfaces. The 
profile also tended to become asymmetric with large apertures if the degree o f parallelism
waspoOT.
This dependence may be seen by cooçaring Fig. 33 and 37. Fig. 37 shows
recordings of die IF . with aperture Ai diameters of 5 mm and 30 mm with near
optimum adjustment of paralleUsm and Fig. 35 shows similar recordings but with poorer 
parallelism adjustment (detector gain adjusted).
5/D Comparison of Empirical LF. Results W ith Theory
The first question to consider is how well the measured values of finesse 
calculated fitom F = (5.12)
be explained in terms of the finesse factors related to reflectance, flatness and
-(5.13) 
- (5 .11)  
-(5.10)
can
aperture, given by 
F- -
"  1 -R
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fa OTder to do this an estimate of the likely error* in values of finesse mutt be made.
The measured values of finesse given by eq. 5.12 will be considered first .The
fiee spectral range A C  a>uW be determined, by measuring the spacer fakkneM,
much more accurately than the w id* of the recorded I.F. S<r , hence * e  caror in * e  
observed finesse was dominated in
w id* £ c r  could be detennined t o - ±  8% ,  so that the finesse could also be
determined to about -  ±  8 %, equivalent to ~ ± 3 in value.
The likely em»s fa the values calculated fw F ^  ,F p  andFy^ .givenbyeqs.
5.13,5.11 & 5.10.WÜ1 be am sidered next It should be noted that the expression 
n - j R  . ov ine the value o f F» , is very sensitive to smaU ertOTS fa R if  the value of 
1 - R
R is close to unity, as it is in a Fabry - Perot étalon. If R = 0.93, then a change of ±  1% 
in the value o f R results in a change of ~ ±  15 % fa the calculated value o f F* 
corresponding to a change fa value trf ~ ±  6.
Accurate detœninatioos <rf reflectance are difficult to achieve; the reflectance rfthe 
était» surfaces used fa dre wrak had been measured on qiccialired coinmercial
equipment, some time before, by a previous woricer [43] ^  could not be readily
repeated. Any smaU error in these measurements OT changes due to ageing, would cause 
a considerable error in the calculated reflectance finesse. Hence die value of reflectan«
of 43.3, calc i^iat«vl for die étalon, should be considered an estimate o f uncertam 
accuracy.
The likely error fa die value calculated for the aperture finesse Fj  ^ given byeq.
5.10 on the error fa the value o f solid angle II  subtended by the pinhole
^lerture. The distance between the qietture and ctJlimating lens could be measured to
~ ±  1 % and the mean ^lerture diameter to -  ±  2 %, giving an error estimate fw  F^ 
of ~ ± 5 % O T -± 2 in va lu e .
As the Fp ( -  70) calculated from die manufacturers quoted value of
flatness( X  / 150 ) was much greater than the reflectance finesse, errors in its value
had litde significant effect
To diteedy coaçare measured values oi  finesse with calculated values, 
configurations o f the instrument m utt be considered where die finesse is dominated by
one parameiCT only and is hence iilproximaicly equal to the finesse factor corresponding 
to that parameter. Widi weU optimized étalon orientation and paraUelism, and small
effective étalon area limiting the effects erf any residual ^laraUelism. die finesse will be 
determined by the relative magnitude of F^ and F ^ . Flatness finesse F^ is much larger
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dun F|^  and has little effect.
The diameter of pinhole ^ teftore Aj which gives a value of ^ « ture finesse
= 43, equal to the calculated reflective finesse, is 1.1 mm. If a pmhde dumeter less 
dun 1 inm is used, that the finesse can be esqtected to be qtpiownaately equal to Fr .
Tbe observed finesse in these cneumstances was -  45, in remarkably good agreement 
widi calculated value of reflectance finesse of 43. given die uncertainty in the calculated
value.
If iqierture diameters larger dun ~ 1.1 mm are used dun the finesse may be
expected to be liipioximately equal to F j . This is in leasooaWe agreennent with that 
which was observed in practice, where hroadening <rf the LF. was noted if iqurtines
largerdun - 1.2 mm were used. However the finesse measured, when pinhole
diameters larger than 1.2 mm were used, tended to be larger dun the calculated value of 
Fy^  by an amount more dun would be e^iccied fiom du estimated errors. For exançle, 
the recording of LF. shown in Fig. 36 for a diameter of 1 JO mm has a corresponding
measured finesse of -3 3 ±  3, but the calculated aperture finesse was - 2 3 ±  1. As
dieoty indicates that the overall finesse is always less dun the smallest separate finesse
factor, this observation was initially puzzling.
analysis rrfray paths however, suggests a posable explanation. Aperture
limitation after du étalon, causes a greater proportion rrf rays with large a n ^  of 
incidence at the étalon not »  reach the detector than with snaall angles of incidence make 
a greater contribution to the detected intensity. As a  result, the finesse is not degraded as
much as would have occured with no aperture limitatioo after the étalon.
The dependence of the observed LF. on the degree of etak» aparaDelism is fully
consistent with theory, and the fact that the variation of du LF. with effective étalon 
aperture also dqunded on the depee of étalon aparallelism may be readily c^lained
The range o f values of étalon surface squration, caused by quraUelism of d u  surfaces,
increases with increasing effective étalon diameter. As a result, the width and shqu of
d u  LF. is more influenced by aparallelism the larger the effective étalon qurture.
The sensitivity of the sh q u  and width <rf the trirserved LF. to small errors in 
étalon orientation has not been addressed in the theoretical treatment (outlined above), as
ftr as d u  author is aware. Analysis of ray paths however again suggests a possible 
exjdanation. When the plane of the étalon is inclined at some angle to the optical axis,
rays suffering successive reflection between the étalon surfaces will be progressively
disjdaced further fiom the axis, and fiiully rruhe no contribution to the detected 
intensity, because of the Kmited effective qurturc. The loss o f these higher Older terms
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LF. of « tors in étalon orientation and paialleUsm. producing both broadening and 
asymmetry, would seem to confirm this.
5/E Choice of Instrum ent Parameters Used
The choice <rf instniment parameters used in practice, depends in part on the
performance desired in a given application. The resolving power, Ught transmittance and 
wavenumber invariance of the LF. are interdependent factors, the relative importance of 
which can vary considerably. As the finesse, which determines resolving power for a 
given fiee spectral range, is very sensitive to the orientation and degree of parallelism of
the étalon, the adjustrnent of the parameters have to be weU optimized to achieve high
resolution. However increases in finesse gained by reducing either aperture A, or Az 
must necessarily entaU loss of Ught transmission, a serious problem when dealing with 
low levels of intensity.
Invariance of the LF. over a range of wavenumber values was a desirable feature 
because the LF. could only be measured at one wavelength, that of the mode stable He - 
Ne laser available, but knowledge of the LF. was required over a range of wavelength 
values, in order to correct observed spectral profiles for instnimental broadening J f  the 
finesse was dominated by reflectance, then because F^ is very sensitive to small change 
in R, any sUght variation of reflectance with wavelength (a smaU "ripple" for exan^le) 
would cause the LF. to vary rapidly with changing wavelength making profile 
corrections irrçossiblc. Rnesse contributions correqxmding to other parameters can be 
expected to vary more slowly with changing wavelengths.
The diameter of pinhole aperture Aj was set at 1.16 mm for routine
measurements. This value was chosen from the sequence of apertures, as it was sUghtiy 
less than the value at which broadening of the 1J .  was observed so that Ught
transmitted was the maximum possible with no loss of finesse. In addition the aperture
was sufficiently smaU so that the Ught accepted by the instrument was limited to a smaU 
region of the source image.
The maximum diameter of the effective étalon aperture A, was limited by tiie
diameter of the coated regions of the étalon plates to 35 mm. The value used for routine
measurements was 30 mm, set by the diameter (rf tile iris aperture A j . The best choice
of value of diametrt A, was not straight - forward however. The desirable features of
high resdution and high Ught transmission are naturaUy conflicting but tiie situatitm was
further conçUeated by the effect of smaU errors in the adjustment of étalon paraUelism.
•a. _ j — e— ^missjon was
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further compUcated by the effect of smaU errors in the adjustment o f étalon parallehsm. 
Optmrizatioo of étalon adjustment by the methods of scanning User emission was
vcrytimcconsuniingandoptinriiationofpaiaUelismpartiaiUrlyso. Onceetalon
orientation had been set. the adjustment was stable; thU was not the case however, with 
the adjustment of étalon paraUeUsm. Because of the extreme sensitivity of the LF to 
small changes in the degtee of paraUelism of the étalon surfaces and die limitations of the 
Unkages. vU which the tension of the leaf springs and so die paraUelism of the étalon 
surfaces [sec section 3/B.5 for detaUs] were controUed. the optimization of paraUelism 
adjustment was a slow process. In addition.die adjustment of paraUelism once set. was 
not stable but tended to drift out of optimal adjustment with time, particularly when 
fluctuaticHis in ambient tcn^ierature occurred. The most likely reason for dtis drift in 
paraUelism adjustment, was differences in the temperature coefficients of the stiffiiess of 
the three leaf springs causing uneven changes in the tensions of the springs. But 
whatever the true source of this drift, it was a serious problem, as reoptimization of
paraUelism to<* a long time and the mode - stabte laser was avaiUWe for a lim ited
period. Reducing the effective aperture of the étalon, reduced the effect of smaU errors m 
paraUcUsm. so increasing the period for which interferometer could be used before the
étalon parallelism had to be reoptimized.
An additional consequence of the tendency (rf the pataUclism adjustment to drift
was that the I.F. had to be recOTded beftwe and after a run of measurements to ensure
that it had not changed appreciably due to paraUelism drift. This was important when 
carrying out the Fabry - Perot scanning absorption experiments where cotrecoon of 
spectral profiles for instrumental broadening was required.
Use of tiie maximum possible effective aperture diameter of 35 mm was found to 
produce unacceptable sensitivity of the I.F. to paraUdism drift and use of apertures of 
diameter less than -  25 mm caused problems <rf insufficient Ught transmission with
weaker spectral lines. The effective tqiertute diameter of 30 mm was chosen as an uneasy
compromise between the factors.
Fig. 39 shows a typical recording of the LF.. over two orders of interference, 
with the above aperture diameters and optimized étalon adjustment The measured 
finesse for tfiis recording is -  30 typical of values obtained during routine experiments. 
Rg. 40 shows a typical recording of the I.F. over one order of interference exhibiting 
residual asymmetry due to a smaU error of étalon adjustmentThe finesse for this
recording is however -  30. If the measured finesse feU bdow  -  25. paralleUsm
adjustment of the étalon was reoptimized.
As the value <rf finesse for routine measurements was significantly less than the 
calculated reflectance finesse and so dominated by setting errors. smaU changes of
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FIG 39 FABRY-PEROT I.F. OVER TWO ORDERS OF 
INTERFERENCE. OPTIMIZED ETALON 
ADJUSTMENT
se
FIG. 40 FABRY-PEROT I.F. EXHIBITING RESIDUAL 
ASYMMETRY AFTER LIMITTED 
OPTIMIZATION OF ETALON PARALLELISM
CHAPTER 6 
ANALYSIS
6/A FABRY - PEROT ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS OF 
EXCITED STATE NUMBER DENSITIES 
6/A .l Theory of Method
Mc*ods usuaUy used [5.49] to detcmrine number densities of excited atoms are
based on one of the roedwds described by MilcheU a«i Zemansky. AU of these methods 
contain various assumptions as to the fonn and stabflity of spectral line profiles and are 
jBooe to systematic oior. The me&od used in tiiis woric. developed from tiiat enqjloyed
by Janett and Frankin. and Gibbs and Hull [51.52] to measure atomic number densities 
in «1»«» metal vt^wurs, avoids these uncertainties by detennining number densities of
absorbing atoms from measurements of die absorption iHofiles. The abSOTptirm line
profiles are calculated from Fabry - Perot interferometric measurements of primary 
source and transmitted spectral line premies.
The observed primary source and transmitted line profiles ( O") and !„ ( o ' )
respectively) are given b y :
V < r ) -  J f ( ( T - ) g ( o - - < r ’ )do- '  «¡-I)
V ( o - ) =  J f ( r r ’) e x p l - k ( < r ' ) l ] g ( o - - o - ' ) d o ’ (6-2)
and die apparent absrxption coefficient ( k^( c r ) )  by 
k ^ ( ( T ) -  T‘ ln [ I , (< r ) /V(o- ) ]
where f(0"’) is the primary source line profile
g(o-') the interferometer instrument function 
k(o"') the true absoqition coefficient 
k^(<r’) the apparent absorption coefficient
1 die absorption path length
and o the wavenumber.
The number density of abstwbing atoms ( N ) is given b y :
N -  8 n i t , c  Jk(<ndo-  
i t  ^12
where gi is the statistical weight <rf the iqiper energy level
gj the statistical weight (rf the lower energy level
the central wavelength of the qiectral line 
A jj the transition probability
(6.3)
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and c the jpeed of light __ ^
In  orfer to suberimtc in  this e x p re « o o  to  deicnm ne N . the tnie ■bfofptioo p i o ^
w o-)m ustbeobt«nedfitxnthcob*ervedpeofile^conec«dfbrthee£fe«o^^^
intcrfeiometer instniment function. Hiis iwpiiies solutioni of uttegnl equations 6.1 and
6.2 which can only be obtained after coosidetaWe da» processing.
A prcliimnaiy gnqthical analysis was earned out on some <rf *e results in which
effect of the instrun«« fimetioo was ignored, and the absorting atom m
using die iqiparent absorption coefBaent given by eg. 6.3 in cq.^. ■ »
Justified as the instnnnentfimction is namiwcompBed to the o b m rv e d p ^  
hence the true and apparent absorption coeffiden» are approximately
(JKJ. Graphical Analysia _____^
I>noting the estimate of N. calculated ftom d aa  uncorrected ft» the in terferorn^
instnunent function, by , dien
N.
where
= c x  iV o -X k J -  
CX -  8xgaC
(6.5)
Ki ^12
Tl.e apparent absorptk« coefficient was calculated ftom raw i m ^
rtKnn fifteen evenly spaced points « « « the spectral profik and a greph of
plotted against wavenumber, a  was found that points near the "wings ° f * * * i « ^
lines, where intensity values were small, gave rise to divergences and were not plotted.
(divergences are discussed in detail in section 6(A-3 (a))
The area under the curve was found by counting squares of graph paper and N ,
calculatedusingthisgriqAicalestimateof i k , « r ) d o -  «ui values of atomic tr«isition
probability obtained ftom data published by the National Bureau of Standards [53). Hus
was a laborious process and was only carried out on a lirnited number of the results.
Rg 41 shows a typical graph of apparent absorptioo coefficient against
wavenumber plotted for Ne I 640.2 nm (2 tore neon pressure) and R g  42 a graph of the
estimated number density of neon atoms in metastableexdted state 3s [V , g  . «g«in«
iMip current (calculated ftom Ne I 640a nm. 1 tore neon pressure). Table 3 gives the
cstiniated nurnber density ( - ± 15 » )  of atoms in metastable state 3s [ V j S  
(calculated ftom Ne I 640.2 nm results) at a fixed lamp current of20m A . for 1 .2  and
5 torr neon pressure.
The strong saturation of the rnetastabte atom populatioo with irKreasmg 1 ^
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FIG.41 PLOT OF APPARENT ABSORPTION COEF­
FICIENT AGAINST WAVENUMBER
FIG 42 PLOT OF NUMBER DENSITY OF METASTABIf 
STATE 3sP/af AGAINST LAMP CURRENT
9;?
NUMBER DENSITY OF ATOMS IN 3 s W »  AT 
20 mA & THREE PRESSURES, GRAPHICAL 
ANALYSIS ( ± ~ 1 5 % )
NUMBER DENSITY OF ATOMS IN STATES OF 
3s,3s' GROUP AT 2 TORR & 20 mA, 
GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS ( ±~15 % )
^2
current ami its lack of sensitivity to ffll gas pressure U ^ )paienL The gnqAically
estimated number density of atoms in state 3s [^212 cakailatetl from Ne I 640^nm is 
-  2 X 10”  m‘* for a wide range of discharge conditkms.
Whwiihe number density (at 20 mA) of atoms in this state is estimated from
lesu ltsforN e I 614.3 nm. a value o f - 4  x lO”  m ’ is obtained, which is iw sonablc
agreement bearing in mind t i le  poor accuracy to which atomic transition probabilmes ate
known and the rough and ready nature of this grqihical treatment of the analysis.
The number density of neon atoms in the tiiree other exdied stales in the 3s, 3s'
group were also gnqihically estimated and tiie values obtained (20 mA, 2 torr neon
pressure) shown in Table 4. The estimated number densities are of tiie same order of 
magnitude as that of 3s but smaller by factors between 2 and 10.
6/A3  Com puter Aided Analysis (Method)
6/A.3(a) Methods Review
An analysis (rftiie results, taking into account the effects o f the instrument 
function, was carried out with the aid of a digital con?)uter (DEC, DEC -10). In order to
do tiiU it was necessary to devise algorithrns which would provide ajiiMOximate
solutions to in t^ ra l equations
l„(o-)  -  if(<J” ) g ( « r - < r ’) d o ' '  ( 6D
and -  J f ( < r ' ) e x p l - k ( < r ' ) l ] g ( < r - o " ) d o ' ’ (6.2)
fiom data eaqicrimentally determined and inevitably containing errors. Dirert methods of
/Afining solutions generally encounrerdifBculty as timy are numerically unstable and 
produce qwrious value divergences in the presence of experimental errors in tive input 
data.
Both equations 6.1 and 6.2 involve convolution integrals and two ditect methods 
(rf nbraining solution »  titis type of in t^ ia l equation were examine d ;
(a) Fourier TYansform method. [54] Denoting the Fourier transfrom of I,( (T'),
f( o-) and g( o-) by T( s ). F( s ) and G( s ) where s is a generalised conqilcx
fiioqucocy tbe transfonn is defined as i
F ( s )  »  J f ( 0' ) e x p ( - j 2 * s t r ) d s  (6.6)
if y < r )  -  i f ( < r ' ) g ( < r - < r ’ ) d o ' ’
then by theconvolutiontheoremT-FO and hence F - T /G  (6.7)
Fourier'Dansforms F( s ) and 0 (  s ) can be obtained by using a Fast Fourier
Transform (F.F.T.) algorithm on the measured values of I„( O ' )  and g( <T) ,
and values of f( <r) found by applying the transform to the value of F( s )
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from equation (6.7).
(b) Serial product inversioo
If * e  functions f  ( (T) and g ( (T) are reiTOScnted by sequences of discrete values
{f} and(g)
= ............ “
{ g ) - ( g j ) . j = 0 .1............ n
conesponding to samples of the function taken at even closely spaced intervals 
of width w.
Then die convolution of f( o’ ) and g ( 0 " ) , / f ( 0 ' ' ) g ( 0 ' - 0 ’ )dO" , 
is qiproximated by sequence of discrete values 
{h)-{hk).k  = 0.1....... m + n where
hfc = w X fjgfc.i
i
which is termed die serial product sequence {fl and (g) and may be wntien
in the shoithand form (h) » (f) * (g) (6.9).
Obtaining a solution to eq. 6.1 corresponds in diis discrete lepresoitation to 
calculating die sequence (f) given values of the sequences (h) and {g}. This may be 
achieved by a stepwise process, first calculating f„ ( = h^/go) then the neat term fj 
and so on dirough the sequence [55].
Both of these solution methods are numerically unstable because they invoWe 
evaluation of eapressioiis of the form x /  y. where x and y may assume smaU values.
When X and y do assume smaU values, in the presence of data eriOTS. then the value of
X / y is dominated by the effect (rf the ertoes and divergences may occur. The same type
of problem was encountered in the graphical analysis, where divergent points in the 
wings of die spectral lines were simply ignored (- sec secQoo 6/A.2)
To overctmte these divergence difficulties, a procedure was developed which 
provided approximate solutions to the equations by iterative refinement Use was made 
of numerical analysis subroutines fiom NAG Ubrary wherever possible, with GINO and 
GINOGRAF library subroutines used for grqihical ouqiut All source coding was
written in FORTRAN 77. Code listings of those program sections marked by X x
on die flowcharts (Figs. 44.45. and 59) are included in Appendix B of the thesis 
6/A.3 (b) The Iterative Procedure
The procedure breaks naturally into two sqparaie parts; first obtain an adequ«e
approximation » f (< r )  from equation 6.1 , then use thU to generate an ^ ipioximation to
k( <T) from equation 6.2. The strategy adopted in developing the procedure, suggested
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by D. Stacey [S6], may be outlined as foUowa:
P a r t i
(1) Find a function, with sufficient parameten, that can rq>resentf(<r) to a good
degree of approximation u4ien suitable values of the parameters are chosen.
(2) Guess an initial set of parameters, convolve the function with tile instrument
function g( (T ) then compare the result with the observed profile I„( <T).
(3) Vary the parameters until the two profiles agree as closely as possible.
P a r t i
(4) Find a function witii sufficient parameters whidi can rqxesent k( o ' ) to a good 
degree of t^iproximation vdien suitaUe values of the parameters are chosen.
(5) Take approximation to f( or) found from the first part, guess initial parameters
of the absorption coefficient and iqiply the absorption feature to the 
i^proximation to f( O' ) .
(6) Convolve witfi the instrument ftmctiong( O') and compare result with the
observed transmitted profile
(7) Vary the parameters of the absoiption coefficient until the pre^ks agree as
closely as possible.
6/A.3(c) D aU Fit
Before any manipulation (rf tile  data could be carried out it was first necessary to
translate the raw graphical line profiles into numerical form stored in the computer
mfitvwy To do this a peripheral digitizer fHypadlwM used which could detennine the 
( x , y )  c o -ordinates o f chosen points to an accuracy of ±0.1 mm and transmit them to 
the computer for sttwage, fiom a V.D.U. tenninal. A program was written which opened
a memory file of user chosen name and directed data into i t  The program allowed the 
first line for the file to contain information typed in by the user and was used to hetid a 
specification of the raw experimental data, wavelength profile type etc.
M th  the graph paper tenporarily fixed to the digitization surface, two points 
/Wining the chosen origin and baseline were digitized and tiien a large number of points 
across the line profile. For reasons discussed below more points were digitized, where 
the profiles changed rapidly such as near peaks, and near the ends of the interval 
digitized.
Rg. 43 shows a flowchart of the first sttges of data processing carried out after 
/tigiriTiirinn of a spectral line profile. The processing was broken into relatively small 
steps with data stored in files between execution of separate programs. Although this 
required extra file storage qrace and execution time reading and writing files it allowed
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greater contnd o f the process and made testing and debugging easier.
After initial digitization of a line p n ^ e ,  the coofxlinates of points relative to the 
chosen origin and baseline were caloulated. The program corrected for the slight 
^>aiallelism of the graph and digitizer axes due to posidoning error and allowed for 
manual conection of baseline drift if  desired. Also any points of the ooirected set with x 
- ordinate not in strictly non - decreasing order were eliminated, as such points were 
unacceptable to the cubic spline fitting subroutine EQ2BAF (tescribed below and could 
easily be generated by mistake, paiticulariy when digitizing rapidly changing curves such 
as the intereferometer LF.
Curve fitting to the profile data, carried out next, was often easier if  the data was 
scaled, with the y - coordinate replaced by ln( 1 -f y ). This is generally true of sharply 
peaked curves such as the instrument function [see 57] and usually a scaled and an 
unsealed version of the data were stored.
Curve filing to the data points was necessary so that airays of exactly evenly 
spaced san^le values could be obtained, and digitization errors smoodied. Least squares 
fits to Chebkhef polynomial series and cubic splines were tried, and cubic splines found 
to give better results.
The fitting program called the NAO subroutine E02BAF [59] which confuted a 
weighted least - squares approximatiem to the data points with spline knots chosen by the 
user. After return fixxn E02BAF the cubic spline was evaluated widi NAG subroutine 
E02BBF [60] and the fitted curve and data points plotted on line with a graphics 
V.D.U., or a plot file created for subsequent ouqput on a Benson plotter. The plot w u  
examined by the user and new knots chosen as necessary. The process was repeated 
until a sarisfactory fit was obtained and the knot position and the qpline coefficients 
stored in a file. The cubic splines were represented in the fonn of normalized B - splines 
of degree 3 [see 62,63]. The data points had equal absolute enor probabilities and 
hence equal weights of 1 were used for unsealed data, however scaling of the data by 
y —^ ln ( 1+y ) required the weights to be adjusted to l / ( l  + y )  [see 61,57].
Algorithms which least squares fit polynomials to data can generate unwanted 
oscillations of value, particularly towards the ends of the x - interval digitized [61,57].
To reduce this tendency to oscillation, extra data points, near the ends of the x - interval 
and in regions of abrupt change, were digitized. The scaling of the data referred to above 
also helped reduce unwanted oscillations when fitting rapidly changing functions. The 
number and position of the knots are also important factors and knots were chosen so 
that the underlaying function being represented was separated into sections of different 
curvature [57].
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6/A.3(d) Source Profile Synthesis Procedure
The £«^n»*»rinn, by itersdve refinement, of an ^>i»Dximate solution of equation 6.1
for the source profile f( <r). given Ae observed enassion profile 1, ( 0-) and die LF. 
g( cr), will be refered to as source prtrfile synthesis and the q>proximate sedution profile 
so refeted to as the synthesized source profile. The convolution of die
synthesized source profile wiA the LF. will be tefered to as the synAesized emission
profile.
Once an acoq)table tqwesentatioo of Ae experimentally observed emissioo profiles
had been found, Ae next step A obtaining an approximate sdutioo to equation 6.1 was 
to choose the functional form used to rqrresent the source profile. A function derived 
fiom a model of the primary source discharge could be used or a more generalized 
representation such as the polynomial splines used to rqjtesent Ae observed profiles.
A function derived fiom a model has the disadvantage that an adequate model of
Ae primary source discharge is required to start wiA. The source profile dqjends on
spectral broadening and radiative transfer processes within Ae discharge, about vAich, it 
is difficult to have adequate information. The effect rfse lf - abswption m regions of m - 
homogeneous temperature creates particular uncertamty.
A furtha disadvantage is Ae loss of generality implied by model dqiendence. 
Solutions of mtegral equations of the convolution type similar to equation (6.1) are often 
required m a number of important applications and it was desirable to develop a method 
which could be qiplied generally to equations of this type.
The "» in  advantage of a model derived function is that unwanted oscillatioos, 
which can occur wiA more generalized functions such as polynomials, can more easily 
be avoided.
The most straight forward approach, and Ac one adqited, was to use the same
type of generalized r^iresentation of Ae source profile u  that used when curve fitting die
observed emission profile. In fact cubic qiline fitting of Ae observed line profile wm 
chosen m preference to a single Chebyshef polynomial fit, because a cubic spline 
representation of the profile was found to be less prone to unwanted oscillation m the 
source proflie synAesis.
The other important choice which had to be nnade before the source profile 
syn Aesis algorithm could be designed was the method of approximating Ae convolution 
mtegral. Three possible methods were considoed
(a) Fast Fourier TYansform (F.F.T.)
(b) Serial product
(c) Other int^ral approximation
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The F.F.T. method it somewhat conq>licated, requning three Fourier tcansfionns 
for each evaluation of the convolution integral The p r in c ^  advantage o f die method it
that it i t  potentially the fastest for sequences with large numbers of elements. If a
iifq iy iw »  h a t N  elements, then the number of calculations required to obtain its discrete 
Fourier transform by F.F.T. i s - N lo g jN  [55], hence the time taken to obtain an 
tqiproximation to the convolution ci two functions, represented by sequences of N 
elements, is roughly proportiotud to N log2 N. The number of calculations required to 
form the serial product of these sequences is -N *  and other methods of approximating 
the integral wiU, at least, require numbers ci calculations proportional to N®. N logj N 
grows mote slowly tiian N* with increasing N, and the F.F.T. method is the only 
conqmtational feasible mediod if N is very large.
The "Min advantage of die serial product method is that it is straight forward and 
an algoridim forming the serial product of two arbitrary sequences of numbers given by 
e<^6.8 can easily be constructed.
The serial product mediod approximates die convolution integral by a summation 
and some other type of integral approximation could be used. However a sqiarate 
appmritTMtinn of the integral would be necessary for each point at which die value of the 
convolution integral was desired. It would probably requite more calculations, and 
consequendy ccnqiutation time, and would be mote corrgilicated to ingilement
The serial product methcxl was chosen and exeoition of the source pnrfile 
synthesis program not found to be excessively slow as tong u  it invcdved sequences not 
larger dian about ISO elements.
ti/A.3 (e) Source Profile Synthesis Program
The ftowdhart d  the program which synthesized a source profile as an 
approximate scdution to equation 6.1 is shown in Rg. 44. The main program segment in 
particular has been simplified for reasons of clarity, and details, such as user contrd
over the choice of the files opened and minimization parameters, have been omitted.
The program used the NAG subroutine E04FCF, a congirdiensive algorithm for 
gnding an unconstrained m inim um  of a sum of squares of M residual functims in N 
variables (M i  N), with no derivatives required [58]. E04FCF calls two subroutines 
supplied by die user, LSQFUN which calculates the values of the residual functions 
^ (X )  i i “  1 .2 ,...J il at a given point X  in the qiace of N variables, and LSQMON 
which nKxiitors the minimization process. After an initial starting point 2^*^ is supplied, 
the routine generates a sequence of points X® • X ^ \  ••• intended to converge to the
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local m inim um  of F( X  ) »  L  ( fj )* , i ■ 1, 2, ....M.
In this ^iplication a point X  was a given set of c u l^  spline coefficients and die 
residual functions fj, the difference between elements of an array rqnesenting the 
observed emission profile and elements of an array rq?resenting die synthesized 
>»mi<!<ann profile. The knot positions were not included in the variable set as this would 
have imposed constraints on the values of this subset of die variables, precluding the use 
<rf an unconstrained mmimizatioa algorithm such as E04FCF, gready ^ implicating die 
protdem. Constraint on the knot positions arises because the NAG routine E02BBF,
used to evaluate the cubic ^line, requires diat the knots be in stricdy non - decreasing 
order and be confined to the base interval. Failure to satisfy this condition causes
immediate termination of program execution.
After initiating execution of die program, the user supplied die names of the two 
files holding the knot positions and spline coefficients derived fiom fitting of the U .
and observed emisaon profile. The user also suRilied the number of points to be
evaluated across the observed profile and a faemr controlling die accuracy to which a 
solution was required.
The main segment then calculated arrays ARRI and ARRP, icpiesenting the LF. 
and the observed profile respectively, fiom the cubic spline fits as sequences of discrete 
values of equal sample width. A small calibration correction was necesssary for the 
Hiffrmiw» in wavelengdu^ the laser spectral line (632.8 n m ) and the qiectral line in
question. The values r f  the elements (rf array ARRI were normalized so that their sum
was always equal to unity, and the array ARRP packed with strings of leadmg and 
trailing zeroes at each end. The two am ys were held in a commem memory block so that 
values could be transfeted to the subroutine LSQFUN, called by E04FCF, which
calculated the residual functions f{.
The routine E04FCF requires values to be assigned to number of parameters 
which «xitrol the minimization process, in addition to the number of residuals and 
acceptable solution accuracy [see 58]. These parameters were set to suitable values 
within the .main program segment, however it was found convenient to have residual 
number and solution accuracy under user contnd for reasons discussed below.
After a file, o f user supplied name, had been opened to hold the monitor output of 
subroutine LSQMON, control was transfered to NAG routine E04FCF with the qiline
coefficients <rf the observed line profik as the starting p«nt of the niiniinization.
E04FCF in turn nniiwt subroutine LSQFUN to calculate the residual function for 
different sets o f spline coefficientt. LSQFUN calculated an array of profile values with 
die current set of spline coefficients, packed die array with strings of leading and trailing
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zeroes, ftwined the serial product with the anay ARRI, repnssenting the I.F., obtained
6om  the common block and calculated die difference between resulting array and the
anay ARRP representing the observed profile, also obtained from comnacm.
The serial product of two sequences of numbers, is a sequence containing one
element less than the sum of the numbers of elements in the initial sequence [55].
Consequendy the serial product of ARRI and die current ARRP, calculated from the
spline coefficients suppUed by EiWCT, contains mc«e elements than die array ARRP 
representing the observed profile. Hence when calculating the difference between the 
array values rqnesenting the observed profile, and serial product of ARRI and the
current ARRP, a large number of elements had to be ignored. The packing of the current 
and observed ARRP with strin p  o f zeroes at the array ends WM dwie to prevent
possible loss of significant residual contributions from die sequence ends, fifteen zeroes 
at each end were found to be sufficient to ensure that the residual were very small near 
the ends of the sequance of residuals, hence lost elements of small value.
The sum of the elements of the serial product of two sequences of numbers, is die 
product of die sums of die elements in the two initial sequences. The normalization of the
dements of ARRI so that they summed to unity, ensured that the sum of elements of the
array i^nesenting the current pixrfile, and hence die area under die profile it represented,
remained unchanged by the formation of the serial prod»^ with ARRL
During the process o f minimizing L ( f j ) *  , E04FCF provided useful 
infixmation on its progress and this information was handled by monitor subroutined 
LSQMON. The fiequency with which LSQMON was called was determined by the 
value of an integer parameter on entry to E04FCP, and as the monitor information was 
found very useful this parameter was set so that LSQMON was called once every 
iteration.
The information available was extensive and some coiiqiaction was necessary to 
save space and main», the infonnation more easily intelligible. The information available 
fiom E04FCF and diat file stored by LSQMCMf was :
(a) CO-ordinates of the current p txntX i Le. die current set o f f l in e  coefficients)
- file Mored widi no reduction.
(b) the current values of the residuals f| - F ^ Z i f i ) *  stored
(c) an approximation to the Jacobian Matrix i X  * gradient vector g| *
à X, iX |
and g^g - stored
singular values r f  die current qiproxiination to the Jacobian m atrix- strxed
the grade of the Jacobian M atrix- stored
number of iterations performed by E04FCF so far - stored
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(g) The number of times LSQFUN has been called- stored
On exit fipom E04FCF, returning to the main segment it was in^otiant to check the
valueof the interger parameter IPAIL which indicated the exit status. On successful exit 
IFAIL •  0 ,  however if EPAIL w 0 some form of failure had occuired [see S8]. The 
most common non - zero exit value of IFAIL was 3, indicating that no accqitable
solution had to be found. This could hiq>pen if the parameter XTOL, which spedfies the
accuracy to which the solution was sought, was set too small.
If an exit with IFAIL -  3 occurred, then control was returned to the point in the
main segment at which the user determined the accuracy of acceptable solutions and
E04FCF re - entered. It was found convenient to fix the value at XTOL by die user 
specifying die value of a scale factor XTOLSF, so that XTOL ■ XTOLSF ■>/£ , where 
£ is the smallest positive real number such that 1.0 + £  > 1.0. The value of £ is 
machine dq>endent and was obtained with NAG routine X02AAF. Values of XTOLSF 
were -1 0 .
Exit from E04FCF with a non - zero value of IFAIL odier than 3, resulted in
termination of program execution. The program was restarted after suitaUe changes in 
the light of the exit value IFAIL and the other routine parameters.
On exit fiomE04FCF with IFAIL > 0 ,  indicating that an acceptable local 
minimum of £ ( f{ )^  had been found, subroutine parameters provided the solution 
point X*) (Le. the set of spline coefficients of the synthesized source profile) and 
information describing the nature of the sdution. The user supplied die names fnrtwo 
files; the solution set of tpUnc coefficients and associated knots were stmed in one file 
and the solution description sttned in the other.
The solution descriptim, conqilementing die information provided by the last oall
of LSQMON by E(VUK7 before exit, included a complete list of the residuals f{ for the 
solution obtained.
A plot of the synthesized source p r a ^  and observed emission profile data points 
could be produced if desired. In addition die user could reunn execution to die point in 
the main segment at which the number of residuals and accqxable solution accuracy 
were determined, or restart the program altogether. Hg 49 shows an example of a typical 
plot of a syndiesised source profile and observed emission profile with a plot of the 
residual values below.
The quality of solution fit could be judged from the magnitudes of the residual 
values ( i.e. the differences between the syndiesized emission profile and the observed 
emission profile) in conqiatison to the estimated eiq;)erimental error ( —I  l.S mm 
deflection). These residual values showed an oscillatory pattern and diis is a general 
feature of any ptdynomial representation. The magnitude of these osdllations, and hence
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die quality of fit. was found to depead cm a number of factors.
Inpanicular:
(a) the number of residuals calculated
(b) whether scaled data was used or not
(c) the accuracy of accqitablesdutioas determined by the value of XTOLSF
(d) the number and posidons of die knots of the cubic spline rqneaentadon.
Optimum values <rf these parameters were determined by trial and error. Choice of 
the optimum number of residuals calculated WM a cooqiromise between the quality of fit 
obtained u id  program execution time. The number of residuals calculated had to be
sufficiently high so that die serial product of discrete array r^sesentation cf the profiles 
was a good qiproximation to their convolution. The execution time of the program was
dominated by die time taken to calculate the serial product of the sequences of discrete
values, including the total of 30 extra zeroes added to the beginning and end of the 
sequences to inqirove numerical stability. It was found that the number of unpadred 
residuais had to be greater than about SO and less than about 12, and 80 residuals was 
chosen as a reasonable value.
Scaling of the profiles had a relatively small effect on die values of residuals
obtained, usually moving the position of value oscillations without greatly dunging the 
iniiTimiim values. As a  result unsealed rqiresentations of the recorded and synthesised 
source pr^iles were usedi scaling in the representation of die LF. was always used as 
described in section 6/A.3 (c).
The accuracy of accqitable solutioiu determined by the value of XTOLSF also had
a relatively small effea on the residual values obtained. Setting of this parameter to too
»m«ii a value (found to be about ~ 20) resulted in an exit fiom NAO routine with IFAIL 
m 3 indicating that an accqitable solution had not been found. However, the synthesized 
source profiles in these cases were found to be similar to the acceptable solutions 
obtained by increasing of this scale factor and in practice it was set at 20 and IFAIL ■ 3 
solutions accepted.
With suitable choices of (a), (b) and (c), which once determined usually did not 
have to be changed, die most impntant factor was (d), die knot set used. If an acceptaUe 
fit could not be obtained widi the initially chosoi set of knots, dien a new set was 
chosen, and the observed profile fitted again and the synthesis program rerun. This 
process was rqieated until an accqitable fit was obtained. Facility at choosing knot sets 
increased with practice and an tqipnqitiate set could usually be obtained on the first or 
second atienqit
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6/A.3 (f) AbiorpUon Profile Synthcsif Procedure
Once a source profile has been synthesized, with acceptably small residuals, as an 
approximate solution to equation 6.1, it is possible to progress to the syndiesis of an 
absorption profile as an approximate solution to equation 6.2.
As in die synthesis of the source prc^e, die functional fonn of the profile to be
synthesized has to be decided. As before, an initial choice has to be made between a
representation, such as the cubic splines used in the case of the source 
profile, and a function derived from a model.
TTie advantages and disadvantages of the two iqiproaches are similar to those
already described for the source profile case (see 6/A.3 (d)), however a model denved 
function was chosen to represent the absorption profile. There were several reasons for 
this different choice of functional form,
(a) Absorption profiles can be more readily modelled than emission line prrfiles. 
Unaffected by self - absorption, they can generaUy be well represented by 
Gaussian or Voigt profiles.
(b) Solutions to integral equations of the form of eq. 6.2 are not required as often 
as solutions to convolution integral equations like eq. 6.1, hence the 
desirability of a general method of approximate solution was not as great
(c) Polynomial spline functions had been used to represent the synthesized source 
profile and some oscillations of value had inevitably occurred. As die syntiiesis 
of the absorption profile depended on the source profile, these value 
oscillations could "seed" large oscillations in the absorption profile synthesized 
if  rqiresented in a similar manner.
(d) The ease witfi which X and y shifts of the profile, corresponding to an^lifier
drift effects and shift of the absorption profile relative to the emission line 
profile, could be incorporated in a model derived function.
Having dffid f to use a model function r^nesentation of the absorption profile, the 
exact function form must be d«ermined. A Gaussian profile has the great advantage over 
a Voigt profile that an explicit analytic function is available for its calculation. A Voigt 
profile can only be obtained fiom an approximation to the convrtiution integral of 
Gaussian and Lorentzian functions.
A Gaussian function representation would clearly be easier to implement, and 
importantly, Gaussian function values could be obtained much faster during program 
execution than Voigt profile values generated by an approximation algoriflim. Such an 
algorithm would have to iqiproximate the convolution integral each time a profile was 
required or interpolated from an extensive pre - odculated table of values. In either case it
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would require substantial nutnbeis of calculations. As * e  subroutine which calculate die 
residuals is called many times by E04FCF during die minimization, slow evaluation of 
the absotption profile would entail a substantial increase in overall execution time.
A heuristic ^>pioa<di was taken based on the size of the residual values obtained, 
starting with a Gaussian type function and modifying its form if necessary to obtain a 
satisfactory set of residuals. It should be noted diat a true theoretical expression is not 
required, merely one dial widi suitable values of its parameter can ^iproximate the 
profile closely enough to obtain residual values of the order of experimental error.
6/A.3(g) Absorption Profile Synthesis Program
The flowchart <rf the program which synthesized an absorption profile as an 
approximate solution to eq. 6.2 is shown in Rg. 45. The program structure is similar to 
diat used in the program to synthesize the source profile (compare Rg. 44) and as before 
the <Tiain segment flowchart has been simplified, and control details omitted, for clarity.
The user provided the names of three files in which were stored the cubic spline 
coefficients and associated knots rqrresenting the instrument function, syndiesized 
profile and observed transmitted profile, respectively. When the user had 
spfcififH the number of points to calculated across the syndiesized profile, three arrays 
trf numbers representing these profiles were computed and held in a common memory 
block.
The program main segment set suitable values for most of the parameters of 
E04FCF and when the user had specified the scale factor controlling the accuracy of 
acoFrtabV s»i»tinns and the name <rf a file to openned to hold the minimization monitor 
output of LSQMON, program control was transferred to E04FCT.
The coordinate of the point in the space of variables, in this case corrrespond 
to parameters specifying the Gaussian absorption profile and three x - y shifts, i.e. :
(a) the absorption profile peak heigfit
(b) the profile width
(c) relative shift of absorption and emission qiectral lines.
(d) shift in X - direction due to an^lifier drift
(e) shift in y-direction due to amplifier drift
The values at the starting point of die minimization, for the absorption prt^le peak 
height and vridth were estimates derived from the preliminary gr^ihical analysis (see 
C^A.2) and the three shift components set to zero.
After entry, NAG routine E04FCF sought to minimize P(20 ■ I ( f i ) * .  where 
the residual functions f, were die difterences between corresponding elements r f  two 
arrays, one representing the observed transmitted profile and the other the synthesized
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transmitted profile. The values off, were calculated by calls to subroutine LSQFN and 
the progress of miniiiiization monitored with calls to subroutine LSQMON. This was the 
tiitw. subroutine used to monitor the mini mi ration process in the source profile synthesis 
described in 6/A.3 (e).
On entry to suteoutine LSQFN from E04FCF at a given variable point «
array ARRABS was computed representing the term exp[- k( <T ) 1], 1 -  0.05 m, where 
k( <r), the absorption coefficient was a Gausssian function depending on the firat three 
<vynrr.nw<t« of X® Corresponding to peak height, width and wavenumber shift The 
ranges of function arguments had to be limited to prevent floating point underflow 
arors. The numberof elements of ARRABS was the same as the number of elements as 
the array ARRE representing the synthesized source profile, held in die common 
memory block.
The component by component product of the two arrays ARRT, was formed 
rqjtesenting die transmitted profile f( <T) exp[ - k( <r) 1 ], and array ARRT packed widi 
leading and trailing zeroes (see 6/A.3 (e)).
The serial product of ARRT (packed with zeroes) was formed with the array 
ARRI representing the instrument function, the values of which were obtained fiom the 
common memory block. As in the synthesis of the source profile the elements of ARRI 
had to be normalized so that they summed to unity.
Shifts in the X and y directions, controlled by the 4th and 5di component of 
corresponding to amplifier drift, were introduced, and the difierence in element values 
cotn rmrd. betvroen the resulting array and ARRO rqrtesenting the observed transmitted 
profile obtained from the common memory block. These residual values f, were then 
transfered and control returned to E04FCF.
On exit fiom E04FCF, returning to the main program segment, the value <rf the
integer parameter IFAIL, indicating the exit status,was examined in the same manner as 
in die synthesis of the source profile and the program restarted if necessary at a suitable 
point in the execution.
Exit fiom E04FCF with IFAIL » 0, indicated that an acceptable local minimum of 
I  ( f, had been found and the coordinates of the final point (i.e. the optimal 
absorption and shift parameten) and stdution description stored in files, named by the 
user as in die source profile synthesis.
Pfri/tiiai values of the orderof the experirrwntal e r r o r - 1.5 mm (deflection) could 
be obtained and Rg. 52 shows a plot of a typical set of residuals at an acceptable 
solution point
The integration of the synthesized absorption coefficient required in Eq. 6.4 in
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onto  to ryiniintr thc absorbing atom number density was tq>proximated by means of the 
tnq>ezium rule t^pUed to a large number of points over the base interval (200 points was
found to be sufficient). This numerical method was used in preference to one based on
analytic integration, as no modification was necessary if the assumed functional form <rf 
thc absorption coefficient was changed, and thc method did not depend on die feasibility 
of analytical integration.
Thc dependence of thc values of number density on the qualities of fit at
the two stages of solution synthesis and parameters such as thc number of residuals is 
discussed in sections 6/A.4 (c) and (d) describing the characteristics of thc analysis 
output
6IKA Computer Aided Analysis (Output)
6/A.4 (a) Correction of Recorded Profiles for Effect of LF.
Before discussing thc emission profiles, corrected for instrumental btoadeiung, 
obtained by the synthesis method described above, it is worth enquiring what may be 
expected from general considerations.
Eq. 6.1 relating thc observed emission profile h( <T) ( denoted by r(<r) on p 90), 
thc true source profile f  ( <r) and the instrument function g ( <r),
h ( o - ) =  J f ( < r ' ) g ( < r - < r ' ) d o ' '  (6-D
may be written nxne compactly as
h = f * g  (6.10)
with h, f  and g representing the complete fimetions h( t r ), f( O ') and g( or ) 
respectively, and * convolution. How may we expect thc form of h, f  and g to be
related?
These questions may be divided into two components:
(a) What shapes of function are likely for f  and g 7
(b) How is thc shape of thc function h likely to be related to functions f  and g of 
these shapes?
Qeariy, as f  represents die physical intensity distribution of a spectral emission 
line, its values are strictly non - negative, finite, and have a finite integral so that, 
f ( < r ) i 0  for all <r and J f ( a ) d a  is weU defined. Furthermme f  is localized so tha 
anintaval [ a , b ]  may be defined outside which, values of f(<T) arc negligible,
i.e. f ( < r ) “ 0 i f o ' < a o r < r > b .
Thc simplest form that f  can have is that of a single peaked function with "wings" 
decreasing asymptotically to zero such as that shown in Rg. 46 (a), or it may have a 
more complex structure, with a number of peaks separated by troughs, such as that 
shown in Rg. 46 (b).
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Functions g and h however, rqaescnt distributions of values of deflecaon on an
instrument output device, in this case an instnuncnt ouqnit device, in this case an X - Y
recorder, and ate only strictly non - negative if the baseline is conectly adjusted to
compensate fOT any amplifiCT drift, and dtis wiU be assumed.
The inswmwnt function of a reasonably well adjusted Fabry - Perot interferometer 
is a "comb" of impulse - like peaks of constant separation A . t r ,  the ftee spectral range 
(see sectiem 5/B.2). If Ae ftee spectral range is much greater than the width of the
spectral line, ie. A  or » b-a, Aen no overlap between different orders will occur and
we may confine our attention to a single order. FurAer, if  much useful information is to
be obtained about Ae spectral line of interest the instniment function must be
significantly narrower Aan this spectral line, in which case g is a localized, narrow 
function wiA a single peak, such as Aat Aown in Rg. 46 (c). Significant values of 
g( <r) are limited to an interval and the mtegral of g is well defined. As die units of 
mtensity measurement ate arbitrary, depending on overall gain, the shape r f  the LF..
raAer than the magnitude of values, is of mterest, and it will be assumed diat g has been
normalized to unity so that ig(<T)d<r = 1 .
Having established Ae possible shapes of Ae functitms f  and g, it must now be 
considered what shape of function will result from Aeir convolution.
The convolution of one profile function wiA anoAer will in general have a 
"smoothing" effect, leading to a profile which is broader, and less r^ id ly  varying than 
eiAer of Ae initial functions. In a case such as that under discussion, where one of Ac 
functions ( g ) has a rapidly varying "impulse - like" profile and Ac other function ( f ) 
varies relatively slowly, Ac result of their convolution will be a "smoother" version of 
Ae relatively slowly varying function ( f ). Consequently peaks of the source profile wiU 
be reduced, troughs "fiUed - m" and Ac wings moved fuith» outward, while keqiing 
Ac area under the profile constant, as shown schcmaticly wiA arrows in Rgs. 47 (a),
(b) and (c). Hence a procedure which corrects observed emission profiles for tiic effect 
of instrumental broadening, should raise peaks of the profile, deepen troughs and move 
Ae wings inward, while keeping Ac area under Ae profile constant, as shown in Hgs 48 
(a), (b) and (c).
6/A.4(b) Synthesized Source Profiles
Some typical synAcsized source profiles, along wiA observed profiles and plots
<rf Ae residual between Ae latter and ti»c synthesized emission profiles, are shown in
Rgs. 49,50 and 51. As Ae source profile synAesis procedure was developed u  part of 
Ae syntheris procedure of absorption profilesAt was mainly applied to pnrfile tecordmgs 
obtained in Ac absorption measurements. The primary source, enrissioo line profiles in
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FIGS.47 (a).(b)&(c) SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 
SHOWING CONVOLUTION OF TYPICAL I.F.
a n d  s o u r c e  p r o f i l e s
l(^
FI6S.48 (a),(b)&(c) SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS 
SHOWING CORRECTION OF TYPICAL 
OBSERVED SPECTRAL LINE PROFILES 
FOR EFFECT OF I.F.
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ttiyy «q)criments had for the most part single symmetrical peaks, as shown in Rg. 49, 
theexcqttionwas Ne I 640.2 mn which had a single peak but with a noticeably 
asymmetric top, shown in Rg. 51. Tbe synthesis procedure was also applied to some 
spectral line recordings having more complex profiles with two peaks and a trough as 
shown in Rg. 50. This example is not a pure emission profile but a transmitted probe 
beam spectral profile.
As can be seen ftom these examples, the synthesixed profiles obtained conformed 
well with that eiqtected of spectral profiles corrected for die effect of instrumental 
broadening as described in section 6/A.4 (a) above. If one compares the synthesized 
profiles with the recorded spectral profiles the principle effects of the correction 
procedure may be summerized a s :
(a) Peaks of the recorded profiles were raised
(b) Troughs of the recoded profiles were deepened
(c) Wings of the recorded profiles were moved inward
(d) The width of profile (at half peak height) was reduced slightly but not by very 
much.
(e) The flattened peak of a recorded profile, deepened into a trough (see Rg.51)
As discussed in section 6/A.3 (g), the quaUty of fit obtained depended on the 
values chosen f o  parameters of the synthesis procedure. The synthesized source profiles 
shown in the exan^iles were generated with suitaWe values oi these parameters to obtain 
good fits over the regions containing the most significant spectral informatitMi, diough 
oscillations of value about zero can be detected.
6/A.4 (c) Synthesized Absorption Profiies
A typical synthesized absorption p re^e  obtained atai plot of the corresponding 
residual values is shown in Fig. 52. Naturally the quality of fit obtained for the 
synthesized absorption profile depended cm the quality of fit obtained far the synthesized 
source profile and the final residual values were usually about double those at tiie source 
profile stage. The residual values obtained in the absorption prerfile synthesis, also 
depended on the number of residuals calculated, the value of the solution accuracy scale
factor XTOSF and whether scaled data was used, in a manner similar to that discussed in
6/A.3 (e) for the source profile synthesis. The number ai residuals in the absorption 
profile synthesis was fixed at 80, the same number as in the source profile synthesis, not
because titey had to be the same but because 80 was close to the optimum value in both
A value of XTiXSF of 20 and unsealed data was used, the same as in the source 
profile synthesis.
The ct«n«d«n functional form assumed for the absorption profile was found to be
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sufficient to obtain a reasonable quality of fit relative to the underiaying etq>eriinental 
enor ( ±  -  1.5 nun ) and approxinuition to the area under the profile needed to calcula 
die number density of absorbing atoms. The general pattern of residuals obtained, with 
greater values in the wings and centre of the profile did suggest a small Lorentsan 
mtnpnnent wfakh would however have made litde difference to the area under die curve, 
and a Lorentzian component was not introduced into the funcdonal rqaesentatkm of the 
absorption profile.
6/A.4 (d) Excited Atom Number Densities
Plots of the number densities of neon atoms in the four 3s, 3s' excited states, 
obtained by the synthesis method, against discharge current, at pressures of 1 ,2  and 5 
torr arc shown in Figs. 53,54 and 55. Values of number density obOuned by this 
method, which were in the range -  10i‘ — lO”  m , were of the same order of 
magnitude as those obtained from the graphical method (sec fi/A.2), differing by factors 
ranging from ~ 1 —  2.
Values of number doisity for the same excited state obtained from different 
spectral lines with die same lower level, were in agreement to widiin ~ 10 —  25 %, 
consistant with die uncertainties in the values of individual transition probabihties stated 
by NBS as being in this range [53]. For cxatt^le. Figs. 54,(a) and (b) show plots of 
number density against current for 3s [ V2 ^ ****’• from two different
spectral lines Nc I 588.2 and 640.2 nm. The two plots are very similar to each other 
and that obtained for 614.3 nm (not shown) also terminating in 3s [ %  • The a m
bars shown in all these plots represent estimates of error excluding that due to 
uncertainty in the value of transition probabilities.
Rots current of the sum of the number densities of excited atoms in
the 3s, 3s' group of states are shown in Figs. 56 (a) and (b) and 57 for pressures of 1,
2 and 5 torr.
6/A.4(e) Estimation of E rrors
A number of factors contributed to the uncertainty in the values of number density 
obtained and these were, in descending order of importance;
(a) Uncertainty in the values of transition probability
(b) Variations in recorded profiles due either to amplifier drift or variations in
primary source intensity
(c) Poor quality of fit in the two suges of the synthesis procedure
(d) Error due to the purely Gaussian form assumed for the abstxption ¡nofile.
(c) Errors due to numerical approximation such as the serial product approximation
1 2 0
FIGS.53 (a )a (b ) PLOTS AGAINST LAMP 
CURRENT OF N e l EXCITED STATE 
NUMBER DENSITIES AT 1 TORR
FIGS.54 (Q)&(b) PLOTS AGAINST LAMP 
CURRENT OF N e l EXCITED STATE 
NUMBER DENSITIES AT 2TORR
FIGS. 55 (a)& (b ) PLOTS AGAINST LAMP 
CURRENT OF N e l EXCITED STATE 
NUMBER DENSITIES AT 5 TORR
FIGS.56 (a)&(b) PLOTS AGAINST LAMP
CURRENT OF N e l EXCITED STATE NUMBER 
DENSITIES SUMMED OVER 3s,3s' LEV ELS
I M
FIG. 57 PLOT AGAINST LAMP CURRENT OF 
N e l EXCITED STATE NUMBER DENSITIES 
SUMMED OVER 3s, 3s" LEVELS
to the convolution integral and the use of the trapesoidal rule to evaluate the area 
under the absorption profile.
The values of transition probability used, were classified by NBS [53] with an 
arbitrary notation AA, B, C, D and E indicating the uncertainty limits of the value 
provided. The values for the spectral lines used in the absorptitm measurements were 
classified as B‘ or B, with uncertainty of B stated as being within 10% and of C widiin 
25%. Hence uncertainty in the values of transition probability introduced an uncertainty 
of about ± -  15% in the values of absolute number density calculated; so that numb® 
/Vnriri«».» caictil«ti»d for the same atomic sate with different spectral lines should agree 
within ~ 30%, consistent with that obtained - see Figs 54 (a) and (b) -. This uncertainty 
of -15%  due to the uncertainty in values of transition probability was the dominant 
source in error the ateolute values of number density.
R>r a given spectral line and value of transition probability, uncertainty in the 
relative variation of the values of number density with current and pressure, depended on 
the error contributions. Uncertainty in the values of number density due to drift in 
the recorded profiles and poor filling during the synthesis procedure were estimated by 
noting the change caused in the final calculated value, by changing these factors.
Uncertainty due to drift of the recorded profile intensities (a) was estimated by 
calculating a number of values using the emission profiles ( i ■ 0 )  recorded before and 
after a set of transmitted intensity profiles recorded at different H.C. discharge currents. 
The two values differed by up to ~  5% and ± 5% was taken as an estimate of the 
uncertainty in the value of number density due to drift of recorded intensity.
Poor fitting during the synthesis procedure (c) was found to have considerably 
less effect on the final number density values. For results recorded at lamp pressures of 
1 and 2 torr the values obtained when considerable care had been taken to ensure good 
fitting, with residual values much less than experimental enat in deflection (±0.15 cm), 
differed by only -  1 —  2%, fiom those obtained for the same recorded profiles where 
the fitting had been poor, with maximum residual values several times the experimental 
error. Hence the uncertainty in the values of number density obtained, due to variations 
in the quality o f fit was estimated as ~ ± 1.5 % for 1 and 2 torr results, increasing to 
about ±  4 % for results recorded at 5 torr lamp pressure or very low degrees of 
absorption.
The uncertainty in values due to enor contributions (d) and (e), a small Lxirentzian 
component in the absorption profile and errors in numerical approximation respectively, 
w «e «rimawvt to be not greater than 1% and were neglected as relatively insignificant
The combined effect of contributions (b) and (c) to the uncertainty in relative 
number density values obtained ( as indicated by the etrw  bars in Rgs. 53 to 55) was
1 2 6
estimated about ± 5 % at 1 and 2 torr and about ± 8  —  10 % at S toir.
^  TOTAL ABSORPTION MEASUREMENTS
Spectral absorbances, defined as the logarithm of the ratio of the probe beam 
spectral intensity widi and without absorption,
A = log i n  = 01 
I ( i )
w oe calculated for the Ne I 640.2 nm total absorption results shown in Hg. 26. Plots 
of absorbance ( A ) against lamp current ( i ) for the 1 and 5 torr results ate shown in 
Figs. 58 (a) and (b).
The error bars shown in the AA plots, corresponding to relative errors of -  ± 4%, 
were obtained by recalculating absorbance at a typical point with values of intensity 
deflection differing by the estimated enor in deflection of ~ 1.5 mm.
Principal features of these AA curves a re :
(i) Sudden increase in absorbance to within ~ 30 % of maximum value as soon as 
H.C. discharge is initiated at the lowest current at which a discharge could be 
maintained ( ~ 0.5 m A)
(ii) Slow variadon of absorbance widi lamp current with value changing by no more 
than ~  30 % over a range of current o f 0.5 - 50 mA.
(iii) Smooth increase of absorbance with cunent for 1 toir results.
(iv) A peak in absorbance at -  5 mA for the 5 torr results with very slow change 
with current thereafter.
Comparing these plots of absorbance against lamp current with plots of the values 
of number density of 3s [ %  ]j obtained by the Fabry - Perot scanning method shown 
in Hgs. 5.3 (a) and 5.5 (a), there is close similarity between the forms of the curves 
obtained by the two methods.
6/C lA MEASUREMENTS
6/C. 1 Fitting Procedure and Computer Program
The procedure used to fit the lA curve data to various possible tnodel functions, 
en^loyed the same NAG subroutine E04FCF as was used in die profile syntheses [see 
6/A.3 (e) and (g)] to minimize the sum of square of residuals by varying the conqxments 
of a vector 2^ . lA data curves to be fitted were digitized at 2 mA intervals and then the 
values corrected for the mientadon of the graph on the digitizer pad and die scaling of the 
current axis and the data stored in a file. The summed number density/current 
( £  Nj( i )A) curves for 1,2 and 5 torr were processed in a similar manner but with 
points digidzed mme densely, and the values representing the curves then
1 2 7

fitted to cubic spline lepresentatitms with a program using NAG subroutine E02BAF and 
the spline coefficients and Imots stored in files. This cubic spline fitting procedure was 
<rimii«r to that used when fitting the spectral p rc^es in the synthesis procedure (see 
6/A.3 (c) for further details).
The flow chart of the main fitting program is shown in Hg. 59. After initiating 
program execution the user provided the name of the file containing the data to be
firtwt and chose the model to be used in the fit The choice of model fixed the value of an 
integer identifier which controlled program execution approproiately for each type of 
model, and determined how the residual values dq>ended on the conqxments o f 2^ .
When the name of the lA data file had been provided, the file of diis name was 
opened and intensity and current values read, along with the pressure at which the results 
had been obtained, wavelength and experimental run information. If die fitting model 
required Z  Nj( i )A values, then a file containing the cubic spline fit of the curve at the 
correct pressure (1,2 or 5 torr) was tqiened and read. An array of 2  Nj( i ) values at the 
current values obtained from the file containing the lA data were calculated from the 
spline knots and coefficients.
The arrays of intensity and current values from the data file, array containing 
values of summed excited state number density ( 2  Nj( i ) )  at these current values, and 
the model identifier were stored in a cooomon memory block (blank cofnnxin) so that the 
values could be accessed by RESI2, the subroutine which evaluated the residuals f^ , 
without having to be transfered through the NAG routine E04FCF.The value of a given 
residual was the difference between the observed intensity deflection and the deflection 
calculated from the noodel ftinction at the observed value current
R>r the starting point o f the minimization process the first cott^ronent of was set 
to 0.5 and all other components set to zero. The number ( N ) of components of 
depended on the model that was chosen and the number of residuals fixed by the number 
of lA points stored in the file. The choice of the other input parameten required by 
E04FCF was similar to that used in the synthesis procedure (6/A.3 (g)) and will not be 
discussed further.
On entry to E04FCF the subroutine sought to minimize the sum of residuals 
£  ( ^  varying the components of X. as it did so information about the
minimization process was provided by E04FCF and handled by monitm subroutine 
LSQMON and coirqnessed infontuttion stored in a file (see 6/A.3 (g) for further details).
The subroutine RESI2 was called by E04FCF in ender to calculate the uray of 
residual values for a given set of coirq>onents of 2  anti nsodel identifier. The physical 
models assumed five con^onents of X  to be positive, however E04FCF sought
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unconstiained n«ninrui and would genente negative values of the components if allowed 
to do so. To ensure that only positive values of the components o f X were examined in 
the minimization process. RESI2 replaced the conqxxients of X  by their absolute value 
immediately after entry irrespective of the model identifter value. RESI2 then calculated 
the set residual values for the current X. using die arrays transfered firom common and 
the given model
The model functions used in the fitting, fell into two groups denoted by A and B 
with each model group containing several versions. The physical bases of the model 
functions are discussed separately below ( see 6/C. ). The models in group A did not use 
data derived fiom the measured number densities, those in group B did. The only 
difference between B2 and BS is the order in which the terms are evaluated.
A1
Group A
1 = A ' i ( l + B ’ i )
A2 1 = A’ i r 1 + B’ i 1 
( 1 + C i )
A3 1 = A’i ( l + B ’i ) ( l - H i )
A4 1 = A’i i l + B ’i U l - H i l
( 1 + C i )
B1
Group B 
1 = A i ( l + B l N ( i ) )
B2 1 = A i f  l - t - B £ N ( i Vl  
( 1 + C i )
B3 1 = A i ( l + B Z N ( i ) ) ( l - (
B4 1 = A i i l + B T - N f i l U l -
( 1 + C i )
BS 1 = i A - t - i E Z N f i l
( 1 + C i )
B6 1 = A i ( l + B l N ( i ) )  + D
B7 1 = A i f  1 + B y . N f i l l  + D
( 1 + C i )
B8 I - ( A i ( l + B l N ( i ) ) + D
The program was structured so that additional model functions could be 
introduced with little difficulty into the software in the light of the fits oboined with the 
model functions tried initially. Model functions A2 and B2 were the first to be tried and 
the others listed, introduced later.
The integer parameter IFAIL (see 6/A.3 (f)) set to 1 before entry to EOFCF was
1 3 1
examined on exit, with IFAIL « 0 or 3 accepted as a solution. In the event of an IFAIL-
3 exit fiom E04FCF the mininuzatioii could be rerun with a greater scale factor XTOLSF 
(sec 6/A.3 (0) but this was not found to be necessaiy as it made little difference to the 
minim um  point obtained. On exit with IFAIL •  2, indicating a minimum had not been 
reached within the prescribed number of interadons ( 4(X) x M ), an option was provided 
to re - enter E04FCF using the final point of the minimization just obtained, as a starting 
point Exit with IFAILL = 0 or 3 was usually obtained after one rerun of this type after 
an exit with IFAIL = 2.
After an acc^table m inimum had been obtained (IFAIL «  0 or 3) the fitting 
function and the Ifi data points to be fitted were plotted, with the residual values shown 
beneath (sec Fig. 61). A plot was created on the VDU screen and a hard copy plot 
created on a Benson plotter as an on - line plotter (eg. an HP plotter) was not available.
The oomponwits of X  « the soluticHi point, model function used, and the name of 
the Ifi data file and monito: output file, were finally stored in a solution file.
The user then had the option to rerun the fitting of the Ifi data with a different 
model function or to rerun the program with a different set of Ifi data.
6/C.2 Physical Models of I/l Curves
A model function for RC.L. Ne 1 W curves was proposed by Howard ct al [38] 
and had the form : -
1 = A’ i ( H - B ' i ) _  
( 1 + C i )
(1 . 1)
In the physical model ftom which this function was derived, the population of atoms in 
the upper level of the transition, and hence the intensity of corresponding spectral 
emission was determined by the relative rruignitudes of four rates - represented 
schematically in Fig. 60 - : -
(a) the rate of single - step excitation by electrwi collision from neon ground state.
(b) the rate of two - step excitation by electron collision via an intermediate state.
(c) the rate <rf de - pt^ulation by electron collision (further excitation, de - excitation 
or ionization)
(d) the rate of radiative de - excitation.
If the drift velocity of electrons within the discharge is independent of discharge 
current, then the electron number density and hence the rate of electron collisions with 
neon atoms will be proportional to current Consequently the rate of single - step 
exdtation by electron collision will be proportional to current giving rise to linear term 
Ai, with the magnitude of A depending on the single - step excitation rate and intensity 
scaling. Similariy the rate of de - population by electron collision will also be
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nagnitudc of C dcpeaüng on the relative nugmtudes of the rates of de - population by
election collision and nutiation.11«  rate of two - step exdiatkm by electron coUition via an intemicdiate state will
depend on the rate of electron collision with neon atoms in the intennediate state. If tt IS
assumed that the number density of atoms in the intennediate state is proportional to
discharge current then the rate of two - step excitation wiU be proportional to the square
of the current, givingiise to the term ( 1 + B i )  with the magnitude ofBdepcnding on
the relative magnitudes of * e  rates of single and two - step excitation.
For such two - step excitation to be probahle the numher density of atoms m the
intermedia« state would have to be relatively high, suggesting that the intern«diate state 
was metastable or quasi - metastable. A suitable candidate for this intermediate level was
metastable state 3s [ •
The detection of self - reversal in the profiles of a number of the Ne I emission 
lines terminating in 3s [ \  \l . recorded by means of Fabry - Perot interferometry by
the author-see 4/A.2 (a)-.confirmed that this state was indeed highly populated.
However direct measurements of the number densities of neon atoms in all four of the 
3s. 3s- group of excited states, carried out subsequentiy by the author - see 6^A.4 (d) -.
show tiiat the number density of neon atoms in excited sttóe 3s isnot
proportional to discharge current. Furthermore the number densities of atoms in the other 
three states of the group (one metastable, two non - metastable) were shown to be 
significant with number densities down by factors between 1 and 10 from that of the
3s [V2J5 state, the most highly populated of die group.
With direct information about Ac number densities of excited neon atoms in the 
3s 3s- group of state wiAin Ae discharge available. Ae W model function had to be 
nxdified. as Ae assumption of Ae proportionaUty between Ae number density of Ae
mterntediate state and discharge current had been proved incorrect
If the number density of excited neon atoms m Ae four states in 3s. 3s- group are 
denoted, at a given current i. by N / i ). j -  1 . 2.3  or 4. wiA Ae j index indicating Ae
level in order of increasing energy, then the rate of excitation of the upper level of a 
spectral line by two - step excitation via any of their IcveU WÜ1 be proportional to
i y  w. Nj( i ) where Wj are weighting factors dqiwiding <m the cross sections for 
JduA on. by electron collision, from each of Ac four levels to Ac upper level of Ae
mmsition corresponding to Ae spectral line. If it is assuined Aat Ae cross sections are
equal Acn Ae rate is proportional to i I N /  i ) .  Ac four states of Ae group acting as
1 3 4
one 'super - state' intermediate level of summed number density Z  Nj( i ).
The function resulting fiom this model is
1= A i ( l  + B Z N j ( i ) )  (6.11)
( 1 + C i )
with the magnitude of A depending on the rate of single - step excitation by electron 
collision and intensity scaling, the magnitude of B , the relative importance of two - 
step and single - step excitaticxi and the magnitude of C , the relative importance of de - 
population by electron collision and radiation. It should be noted that if Z  Nj( i ) ~ ® + bi 
then eq. 6.11 takes the same form as eq. 6.1 with A ' = A ( 1 + B a )  and 
B' = B b / ( l + B a ) .  Plots of Z  Nj( i ) against i, calculated fiom the Fabry - Perot 
scanning number density measurements at 1 ,2  and 5 torr neon pressure, are shown in 
Figs. 56(a), 56(b) and 57.
Self - absorption within the H.C. may also have an effect on the shape of the W 
curve of spectral lines corresponding to transition terminating in die Ug)ily populated
of the 3s, 3s' group. The amount of self - absorption of photons trf a given 
spectral line will be {xoportional to the number density of excited neon atoms in the 
lower energy state of the transition Nj( i ), giving rise to a term of die form 
( 1 - G N-( i ) ), with magnitude of G depending on the impratance of self - absorption. 
The effect of a self - absorption term of this form was not investigated as cutric spline 
fitting of the Nj( i )fi curves of individual states in the 3s, 3s' group and the resulting 
modification of the Vi fitting program was not attempted due to lack of time remaining at 
the end of the work. However the effect of terms of the form (1 - H i ) and 
( 1 - G Z  Nj( i ) ), not requiring further fitting of the i i f  i )fi curves, were examined.
A number of different model functions based on equations 1.1 and 6.11, including 
and excluding various terms described above, were tried and are listed in subsection 
6/C.l divided into two groups A and B, model functions Al to A4 derived fixxn eq.
6.1 and B1 to B8 derived from eq. 6.11.
6/C.3 Fitting I/i Curves
Exanqiles of plots of the fitted W curves obtained with different model functions 
and W daui are shown in Figs.61to 66, with corresponding residual values plotted 
beneath. The model function number and the fitted values of the parameters (A, B, C etc) 
in the function are also shown. Table 5 shows the values of the parameters obtained by 
fitting model equations B6 and B7 to all the 1 & 2 ton- experimental results analysed. 
Parameter values obtained fitting the other model functions are given in Table 6.
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(1) arbitrary units (a.u.) -  cm deflection of XY recorder
( 2 )  * Indicates a fit to model equation
I -  A i ( 1 + B S  Nj( i ) ) + D (B7)
(1  + C i )
unmarked a fit to B6 ( i.e. C clamped to value C -  0 )
(3) parameter values obtained with fits to model equations 
including absorption terms are provided in Table 6
(4) C K - good fit, all residuals less than experimental error (±1.5a.u.) 
^  -  fair fit, most residuals of the order of experimental error
TABLE 5. VALUES O F  PARAMETERS OBTAINED FITTING 
MODEL EQUATIONS B6 & B7 TO OBSERVED 
l/j CURVES
1 4 2

For W results at neon pressures of 1 and 2 toir, nxxiel functions A2 and B2 
{xovided accq)t«Me fit, w i*  residual values r f  d»e ofder of experimental eiror 
( ~ ±1.5 m m ), excqjt in the low current region. The term l/( 1 + C i ) was not found
necessary excq)t in the case of qjectral lines, such as Ne I 360.0nm,with transitions
fiom high lying energy levels. The inclusion r f  this Brm in cases of qiectral Kncs widi
transitions fiom lower lying energy levels, such as Ne I 630.5 nm, which do not "turn - 
over" widi ipc»««-<iing current, did not improve the fit but merely changed die values of A
andB, with C small, because r f  the effect of "trade-off". Model functions A1 andB l 
were adequate in these cases. The only exception to this was the M curve of 585.2 nm
which corresponds to a transition from the highest energy state of the 3p, 3p groups.
The W curve of diis spectral line had sUght downward curvature and a significant but 
cir.nii v a lu e  fo r  parameter C was required in order to obtain a good fit Acceptable fits for 
the 5 ton  results couW not be obtained. The main difference between the fits obtained for
1 and 2  t£HTl/l results corresponding to transitions betweeen the 3s, 3s’ andthe3p,3p’
group of states, was that B was always greater fw  the 2 torr than the 1 torr results. This
reflects that fact die W curves corre^xmding to these transitions show greater departure
fiom linearity at 1 ton than at 2 totr and curve upward mme r^iidly - See Rgs. 18 and 
19 and Figs.62 and 63.
Tnriiiqftn <rf tetms COTTesponding to the effect <rf s ^  - absorption in model
functions A3 and A4 and B3, B4 and B8 did not improve the fit in cases were an
acTfrti»*^ fit had been obtained without such terms and did not provide an acct?)table fit
for results at 5 K»T where acc^taW e fits had not been obtained with A 1, A2, B1 and B2,
the only exception to this being Ne I 640.2 nm for which modd function B3 provided 
an improved fit
In an attenqjt to inqirove the fit obtained with model functions B1 and B2 in the 
low current region trf the 1 and 2 torr results, a factOT ( D ) indqiendeat of current was 
introduced in model function B6 lacking the 1 / ( 1  + C i ) term and B7 including this
term. With these two nxidel functions B6 and B7. good fits over the whole current range 
could be obtained for all 1 and 2 torr results; model function A7 including the 
1 /  ( 1 + C i ) term was only necessary for spectral lines with transitions fiom high lying
levels.
6/C.4 Parameter Values
If one considers different spectral lines with transitions fiom the same tqiper
energy level it may be expected that the values of the parameters B and C obtained will
be die same for the diferent spectral lines, because the values of these parameters depend 
only on die ratios of excitation ot de - excitation rates of the energy level. The values of
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parameters A and D however will depend on the arbitrary intensity scaling.
However die value of parameter B obtained fitting experimental data to eq. 7.S is 
subject to considerate uncertainty because of the effect of trade - off, particularly tratte - 
off with respect to parameter A. (Tirade - off is the complementary variation of 
parameters so that the value of F( X ) -  Z  ( fi )* »  «>t significantly changed.) The large 
degree of trade - off in this case arises because of the relatively slow variation of 
E  Nj( i ) with iiKneasing current If one considers the extreme case in which L  Nj( i ) is 
a constant then the expression A ( l + B 2 N j ( i ) )  can be replaced by a single 
parameter ( P say ) ind^tendent of current and all values of A and B giving the same 
value P will give the same residual contributions. A family of solutions will exist with 
small values of A matched with suitably large values of B with parameter ranges 0 i  A S 
P and 0 ^  B
In fact L  Nj( i ) is not constant but increases slowly with increasing current so that 
the trade - off effect between A and B will only be partial but will still allow 
r/msidmihlft complementaty variation of the parameters without significantly changing 
the value of F( X ). The value of B in particular will be subject to most uncertainty. The
presence of parameters D and C will further increase the scope for trade - off uncertainty. 
Theeffectof trade-off nray be seen in parameter values obtained fitting the 1 torr
630.5 nm W curve data to the model equation ( B 6 ) with C clamped to C = 0, and with
C fiee to vary ( B 7 )-  sec Table 5 -. The value of C obtained when C was free to vary
was not zoo  but very small ( - 2 x 1 0 ^  mA'*). The value of D changed by an amount 
tqrproximately equal to the experimental enor in deflectioa ( ±  0.15 c m ). The value of
A obtained increased by ~ 10 % and the value of B reduced by -  25 %. Even with
numerically identical input data substantial trade - off occurred. Sets of data affected by 
different random experimental errors will be subject to greater trade -off. Thus the values 
of B obtained fitting the I/i curves of spectral lines with the same upper level may differ 
considerably ( although they should be of similar osder of magnitude).
The variances of solution parameter values X^j are measures of the uncertainty of 
the solutions obtained fiom least squares fitting. If the matrix H is the inverse of the 
H,.«ci«n mutrix T ..  F( X ) and S -  F( ) then die bcst unbiased estimate of 
^  X, ii Xj
die variance of Xj ^  is approximately
varX, -  2 S  Hj, 
m - n
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where m is the number of residuals and n the number at parameters [ 73 ]. Hence a 93% 
confidence interval for the true scdutioo parameter is approximately
X i „ , ± 2 V 2 S H i i / ( m - n )
As H is the inverse of G it is given by 
H = a d j ( G ) / d e t ( G ) .
where adj( G ) is the adjoint matrix of G aitd det( G ) the determinant oi G, 
if det( G ) is small then the components of H can assume very large values. The values 
of G and S are provided by E04FCF and further analysis could establish estimates of the 
confidence limits.
A number of the spectral the I/i curves of which were arudysed ( and parameter 
values obtained listed in Table 3 )  have atomic transitions with common upper energy 
levels. Ne 1743.8,724.3 and 703.2 nm have transitions from 3p [ V2 Ij • 692.9 and 
614.3 nm have transitions from 3p [ V2 12 • uttd 639.9 and 388.2 nm transitions from 
3p ' [ V2] , .
The values of parameter B obtained for qrectral lines with common upper enogy 
levels ai their transitions differ by factors -  2.
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
7/A SELF - REVERSAL OF SPECTRAL LINE PROFILES
The obsenration of self - reversal and broadening by self - absraption of the
pitrfUes of spectral lines w iù  transitiOTi terminating in metastable state 3i [ V2]21 was
the first direct evidence obtained in the work that ù e  number density of neon atoms in 
this state was sufficiently higii to "«k«* two -stqj excitation cS hi^ier energy levels, via 
this «tut»-., probable. The prcrfiles <rf all spectral lines studied with transitions terminating 
in 3s [ %  exhibited varying degrees of self - reversal, with the exception of 
588.2 nm. The la(± of self - reversal of the profile 588.2 nm may be explained by die 
lower transition probaWlity and less favouiaUe ratio of statistical weights for tiiis 
spectral line dian other lines with transitions terminating in the 3s [V2l2
The lack of self - reversal of the profiles of any of the spectral lines with 
transitions terminating in other state of the 3s, 3s‘ group, supports the results of direct 
measurements of excited state densities that the 3s [ V2 state is die most highly 
populated oi the group.
Changes in qiectral profiles caused by differing degrees of self - absorption and 
reversal, noted in early stages of the woric due to contamination oi the lamp gas, were an 
important indication of die contatnination and, subsequently, recording of the profiles 
provided a useful, sensitive check of neon purity.
7/B n u m b e r  DENSITIES OF EXCITED ATOMS IN 3s, 3s'STATES
7/B. 1 General Features of Number Density Results
The absolute number densities of neon atoms in four excited Ne I states 3s [ V212 
. 3s [ %  . 3s' [ V21Ô and 3s’ [ V2 ifand their variation with discharge curent,
differed considerably fat the four sûtes. The pressure of the neon in the H.CL. also 
affected the shiqie of the number density/current curves ( N( i )A ) and to a lesser extent 
the absolute number density values - see Rgs. 53 to 57 - .
Starting widi the 2 tear results - see Figs. 54 (a) and (b) - fw  which the best low 
drift lesulu were availaUe and the most extensive analysis carried out, principal features 
of the number density results obtained, grouped by energy level, were :
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(a) 3s [ ^ 2]^ {tbc lowest energy metastablc Slate)
- highest peculation of the 3s, 3s' group of states with mean number density 
~ 1.5 X 10*’ m'^
- the number density «ttainwl this value at the lowest current for which a 
discharge current could be tmiintainBri ( ~ 0.5 luA) and varied by less than 20% 
as the discharge cunent was increased one hundred fold to 50 mA
- there is a sharp local peak in nund>er density at low cunent (~ 2 mA) falling in 
value near ~ 5 mA and thereafter increasing slowly and ^ >{m>»<°a*cly lineaily 
with cunent up to 50 mA.
(b) 3s [V2]" ( non - metastaUe state)
- the sr**^ *“  ^most peculated state with mean number density ~ 0.6 x 10*’ m*’
- the number density attained a significant value ~ 0.2 x 10*’ m'^ at lowest 
possible dischaige current but increased by a fsetor ~ 4 as die cuirent was 
increased to 50 mA
-dieN(i>6 curve has smooth shtce with no local peaks and slowly decreasing
gradient with increasing cuirent
(c) 3s' [ */2 ]q ( metastable state)
- one of the least populated of 3s, 3s' group with mean number density 
~0.3xl0*’ m-^
- N( i curve has the same shape as that for the other metastable state of group
( 3s [ V212) with number density scaled down by a factor -  5. Bodi exhibit
similar strong saturation with increasing lane current
(d) 3s' ( */2 ]f ( non • metastable state)
-one of the least populated of 3s, 3$' group with mean number density 
~0 .3xl0*’ m-3
- N( i curve does not saturate with increasing discharge current and the 
numher density is tcpitixhnuely proportional to current
Considering now the effect of changing neon pressure, the most notable difference 
in the N( i )A curves at different pressures is in the low current region, where local peaks 
occur in die curves for the two metastable states 3s [ V2I2 I *^ 2 lo ^ ***’•
The 1 toirN(i Incurves are almost identical to those for 2 ton above a larig) current of
~ 15 mA, but do not have local peaks in the curves for die metastable states in the low 
cuirent region.
At 5 ton the peaks in the low cuirent regkm of the N( i )^ curves for the two 
metastable states are more pronounced than at 2 ton and extend to greater values of lamp
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cunoiL The ovendl number densities of all four o d te d  states are slightly higher at S torr
than at la n d  2 ton-(however the estimated enotsand'scatter* of 3s [V 2 i f  and 
o
3$'[V 2]i results are poorer).
7/B.2 Comparison with Results of Other Workers
Measurements of the number Henri tie« of excited neon atoms in hollow cathode 
discharges using various mediods have been made by workers principally interested in 
laser applications [5,25]. These measumnents have been made for higher current
densities of the order of 10 to 100 mA/cm^, with water cooled aqiper cathodes <rf
different dimensions than those used by the audior and have mainly been concerned with 
the number densities of the two metastable states 3s t V212 a***^  I •
Measurements earned out by the author were for cutrent densities < 2.12 mA/cm*
without water coding of the mild steel cathode and were made for all four states of die
3s, 3s' group.
Number Hmririn« of atoms in metastabie states 3s [ V212 and 3s' [ V2 Iq obtained 
by de Hoog, McNeil, Collins and Persson (5] using the method of Ladaiburg and 
Reiche [64], were ~ 10** and -1 .3  x 10*’ m'’ respectively at 10.6 toir neon pressure, 
compared with number densities of atoms in these states o f -  1.5 x 10*’ and 
-  2 X 10** m"’ respectively, at neon pressures of 1,2 and 5 tore, ditained by the 
author. The number densities of atoms in the two metastaUe states obtained by these 
wtxkers also exhibit the strong saturation with increasing discharge cureent observed by
the author, and peaks in the number densities at low currents observed by the author at
neon pressures oS 2 and 3 tore.
Number densities of neon atoms in metastable state 3s [ ’/2]2 obtained by van 
Veldluizen and de Hoog [25] using laser absorption, for a different water cooled Cu - Ne 
H.C.L. system at current densities -10  to 100 mA/cm? were also -10** m'’  • 
Measurements of the number densities of neon atoms in excited states o f the 
3s, 3s’ group of energy levels have been made by Djulgerova, Jechev, Pacbeva and 
Rashev [65] using a modified fotm of the method of Ladenburg and Reiche for an 
t tC J L  with an «inminium cathode, without water cooling, at similar current densities to 
those used by the author. These workers obtained number densities of neon atoms in the 
four excited states -10*’ m*’ , as did the author, however the relative magnitudes trf
the number densities of atotns in the four states were different to those obtained in the
present work. Most notably these workers rqxmed that the 3s [ V2l2 metastable state 
was not the most iughly populated of the 3s, 3s' group o f states, whereas die author 
found that this was the most highly populated state of the group, a conclusion supported
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by the fact that self - levosal was detected the author in the profiles of qtectral lines 
with transitions terminating in this state but not those tmninating in other states of the 
group.
7/B.3 Saturation of Metastable Atom Population
Saturation of the neon metastable atom populations with increasing current, 
obsmved in the present wotIc and by de Hoog et al [5,25] in the H.C.D., has also been 
observed in the helium metastable populatitxi in the He - Ne positive column laser 
discharge by White and Gordon [66].
Ifow may the strong saturation of the number densities of atoms in the two 
metastable excited states with increasing discharge current be explained 7 The 
>^ »piiiniitinn put forward by Webb [67,68] for the saturation witfi increasing electron 
nninhw  density of the population of nobk gas metastaUe states in all types of discharge, 
is o f these states by electron collisimi, particularly those collisions causing
inniM tinn of the metastable atoms. He argues that, although only a relatively small 
proportion of the plasma electrons in the discharge have sufficient energy to excite the 
metastable states from the ground state (~ 16.6 eV fw  neon) a larger proportion of the 
electrons have the energy necessary to ionize atoms in the metastaUe states ( -  5 eV for 
neon). In addition, the electron collision cross - section foe ionization of meutstable 
atoms is greater than die cross - section for excitation of their ground state atoms. Hence, 
although increasing the electron density increases the rate trf creatitm of metastable 
atoms, it also increases the rate of their destruction, so that, once the electron density 
teaches the point where ionization of the metastables domiruttes over all other forms of 
thdr destruction, the population of metastable atoms becomes insensitive to further 
increases in electron density. Expressing this argument algebraically, if  N , is the electron 
number density, N „ die metastable number density and i the discharge current, then
N_ (7.1)
( 1 + C ,N .)
where A, depends on the cross - section for excitation of the metasuble state by electron 
r»iiicinn and C , the ratio of the rate o f destruction of metastable atoms by electron 
collision and all other modes of destruction.
If N,o< i then dtis expression becomes
N _ -  A .'i  (7.2)
( l  + C .- i)
where A,' and C,' ate related by constant factors to A, and C, respectively.
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FIGS.67 (a)&tb) SCHEMATIC PLOTS OF META 
STABLE ATOM NUMBER OENSITY 
AGAINST CURRENT
I S I
A plot of N, against i will then be of die form shown in Hg. 67. If one compares
this curve with the observed variation of mrtastaWe atom numbers density with current-
Hgs. 53,54 and 55 - it can be seen that there are two important differences. Rrstiy the 
observed number density 'junqis' very abruptly near the origin so that, at the lowest 
current, the number density has a significant value and secondly Aerc are 
in number density in Ae low current region at Ac higher neon pressure of 2 and 5
tore.
rr^aArr first Ac pcaks m metastablc atom number density m Ac low current
region at higher neon pressures. These peaks are acconqianied by rapid changes m the
radial distribution and qipearance of the caAode glow observed visually. The number 
density measurements were made wiA a wide probe beam so Aat an average number 
density across Ae beam widA was measured. A greater proportion of probe beam rays
near Ae centre the beam finally reached Ac detector than Aosc near die edge of Ac
tv«m iwm iw of aperture limitation; hence absorption at Ac centre of Ae H.C. glow 
provided a greater proportion to the measured metastable number density than that near 
Ac Thus, changes in Ac radial distribution could cause fluctuations m Ae
measured number density not reflecting true variations m the average number density, 
and produce the local peaks m measured density observed at tow currents and h i^ e r  
neon pressure. This effect however cannot explain die sudden jump in measured 
density from the origin to a significant value at the lowest sustainable 
Ascharge current
This suggests that the assunption of proportionality between electron number 
density and discharge current breaks down at tow currents, wiA Ae electron number 
density increasing abnipdy at the lowest sustairuAle current, so that
N ,=  N ,(i = - 0 )  + a ,i  (7.3)
where N,( i = -  0 )  is die electron number density at Ae lowest sustainable discharge 
current and a, the increase in electron density per unit currenL Equation 7.2 now takes 
the form
N . D . + A, a .4 )
(1  + C ," i)
and shifts the origin in Rg. 67 (a) to Ae right so that Ac plot (rf against i becomes as 
shown in Hg. 67 (b), which agrees more closely wiA the observed variation, ignoring 
Ac local pcaks in density at tow current for 2 and 5 torr discussed above. As discussed
further below ( sec 7/C.2) the W of some qiectral lines also indicate Aat etectron
niimhw density is not proportional to discharge current at low current Results by
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Borodin and Kagan [19,20] show an approximate pit^)Oftiooality between electron 
number density and discharge current, in flwcairnsntnuigc 15 to 60 mA fijr similar sized
nickel cafljodes in a helium R C  discharge, but they do not give any values fw  very low 
currents. Results by van Vddhuizen and de Hoog [25] for neon also show approximate 
propcxtionality brtween electron density and currrent at higher current density but widi 
slight downward curvature.
At discharge currents greater than ~ 10 mA ( ~ 0.42 mA/ctri^) below which the 
local pfif* in metastable density occur, the main difference between the 1 and 2 tocr, and 
5 totr measured metastaUe density versus current curves, is that at 1 and 2 torr the 
metasiable density increases with increasing current whereas at 5 tCHT the density hardly 
increases at aD. This dififeienoe may be associated with the longer diffusion time of
metastable atoms at higher neon pressure, so Aat destruction of the metastaHe states by
electron collision dominates over their destruction at cadtode surfaces, at lower current 
density.
7/B.4 Quasi • metasUbie Atom Population
The number densities of neon atoms in the two non - metastable states in the
3s, 3s’ group might initially be expected to be very small compared to the density of 
metastaWes, because of fast radiative de - excitation to the ground state. However die
^ e c t  of radiation trapping gready increases the effective lifetime of these two states 
which may be described as quasi - metastable. Radiation uapping [69] is the strong
reabsorptionof the ultra-violet emission by ground state atoms, so rqwpulating the
restHiance state in question.
Also, |inn«i»w populating mechanism is possible for the two states in addition to
excitation ffom die ground state by eketron edhsion and population by radiative cascade
ffom higher energy excited states. Thermally excited transitions from atoms in the two 
mctastable states 3s 3s' [ may also ttke place [70], as the differences
in energy are of the same orier of magnitude as that available from thermal collision widi
atoms, ions or electrons, aeariy the miqoiity of these thermal collisions will be with
ground state neon atoms as these particles have die highest number density ~ 10^ m ^ .
The gas temperature of the R C  discharge estimated from the width r f  the Ne I 
585.2 nm emissioo qiectral line, was -  600K, so that the average thermal kinetic energy
kT -  0.052 eV. This spectral line showed no evidence of broadening by self - absorption
andthenum berdensity(~2 x l 0‘*m-* )<rf atoms in the lower state ( 3s’ [ ‘/jl^  
the transition was an order o f magnitude less than the number density of 3s [ V2 Iz
which qiectral lines did show evidence <rf self - absoqition. Hence die width of this
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spectral line was mainly determined by Doppler Ixoademng. Slate 3s [ Vj li is roogWy
halfway between Ae two metastabk states in eneigy-see Rg. 68-; 3 s [ ’/2l2 “
0.052 eV lower than it in energy and 3s' [ V2lo “  0.045 eV higher in energy. As Aese
differences m energy are «îiproximately equal to Ae average thermal kinetic energy, Ac
rate (rf thermally excited transitions between Aesc three states will be very higii. State 
3s' [ V2 ]? however, is higher in energy Aan Ae two metastable states and Ac other
quasi-metastabk slates and the differences in energy are significantly greater, ^
3s' [ V2 ]" »S 0.133 eV higher than 3s' [ V2 ]? and 0.229 eV higher than 3s [ \  in
energy. As these differences m energy are several times ( -  2.6 - -  4.4 ) Ae avwage
Aetmal Idnetic energy, Ae rate of AermaUy excited transitions between 3s' [ \  i f  and 
the oAcr stetes of Ac 3s, 3s' group wiU be much lower than for 3s [ \  I® due to Ac 
rapid decline of Ac Boltzmann function wiA increasing energy difference.
The number density of atoms in Ae 3s [ ^ 2!^ state was found to be intermediate 
between Aose of two metastaWe states and exhiWtcd saturation wiA mcreasing discharge
current, as did the metastablcs - see Hg. 54-. This suggests that populating rate of 
3 s[V 2 li is dominated by thermally excited transitions from Ac two mctestaWe states
and in particular 3s [V2Î  Ac most highly populated state. The rate of thermally
nansitioos may be expected to change only slowly wiA increasing discharge 
current as Ae gas tençcrature is relatively insensitive to changes m current
In contrast Ae number density of atoms m state 3s'[ V2Î  w asfoundtobe
loughly proportional to discharge current, wiA no saturation, and exceeded that of 
mctastablc state 3s'[%fo  at currents greater th a n -3 0  mA ( -O m A /c m ^  )
- sec Rg. 54 This suggests that theimally excited transitions from the other states in
the 3s, 3s' group was not the dominant pt^ulating mechanism fw  3 s '[ V2l i  but
rather cxdtation from Ac ground state by electron cdlision and radiative cascade from
higher energy levels. Althougii excitation by electron collision almost certainly dominates 
over radiative cascade, boA rates may be expected to be approximately proportional to 
discharge current As Ac maintenance voltage of a R C L . is cssentiaUy indépendant of 
discharge current and equal to -  200V m Ac case under discussion. Ac drift velocity of
Ae electrons is also constant and the electron number density and hence the rate
excitation by electron collisions are prt^xational to current The populating rate r f  a
given atomic state by radiative cascade depends on Ac number densities of Ac higfier
energy states from which Aesc transitions take place. In this instance by far the most
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intense qjcctnd lines and heiKC highest rates (rf transition carcspond to irm itions from
tfae3p,3p' groups of e n e ^  levels. As the intensity of tiiese^tectral lines was found to
be to u ^ y  proportional to current - see Rgs. 18 to 21 and section 4/A.2 (b) - the rate of 
population by radiative cascade ftom them must also be roughly pn^joroonal to current
VC  INTENSITY/CXJRRENT CURVES 
7/C.l Comparison with Howard's Results
The experimental W results obtained by Howard [37,38] for a limited number of 
data points and range of currents are in general agreement with those obtained by the 
authmr. However the model equation (eq. 1.1) used fw  fitting Howard's results was 
based on an assumptkm of proportionality between the intermediate state number density 
and discharge current, an assumption shovm by the author to be incorrect A reasonable 
fit had been obtained for lines originating in high lying levels which cotreqxmd to 
relatively large values of C  The fit had been less satisfactory for I/i curves showing 
upward curvature. Detailed conqiarison between the two sets <rf fitted data will not be 
carried out
(7.5)
7/C.2 Summary of I/l Fitting
(i) 1 and 2 tore Id curves well represented by equation (rf the ftrem
1= A i ( l + B Z N j ( i ) )  + D 
( 1 + C i )
where Nj(i), j » 1 ,2 ,3 ,4  are the number densities of the four excited states of
the 3s, 3s' group of states. An equation of the fwm 
1= A 'i f l  + B 'i )  0-1)
( 1 + C i )
also represented the W curves but fitted less well than 7.5. 
fii) 5 tore Id curves could not be fitted to an equation of this imm or any other tried, 
fiii) For spectral lines corresponding to transitions between 3s, 3s' and 3p, 3p' 
groups of states C •  0.
(iv) For spectral lines emresponding to transitions fixxn high energy states C > 0.
(v) B is greater at 2 tmr dian 1 tore.
(vi) With the excqjtion of 640.2 nm the W curves are not significanfly affected by
self - absorption.
(vii) D > 0 for qiectral lines die Ifi curves of which are not 
asynq)totic to the origin at the lowest sustainaUe discharge current
Discussion of the above observations will be confined to those for 1 and 2 tore fat 
which a fit could be obtained. The lack of success in fitting the 5 tore results to an
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equadcn of the fonn of eq. 7 ^  or one derived 6om  it was almost certainly because * e
1/i measutements were made for the centre of the discharge but the measurements of
ny taswM«* atom number density were average values for a large area of the discharge. At 
1 and 2 toiT neon pressure the R C  glow was visibly quite uniform, however at 5 twr it 
an annular distribution. The worit of Kagan et al [19 - 23] Howorka and Pahl 
[ 12], and others has shown that the develcçment of an annular glow structure at high
pressure is accompanied by radial variations in electron number density and intensity r f
spectral emission. Van Veldhuizen and de Hoog [25] observed radial variations in 
metastable atom populations at h i ^  pressure. Qearly eq. 7.5 needs to be modiried at 
high pressure to take into account these radial variations.
Wgimtinn 7.4 is a balanced rale equation for the variation of the number density of
excited atoms in the upper state of the atoinic traimtion corresponding to a qtectral line,
with the numeratOT being proportional to tiie excitation <rf the slate and the denonninator 
the depopulation rate. Equation 1.1 based on the incorrect assunçtion of proportionality 
of intennediate state density and discharge current can also be fitted to these results as the 
intermediatB state density increases in an q^noximately linear manner from an initial high 
value, so that eq. 7.5 has a similar current dependence as eq. 1.1.
rr«ciHi^ first die excitation of the state in this model, in which singje - step and 
two- step fTcitstinn via an intermediate state in the 3s, 3s’ group, both make significant
contribution to the overall excitaticHi; a question that arises is, why they both make
contributions of orders of magnitude when the number density of neon ground 
state atoms, from which single step excitation takes place, ~ 10** m * , while the 
nnmhw density of excited atoms in states of the 3s. 3s’ group is only -10** m'* 7 
Using an argument rimilar to Webb’s [67.68] explanation of the current saturation of
meiastable populations. Ü can be seen that two factors greatly increase the piobabilty of
excitation of a state from the metastable and quasi - metastaWe states of the 3s, 3s 
group relative to direct excitation. Firstly, the electron collision cross - section for further
excitation of atoins in the metastaWe and quasi - metastable states is much greater than 
for excitation of atoms in the neon ground state with its con tact etecnonic structure
typical of noWe gases. Secondly, the proportion of discharge electrons w i*  sufifkient
energy -1 9  eV needed to directly excite the state from the ground state will be much
cnwitw dum proportion of electrons widi suffident energy ~ 2 eV to excite the state for a 
metastable or quasi - metastable state. The larger contribution made by two - step
exdtationat2t(HTthan 1 «hit neon pressure, indicated by the larger B at 2 torr, may be
«Tpiainwi by chuiges in the energy distribution of electrons with neon pressure 
(observed in probe measurements by Borodin and Kagan [20] ), so that the proportion 
of low energy conçared to high energy electrons increases widi gas pressure.
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The need for an excitation contribution, D in equation 7.5, not depending on 
discharge current, in order to obtain a good fit in the low current region is consistent 
with the argument put forward to explain the metastable number densities - see 7/B.3 -, 
that the proportionality between electron number density and discharge current breaks 
down at low current, with electron density attaining a significant value at the lowest 
sustainable current, so that
N ,-N ,( i = ~ 0 ) + a ,i C7.3)
The fact that the value oi D differs considerably between spectral lines, being negligible 
for some (eg. 640.2 nm) and of considerable value for others (eg. 585.2 nm), suggests 
that the energy distribution of electrons arising from the current dq;>endevit and current 
ipM>p>nA>nt terms of eq. 7.3 are different from each other and have different excitation 
for different states because of * e  variations of excitation cross - section 
with electron energy [71]. It is known from die measurement by Kagan's group [19 - 
23] and others [24,12] that the electron energy distribution in the H.C.D. is non - 
Maxwellian and has been described in terms of three groups of electrons of low, 
intermediate and high energy by HowoAa and Pahl [12]. The relative propOTtions of 
dectrons in duee energy groups may be different for the contributions to total electron 
density made by the two terms in 7.3.
rnnci<w now the depopulation rate term of model equation 7.5, it is apparent 
diat the dqiopulation rates of states of higher energy are dominated by electron collision 
but not those of states belonging to the 3p, 3p' group, from which transitions 
corresponding to the prominent neon spectral lines take place. Qcariy the very high 
probability of radiative transitions fi«n  die states of the 3p, 3p' group ensures that 
radiative de - excitation dominates over de - population by electron collision at die current 
>vn«iri« used. In addition, less energy is required to ionize atoms in the higher exated 
states than in states of the 3p, 3p‘ group.
The fact that die W curve for 640.2 nm was the only one for which inclusion of a 
self - absorption term provided any improvement in fit, is conristent with the observation 
that the profile of this ^lectral line also showed evidence of significant self - absorption.
7/D V/l CHARACTERISTICS AND VISUAL OBSERVATIONS
The reconfcd Vfi characteristics of the H.CL. and results of visual observation 
provide additional evidence of changes in electron energy distributkm and radial density
distribution with increasing discharge current, in die low current regime. At neon
pressures of 1 and 2 torr the maintenance voltage only changes significandy with
discharge current, at currents below -  5 mA ( -  0.21 mA/cm*). Changes in maintenance 
voltage will cause changes in average electron energy. At these low currents the colour
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of die discharge also varies with current, changing from a dull red to an orange colour 
with increasing current, as well as increasing in overall brigjitncss. At such current 
densities sputtering of cathode material wiU be smaU and these colour changes cannot be 
by emission from sputtered cathode atoms. Radier, they indicate that the 
relative intwiritiM of neon spectral lines have changed, reflectmg changes in electron 
energy distribution.
The "bunqis" in W curves and peaks in measured metastable atom density in the 
low current region, occuring at higher neon pressure, were accotr^anied by changes in 
the VA characteristics and visual appearance of the H.C. discharge. At 5 torr neon
pressure these changes extend up to currents of -  10 mA ( -0 .5  mA/cm*), above
which the properties of the discharge become stalde.
7/E EFFECTS OF FILL GAS IMPURITY
The properties of the ttC . discharge in the experimental lamp were found to be 
very sensitive to the presence of irr^iutities in the neon fill gas, due to contaminanon.
The problem of contamination was overemne and the bulk of the results referred to in tiie 
thesis are for conditions of maximum purity with no detectable inqiuritj' effects.
However these impurity effects ate interesting in their own right and warrant separate
discussion.
The principal irrpurity in the carrier gas of die eiqierimental lamp, when 
>v,nt.rt«n«wiri, after initial filling wifli high purity neon, was identified spectrosa^cally 
as CO and to a lesser extent H and (XL outgassing products of die inner surfaces of the 
UHV lamp system - see 2/B.6 and 4/C -.
Th/MTiajiv effects of the presence of impurities on the observed spectral yiopeities
of the R C . discharge w ere:
(i) General reduction of both Ne and Fe spectral intensities, and the almost
complete absence (rfFe spectral lines in the ultra-violet region ctf die 
q>ectrogram of the contaminated latrq).
( n )  Reduction in the teoadening and self-reversal (rfNe I spectral lines
corresponding to transitions terminating in metastable state 3s [ \  l2 . - Eg. see 
Rg. 17 showing profiles of Ne I 640.2 nm under clean and contaminated 
conditions - .
Qii) Alteration of the form of die ^  curve of Ne I spectral lines, see Rg 30.
Changes in the non - ^lectral properties of the discharge, principally die VA 
characteristic, due to the presence of irr5»urities,wcre also noted but were less 
pronounced than the changes in spectral piopernes.
The reduction in broadening and self-reversal of Ne I spectral lines
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corresponding to transititnu to metastable state 3s [ V2 .indicates that the population of
neon atoms in this excited state had been’quenched'by the presence of the in?)urity
molecules. The spectra of both CO and CX)"*' were proimnent in the spectrograms 
lecoided of the contaminated lamp emission (see Rg. 31); and potential energy curves of 
diese two molecular species and some excited states are provided in Rg. 69 [72]. The 
difference in energy between the ground state of CO and the ground state CO'*’ is ~ 14 
eV and the first excited electronic state -16 .5  eV. The difference in energy between die 
3* [ ^ 2 ^  ny-taitiihli.. state and the neon ground state is ~ 16.7 eV. The likely quenchmg 
mechanism is the Pnining - like collision process 
Ne* + CO —»  Ne + CO+* + e 
.where CO'*'* denotes the first excited electronic state of CO'*'.
This p"ocess may be eiqiected to have h i^  relative |xobability as there is near energy 
resonance, giving a high matrix element for die reaction, and the three product particles 
allows a large volume of phase qiace to be available for die product states.
The reduction of Fe and Neqiectral intensities and the changes in Ne I R
curves, caused by the presence of ingiurities may be readily eiqilained in terms (rf the
quenching of the population of metastable excited neon atoms.
(juendiing of the population of metastaUe excited neon atoms win reduce the 
probabilty of tw o-stq i excitation via the metastable state, so reducing the Ne I spectral
intensity and by changing the relative contribution oi one - step and two - step excitation, 
change the form of the curve.
The quenching <rf the neon metastable population can also be expected to reduce 
the intensity of Fe spectral lines by reducing die rate of excitation of sputtered cathode
atoms in collisions widi metastable excited atoms. The marked decrease in Fe qiectral 
intensities when impurities were present, could also be related to a reduction in the
pc^wlation density of guttered atoms. This could arise if a reduced rate of ionization of
neon lead to a reduced number density of neon ions, and hence a reduced rate of
sputtering of cadiode atoms.
7/F CORRECTION OF SPECTRAL PROFILES FOR 
INSTRUMENTAL BROADENING
The technique developed in the work for the correction of recorded spectral line 
profiles for the effect of instrumental broadening, using synthesis of a cubic ^ line
representation of the profile, is applicable to any situation where an iqiproximate solution 
of a convolution integral equation is required. The main disadwuitage of the technique it 
die occurrence of unwanted oscillations of value. However such oscillations are to a 
greater or lesser degree unavoidaNe in qrproximate solution metiiods, particularly if a
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polynomial representation of the solution is used. If Ac analytic fonn of die solution is 
known, the synthesis o f a solution of this form may be expected to give better results.
The cutnc spline synthesis technique could be developed further, by allowing the 
spline knot positions to be variable and including diem in die set of parameters varied by 
the minimization algorithm. This would entail use of a constrained least squares 
minimization algnithm which preserved Ac order of spline knots.
Another development of the technique could be Ac use of the set of residual values 
obtained wiA a good fit approximate solution, as an indication of Ae size of value 
»y^iiiirinn and then Ac reaaoval their effect from Ae approximate solution.
7/G SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
- All states of the 3s, 3s’ group of neon levels highly populated wiA number densities 
- 0 . 3 - 2  xlO^’ m-*
- Population of metastaWe state 3s is highest of group wiA mean density
-  1.5 X  IQi’ m-5
- Populations of the two metasuble states 3s [ V2 ]2 and 3s’ [ V2 ]q exhibit strong 
saturation wiA Ae number density attaining significant values at Ae lowest obtainable 
current and changing only slowly wiA increasing current Acrafter. Non - mctastable 
state 3s [*/2 i t  exhibits a weaker saturation effe«
- Number density of non - meta' table 3s’ [ \  i t  is approximately propmtional to current
- Self - absorption and reversal of most lines wiA transitions terminating in 3s [ V212
- Neon pressure m Ac range 1 - 5 totr has tittle effect on the average number density of 
atoms m the 3s, 3s’ group of suites but docs influence the Aape of N( i curves.
- The results suggest Aat Ae ¡»oportionality between clecntm number density and 
current breaks down at low current density.
- Electron number density mcreases approximately linearly wiA increasing current 
thereafter
- The energy distribution of electrons changes wiA increasing Ascharge current at low 
current density ~ 0.1 mA/cm‘^
- The form of the lA curves of Ne I qiectral lines can (at least at lower pressure) be 
explained by a balanced rate model for the population of the uRier state o f Ac 
corresponding tratisition.-niere is a small effect by self - absorption for spectral lines 
such as Ne I 640.2 nm
- In «Atitinn to single - step excitttion by electron collision of the upper state of Ac 
transition, two - step excitation by electron collision is significant
- Dc - population of the upper state is boA radiative and by clectton collision. Radiative
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de - population dominates for states of the 3p, 3p' group but de - population by electron 
collision is important for higher energy states.
- The W relationship of most Ne I spectral lines at lower pressure (1 and 2 toir for die 
size (rfcatiiode studied) may be described by an equation of the form 
I = A i ( l - t - B l N j ( i ) )  + D
( 1 + C i )
where A, B, C and D are independent of current and values depend on 
A - the rate of single - step excitation.
B - die relative importance of two- stq> excitation 
C - die relative rates of depopulaticm by radiation and electton collision 
D - the number density and energy distribution of electrons at low current and 
the energy dqiendence of die excitation cross - sections.
7/F SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
The woA could be developed further eiqietimentally in two in^iortant ways -
(a) Extension of the measurements tol ower currents
(b) Inclusion of the effect of radial variation within the discharge
The lowest current for which a discharge could be maintained was mainly lirmted by the 
stability of the current supply used at low values of purrent Increasing the value of load 
resistance in sales with die RC.L. only slightly improved the low current stability. 
Extension of the current range studied below ~ 0.5 mA would require a different
supply to be used, which has greater stability at low current In order to take 
into account radial variations within the discharge, spatially resolved measurements of
absorbance with fixed probe beam and movable cathode could be carried out These
measurements could be related to the Id relationships of spectral line emission from 
different regions of the H.C.D.
The model for the population of the upper level of the transitions could be 
developed theoretically to take into account different cross - sections for excitation from 
different states of the 3s, 3s' group.
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tea daawaatahte laap at 2 To rt praaaara. Tka raaato m
— ---------wtte teoe of Howard ac of. > aod wok tka
prateffioew of tea propoaad eodai. Tka 
raiwa aoobtod tka iraodi »  ba aaoo m o  efeorty.
permit a w e  aeearm avalaattee of tka e e o n a o t t A ^ a e ^
OiioaraBy. iparm l lin e  LBiiiapnoihag »  traaairine  from
teto4yhm a i ! ^  teaate (a r .  Ha I M3 4 am) ho e  U  C M
S  e n i dowowofte witk taariadwg eanae. tedteodof tkat 
demdtadoebyeteetrooeeaieioeiademiaeet. S p e ^ h w
oortaapoodiwt  to traaaitioe from tkt 3pjp* to tea 3aja
A a
ANALYST. M AY 1«S. VOL. IW
rta,T.MwschImM IMW. ^  Ml
S M  MMr M  |m : 1.1 k IM
ximm iH fir. T W  M tf-rrw M l (m  «ttiact tn m  Mtf- 
•hMfpttMO M  n iinm l Mm * eomep«Mta| lo tn aW nw  M Ik« 3UC3/3I ■■<■«■«■ aut«* uMkain oM oMjr • M|k 
p o fu M M  dHHity of M M  «to w  M tkM tt«ti b«i i lw  a 
caayaratura gradiaai wHUa tkc rapM  of hi|b nataataMa 
poMlakM-
T i T S i e M  w o  Fkbry • Ptoot eeaM of Aa apoeeal I M  Ne I 
•40 j  w  a e M  kythe «pefkM eial leap * « a r  «o A M ew  
of C O  o g e t w ^ d M  (leap owTMi OMewai ai 30 e A ) .  Tke 
aatf-w w l  aaO »m iA M ap  wei« a * * e d  m  tke m m  
beeaw pTMiMBhfaly oeeiaaiMied ifM r M  iMiial «1  eWk 
pvra pe . Qaapaa a  Aa lo ra  of Aa AJ eem  « a n  ato 
ebaami. W i  AAeMaa A a  Aa M M  aeaaabla aaoaa ked 
baM « m b M  (hr A a  0 0  iapwity. B oA CO* aiM C Q  « a n  
M a d  a  Aa naaiaakiii i rt laap ip irtnai- Tka 3 i ^ B  m m  
aatianba m a  hM m  m m tf af abea lO.t aV; Aa 
dWaraawa a  aMaer batwoM Aa poaad auan of 0 0  aad 
00*  ia abe«t 14 aV. The Ikaly ^aeeAap naAaaiBB k  Aa PaaAadluitdM
Ha* ♦ C O -*  Ha ♦ CO* ♦ « ( ♦  -2 .7  aV)
powpa of toMb (a.|.. Ha I Stt.2 a n  aad 640J a n ) «aaattjr 
A n  U  c a m « that c a m  aneoAly apwaiA .  iailIn N BO Aei 
rvo-atap o o te tiM  k  Mpoauat- Eenpiiiim era aaaa «fkara 
boA t*o-«ap axdtaiiM akd A -aadatiM  bjr alaeuea oatt> 
S M  are iapoftaat aad A e  puva k  dkpand {ten Aa oripa at 
loar m raat nhiaa aad aatiiHra a luna* (A f.. Ha 13t5.2 an). 
CoattoMua rerw A n p b n a  Aa iow m  ca m n  at « A iA  a 
•kdharaa cowld b* nanteinad (aa. 1 n A ) baa frn m im i Aa 
daanr netuiScatMa of Ate faetara a  Aa carraat «oak.
P A *7 • P in t iMavtaanalry
Rp. 3 Aowi two aaenpaa af Pabcy • P4m aeaM of He I 
pactrel Hm i  aaaittad by A a  i ip iibaM tal lane at a p n ikwi 
of 1 Tear aiM SO n A  e w n n . Ha I SIS.I an  baa Aa 
DM nttiaiibU M W  3a*(l/2]t n  Aa lowar W ni ef Aa 
tnaaitaa. aod A e m  m  aatf-nnaael. Ha 1140J a n  b n  Aa 
awtaateMa M ia  3d3/2| n  A e  lowaa Ian) ef Aa m n ik M . 
aod k  daeHy tm  laaaaaad aad baeodaoad. Moot ef Aa 
apaorel io n  norraapfiiii ap a  tn akrinni  a  A)a nataatahW 
M taeA ibit nayap  A p rM i ofaatfMnaaelHaa attre lia n  
DBrrwpoadiap w  tn M tia m  to oAaa k n h  aahAit aatf-
np. • A ow i A n a  Fabay • N m  aean of Ha 1 440.2 an 
MktadbyaiialadbiAowrarM wtalMp. l■ in H «p A a d M <  
ef m atm an  aatfiannal aad breadaiaap. « )A  larra ia «| 
cam M  (peek baiphtt ban  b o n  adiniad ioraaaa of conpari- 
IM ). n a  dapne ef aaVMnaaal k  praawr vkh AW lanp n  
Aa otfraei daaWKw an dpaillreotly biakat A n  A o n  A  Aa 
iripafimaaial laaap, wbkk had a caAeda appioainataiy ftn
T ie /. I aame of He I apeetral ikw  eniMd by boftowmbede
a anba a vaaiacy af eeadklon an  eoakaaan wtA a bWaadap Wa^anap aacWadM. twenapMcWMtn «4a n  AaankadWn la««l akd dawnW adn by «iactno ealWM 
M d ndWdM. Tba abaam d  n )f<annal anf n if abaetpdna■— ^ . y-- - ------ ** —
w  Aa nauaAMa atan 3i( M S  p )n  JoApawdin oWdaHe ef
Aa blab pripalaHna ef AW wata, aod eaadna that k k  Aa 
pa eb M  tawanadWaa Ian) far twwaaap anWadea. Abaarp 
d n  awaaannaaw a n  eaivaody b«Ap eanlad o n  A  ordar to 
A w n M a  Ararity A a  aiinkir rtiadiy aad ip iA l ibatiftMlna
Wa Aaak D. W. W n d  ef rartndana U d .. CaaAddpa, tor 
dkcaMon n d  bolpM adMa. aod CaAodina Ltd. for 
lappfybn  aaalad bedew cadwda lanpa.
1. Haond. C .  WAM Tba*. CawHd Wr HMaaal tr iiia lr  
A ««da.M I.
2  H a* < C .ieew .M .E ..Iw w K E .l.M ..a M W a id .D .W ..
M l .  HP. M .
).  W i«n iii .W .C .a a d D iO W n .L ..»M »H > k i 
4. Read, A. M.. PhD Tb M . CoaaA Wr NadaaW t i i i ia ir
J la ca m dln w aifirS A  ffOd 
A ec m tiim m m f I ..............
f^ A4l3U ‘ rsak.mtiSAins
A3
POFULATIOW 0> MtTASTftttl ATON l IW A HBOII HOLLtfW CAT*WW B ÍM W W ll 
C 1 L l |k t  «M  t  I  H S t* * rs
Sck*«l o f  A »» li*4  
Tk* H ly t* e fc « lc  * f  » o rtl i  Lo»4e»
H oU o«*r Lo»4«* NT 101
t. lUTNODOCTtOW
ta v M tlg A tle i i  * * f  tk «  v t r U t l o »  « I tk  
cu rram t (1 ) *t tk *  ( I )  * f  c « r r i» rE»i sM«tr*l llMt by
B ll« «c * t h »4 *  I « *  k*i * ^ I .! T * *
• f  U «  u w « r  l« v * la  a (  c» rr« s» « m á lM  •«•■«€
t r a s a l t i e a »  l»  • o » t# < ia k U  fo r  " • • r  
t M c t r a l  l l M i .  M » u l t i  « r a  « b t t l a H  f a t  
•« •1 * 4  U «»*  a f  » ta * 4 a r4  e a a a trw c t ia »  
(C atk a4 aaa  U 4 . )  ta 4  a a  a tp a r l a a a t a l  4a- 
M v a ta b la  l a s » ;  l a  tk a  l a n a r ,
4 1 f f a r a a t  a l i a a  e a y l4  ka f i t t a 4  a a 4 .  a ^ a r  
a v a c u a t ia a  aa4  4 a i a a a i a t ,  tk a  l a a f  eh aak a r 
c a u U  ba f l l l a 4  a l t k  l a a r t  gaa t a  tk a  
4 a a lr a 4  p ra a a u ra .
Tka r a t a  a f  t a a - a t a p  a a e l t a t l a a  « i l l  4apaa4 
• a  tk a  B uakar 4 a a s l t r  a f  aaaa a ta « #  l a  tk a  
l a t a r « a 4 l a t a  « t a t a ,  a  k l |K  au«bar .
b a l a i  « a a t  U k a l f  I f  tk a  » ta ta  1« f f U « |« k l a .
\ t a a  a a t a a t a k l a  » ta ta « .  S iK*VlNa t k«|  « . --------------S«*l'ill aaarala# a f 14.1  aa4 L .  ___ 
r a t ^ t l v a l y .  F ra fia ra  «caaalat Fak ry-N am  
lB tarfara«atTT* a«»laya4 la  ar4ar ta 4a- 
tact aaaalbla •alf-aksarytlaa affact# la 
saactral Ila a «  ta ra la a tla t la tka#a »tata#. 
S alf-ra vara al a«4 kraa4aala| wara aksarra4 
la Na 1 saactral Ilaaa « I t h  traasltlaa#  ta r -  
a laatlac la  tka aata#takla «tata  S s ^ i ’ l .
Na Na t saactral H aas la v a U la i traasltlaas 
te ethar la ra ls  «rara aksarra4 ta ask lblt 
tk ls  affact (saa P l t . l ) .
I t  «as tkarafara 4acl4a4 tkat sksarytlan 
■aasura«eats uslag aa aatarlar a r la a rr  saurea 
skeul4 ka carrla4  aat aa tkat taa auM sr 
daasity sa4 4 ls tr lk w tla a  af aatastakla a i -  
c lta4  ateas cawl4 ka 4ataralea4 4 lr a c t ly .
2. tiaiNIWíTAt
Tka 4 « w io i ta k l«  law * « a s  a« 4 1 fl« 4  t a  •
e ra b a  k a a s  a f  I l i k t  t a  a a s s
aa  a « a « -a a 4 a 4 , e v l l e 4 r l e a l ,  a l l 4
lew  c a tk e 4 a  SO «■ ia a <  a»4  a f  I I  «■ k a ra .
P ig . ]  sk a « s  a 4 1 a g ra a  a f  tk a  »1* p a r t  a f  tk a
la a p  raciM « s y s ta «  aa4  P lg .S  s  r a r t l e a l
t l a a  th ra v g h  tk a  ■ a 4 lf l« 4
b a r .  Tka c a tk e 4 a  « as  ■ au a ta4  k a r l t a a t a l l y
a a  tk r a a  s t a a l  ra 4 #  s w p ^ r t« 4  ky a a  aaaM iar
f la a g a  4 a s l ta « 4  a l s a  t a  s 4 a l t  tk a
a l a c t r l c a l  aw pply ae4  <•
a f  tk a  tw e v ia w p a r t s .  Tka c a th a 4 e  ae4  c k aa - 
k a r  « a ra  a a r tk a 4 ,  t l s s s  aa4  a lc a  s k i a l4 i a g
fia. ti aaMaBSie «leer* *f UN* eyet*
ser N
P i« . )s e « « « ! *  t h r « « ^  « sa a r ia
Alf
M r*  w*t4 t* « l l a lM t *  fltrar
Tlw clwaM r «owlá »• t «  ^ 10 '  torr
«•4 f t l l « 4  w lth  r«a «trc b  ff*4# *••• *•
tk* á«*lr*4 fraaaur**.
A AM A. •1er*»*»« » « i t A A ,  4 U -
c lu rg « lA «f  ( i O i )  ••• ••
M ure« f «T  tk «  «¿ »«rg tio A
• r«k« b««a  «•• aa4u l«t«4  « t  S3*i Ht kjr •
ckogacr uhiek a l » «  » ra -rU «4  •
M i  ck* aha«« » « a « i t l* «  « a f i m « r  « « « ^  
t «  « ^ l i f r  ‘ fc* »k a t «a M U ip li« r  *’* * C ! ' 
T k U  <r««u «aer «k a««a  t «  « l ía la « * «  M r -  
B»alc la t « r f « r « a e «  í r « a  tk «  aala*. 
iM u i • é U a ra a  « f  tk «  « p t ie « l  ,
f « r  «k ta r^ t U a  a « « «u r « a « « « «  u ltb  F « k ry -f « r « t  
U t « r f « r « « « t « r  aa4 « lB a lin « 4  
Mt I « g « c t r « l  l i a « «  «a ltta O  ky tM
l» o l« t « 4  ky tk* aaaaekraa«*«* ««4  a r « f l l « «  
r«e «r4 «4  by a ««a «  « f  tk «
r « k r y M r « t  l « t « r < « r a a « t « r  u ltk  »k« k « l l « »  
e*tk»4« 41sek«rg« « f f  ( I  • 0) « a i  u ltk  It  
•»ltek«4 «a . a lt k  tk «  lOL »aa«T
tra a a ltU a «  ta ra la atla g  la  »• l'k j i .  •;l*
H9 l  ««0 .1  «a4 « U . l  aa. * » * J»  
th r« «  « f  tk* » « ,  »• ’ !* • «»
HaaauraMat« a « r «  a «4« « t  t k r « «  < if t « r «a t  
g r «« « u r « «  t i .  J «aé I  t « r r )  • '
r « l M «  « f  i l « « k » r g «  «u rra a t la  t M  f « « | «  I 
t «  »  aA. T k « la « t m a «« t  fu a c tl« «  «F  <k« 
latarfaraaatar m «  g «t*ra la «4  ky 
tM  a ra f t l«  a f t M  M  I « « • •  •• “ ■•.f"**" 
tM  ky «  a a 4 «> « t«k llU «4  l « « « r .  kurtkar 
4 « t « l l «  ««aeara lag t M  U tarfa ra a «* «*  M »a  
«Iraaáy kaaa glvaa a l«a i»M r«» .
Maawraaaat« «rata « l« a  a«4a « T  t M  tatal Ua«
akearfttaa, u l U  t M  'Î ? Î T Î * '
T M  la taa a ity  af t M  «p««*^*^ aa ltta « 
ky t M  IM . « «4  tr «a «a ltta 4  ky t M  «Itc M rg a  
Mtra caatlaaaaaly racar4a4 a lt k  «a  X 't  m -  
ca r4 «r, «• t M  4 i««M rg a  eurraat ••• «aaatk- 
Í ;  l Í¿ ;« « .a 4  fraa l  ta »  aA. M w U »  
akt«iaa4 « t  aaaa ^ «• • «ra «  af 1, 2 ««4  i 
ta r r .
T M  « f t le a l  «yataa laclu4«4 f y i r  « » « « I * ;  
«yartaraa l « M l l « 4  A. i .  C «a4 » « M *  
AM rtaraa A ««4  0 aara eaall (^  | aa) « M  
•Ma4 aa aa«f ya^** •< S** j* í
yra4uca y a ra lla l kaaaa. Ayarturaa • aa4 C 
e o «t r «U «4  t M  u i4tk  « f  *M  M aa yaaatag 
tkraugb t M  M lla w  c«tka4a uklek w a  »«r la 4
katuaaa t M  fu ll e«tM 4a M r «  « f  I »  •• « M  
}  M ,  «a4 e«ul4 M  a k if t ««  la ta r a lly  ta iaa* 
lata  é lffa ra a t ra4 la l yaaltlaaa la  t M  4 U -  
c M rg a . TM  laaa af la taaalty «acauataraf 
«kaa u a la i tM  M k ry -fa ra t 
« M  «  aaall kMa wlAtk c«uaa4 «a  u M C ca a t* !« 
««g r«4 ia g  af « I g M l - t a -M la «  *•«!••• 
tbaaa aaaauraaaata wara a«4« « i t k  tka fwU 
kaaa wl4tk « f  IS «■■
J .  TKIOkT
HAtka4a u au «lly  uaa4*»* ta «ataralaa auakar 
4 «a a lt l«a  « f  aateatakla « * « Í» « ^  Î* * 2 ? , Î I Î , ,  
M «a4  aa aaa « f  tM aa 4«acrlk «4  k f “ ‘ » «k a ll 
«a4 laM aaky*. A U  « f  tM aa a«ek«4« caa- 
ta la  rarlaua a*a«aattaaa •« te tka fera «a4 
a t a k ll lt y  af aaaetf«! l ia «  gra flla a  « M  «ra  
yraaa te ayataaetle e rra r . T M  aatkM  m «4
ky Ja r ra tt  « «4  a ra a ü t « ’ , ««4  Cikka « M  
M ull« te aaaaura a tM lc  awaker 4aaaltla* la
a lk a ll aatal » «y a u r«, ava lM  tkaaa ,
ta la tla a  kr éateralalag auakar 4aaaltlee « f  
«k aarytlaa  l l M  e ra f lla . Akaarytlaa Ila a  
y re flla e  «ra  ca le «l«ta 4  fraa f«k ry -F « ra t  
U t a r f a r a M t r U  aaaauraaaata af arlaery 
aaurea « «4  tr«aaaltta4  Ila a  y ra flla a -
T M  akaarva« yrla ary  aaurea aa4 tr«a ta ttta 4  
Ila a  ara flla a  ( ! * ( « )  *a4 !¿ (a ) ra a ya ctivaly) 
ara glvaa ky:
I , ( a )  • / f ( « * )g (a  -  « ')4 « *  (*>
l ' ( u )  • // («• )«»P < *  k (a ’ ) t > i (a  -  a ' ) « « '  (2 )
« «4  tka ayyaraat «kaarytlaa eeafflclaat 
( k , ( a ) )  ky
k ,(a )  • « '*  l « I l , ( a ) / I ¿ ( v ) )
lary aaurea lia «  
N ta r laatrua
(»)
« M r «  f ( e ' )  la tka y r la  
y ra flla
!(• • ) t M  latarfaret 
fuaetiaa 
tM  trua akaaratle« eaaffldaat 
k ^ (a ’ ) t M  aayaraat «kaarytlaa ea- 
• « f f lc la a t
t t M  akaarytlaa H t k  laagtk
««4  «  wavaauakar
Tkaa tka auakar 4 «aa lty  (») af «kaarklag 
•taaa le  glvaa ky:
*a V » *
gt
la t M  a u t le t lc A l walgkt af tM
t C * « t « t l e t l c a l  walgkt af tM
lauar laval _ *1.  t M  eaatral «avalaagtk af tM
• ayactral Ila a  ^
A it t C  y r a M k ll lt y  af t M  tra a a ltla a  
«o4 e t M  «y««4  af U g k t
T M  aka«rva4 l i o «  y ra flla a  eaa M  
fa r t M  affecta af t M  latarfaraaatar I f  t M  
laatruaeat fuaetiaa | (a ) la k aaiw ^aM  tkaa 
t M  trtaa akaaratla« «a affle la at 
«e «4  1« «auatlaa ( « )  te cslca lata  U a  
4 « « a l t y .  I la a  g r a f lla  earraetlaa oaat M  
c « r r la 4  aut « i t k  e«ra  aa4 ragu lraa  eaa- 
a l4 a r«k l«  4*ta yracaaalag- . .**f*** '‘ í f - Í Í !  
laatruaaat fuaetiaa la «aaaU arekly  aarrewar 
tM a  t M  Ila a  ara flla a  la auaatlaa («a  la 
t M  caaa la  ik la  wark) t ^  t M  «y H ^a a t 
akaarytlaa eeafflclaat (k . (a ) )  •fF^aal- 
o ataly  t M  aaaa aa tM  tr ia  ee afflcla a t
As"
k ( a )  t a d ,  U  « » • <  I *  ( 4 ) ,  w t j l• |»»d liTit »ffraiiaatUa to tho oyebor do»-
oltr-
Pll.l tiMvs oMarlo* «f •**;?,**^No 1 MO-J M •< tbo rrlmry »!*í“**••d of tho tr»»»lttod llM »Î*î*'*» ^hollo« cithodo curroitt (1) »<■ooa oroaouro 2 torr. Scao prollolaofy •Mirala of tho oiforlMotol 4»ta tea hoo» carrlod owt M|loctl»i tho corroctlo« for laatmaoBt profilo; • pl** *»*^ **?. _ , ahaorptlo» coofflelo*t otalatt «•»•■»^ •r la |l*o» 1» n».d f»r ** * W * »“i i*“** cathodo e«rro»t 20 ah, proaawro 2 torr. NM*or.do»altlo* f»r tho jaTCii ho»o h**» caleulotod ,iBtoiratloo of tha »Moroat coofflel*»t for No I *40.2 »•, »oí tho uao of ItatloMl hyroao of Itaodarda data ea troaaltloa pro^ hll- Ittoa*. Pll-> »ha«* a piat af avahar daaalty at»!*»» diachargo evrroat for a oraaaura of I torr, aad Tahla I |1»«» »• of tko aMBhar doaaitr far a flaad eurrae 20 «1 at variava graaaoroa.
00klt_A : P w h w  d d M lV  a t  a o to a to M e  a to M  ,1 far d la eb a rM  «arFO«* »  o4 . aod v a r l a JíÜii.'frooaaroa.
NiMhor daaaltr N/o'>
1 1.7 g 10»’
2 1.* 1 10»’
8 l.*S a 10>*
Aa caa ha aaaa la P1|T, tho aotaatahla
í::*ir«ün: :;r t:‘r : ‘r a ; p j - : ï
uÎiniM'iîiîlr**a5’*tha*î«iraat la laeraaaod, rracblu M • 2 a W’ a-‘ at a earroat af to Tablo 1 aha«» that tha oataatahladoaaltr rari«* llttla «Ith carrlar g*» graaavro.
Noro datallad aMlyal» «h* data la •»• halag «arriad ovt, oraaaatad at tho eaafaro»«*. •?'?**■aaaoraMBta af Mtaatahla whar a^alty “ lì hTvaad la aa l-pt^ »i -<•* variati*» af Utoaaitr «rtth ««rraat.
1. KlPlMWCtS
1 Mown C. at al ItfS, Aoalyat. 1SÌ. 14Í-182. , . „2. Light C.l. aod Staora l.i.».AMlrat. 110, <a prêté. j. strawaa J.ATat al lP*2, Spactrachlo. Acta, r*4. do Haag I... ..4*. JT01-JTO4 _ « - to«l
t .  « l l c h o l l  A .C .C . aod t * « M k y  l t * l ,  
Roaoaaoea ta d latlo o  aad iz c lta d  Atooa 
(Caaftrldga U alvo ra lty  .*. Nloaa ».L. at al Ifdd, Nat.ltd.Iaf.Data, r'T. Jarrott '
m ,  P42-PMI T^ . ot al IPT2. J.Appl.fhr*-
¡'mil i2*-i2#’I irl^  aod 1l a.o. Praokoa P.A.J 0*t.hoc.Asar., 18, 1*08-1*0*.cihh?5:»r;»ritviin^j. i»*». «»y*Aov. Hi. 182-181.
.jluaa rr t af
Afe
fOKiUliioii or i»rAiTAiu mo« *«« i" «oi.w» cathooi 
AIO ono» U" iaasaoai »isoi»«cij
C .t .  L l » h t ,  i . i . N .  5 t w »  » »<  *•
Scko.1 of A p p li .«  » » y l c .  I » .  »o l r w c t a lA  • '
H e llM p p. LOAdop, NI »O»* O -» -
I I»T«O«ICT10N
Th. « . p n i i . .  «itA «'•y*»*. *• •' '*• 
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tx c lta tlo b  p r o c . i i i i  1» y u y  c . t b . « »  A lA - 
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r i l i t l o o i b l p i  « y »  t b i  y t l t l i i  ü l “"  • ' i  
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l i i i l t l t a t i A  f i t  c o a p i i ly a .  T i  i i i l i t  l i  
la t .r p r i t l B t  t b .  1-1 T . i u l t . .  A i t i  i i  tk .  
y t . i t . b l .  y y l . t l . . .  l i  b itb  t n » .  i f  « i  
•la ra q i i lr i « ,  ü i  b lib  t i i o l i t l a .  ib io r p t l .a  
M t i u r t M i t i  b i . i  b ita  « 4 .  ü  ü l a t t i «  N i 1
l l i i i .
lu t b id i  « i u i l l r  u iid  t i  d . t . t i l y  i i « y t  
d . i i l t l i i  .1  - t . i t . b l .  i t y .  i t .  y « d  i i
t b i »  d . ic t ib r f  br N i t c M ii  Aid t i N i i i b r  [ I J 1
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b i b l l l t r  Aid 1 , ' k .  C i t r i l  • i » « l c | t b .
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u . y  fo r y i c r c i t .  oa tta  y . l t l r .  t o l e :
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« i t b  i l t . T M t l r .  i y d . t  ( l  Aid 1) d l r l id  
d l í í . t o a t  l . i d t h  y . l t l . o  e l e « ,  i l l e e  “  
o . t e t .  to b .  y d o  o í  t b .  í l . l d  i t r c d t b .  
N c .  p r c i o r . .  k . t . y .  01 . y  11 t . r r  . . . .  
u a y ,  « I t k  c o r r e t i  y  t .  10 y *
rl* . 1: d y t lM  t a y y i twUo« totooli eki
A l
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M SUITS
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k » l l » »  c »tk «4 »  4 1 »«k »rg » at 1 t » r r .  » » tk  
»eurca» »kow tk »  » »a »  typ» o f 4 »p »»4 »»e » » f  
a o ta a ttk l»  ttopwlttioa oa co rro a t, « I t k  • toa* 
4»acy to «a ta rtto  « I t k  lacroaalag c « r r » a t ,  i »  
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Ktramtcts
1 Hc« » t 4 C . .  *111»«. M .B .. S ta a r», I . I .M .
»->4 » » r 4 .  6 . « . .  Aaalyat, 1 0 t . l4 3 * lH ( l» i3 )  
2. L lg k t,  C . I .  aa4 S t » » r » ,  l . i . « . .  Aaalyat. 
l i o . 43»*441 (1 »»S )
, 3. N lt c k a ll ,  A .C .C . aa4 2»a a « » k y ,« I .W .,» » » a -  
aaca M 41atloa aa4 lx c l t » 4  Atoa». C .O.P . 
(Ipil)
4. L lg k t.  C . I .  aa4 »ta a ra . I . P . « . .
i t k  la t .C o a f. oa gaa Olackorgoa aa4 tk o lr 
A p v lle a tlo a ». Oaf»r4 ( I M S ) .  <•> p r«* «
5. vaa V »1 4 k u U »a . t .N .  a»4 4 » M »»g. P . J . .  
J .P k y a .O .. l l ,  PS3*P»Í ( IP M )
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A P P E N D I X  B. CO M PUTER CODE
, » C C E S 5 « ' S t O I M ' ,  r i L E « f I L E I )
B L*t  A .TY P K .H .X X tb W lO  »VyCbHti)  » Y l t5 H Ü ) ,A N «Ü K O
KCAL X ü U T tÖ i 'Ü ) .  Y O U T t J ü Ö ) ,  Y5C(5Urt) 
ri|AhA CTtR*l  f>UH|*
CUAI<ACTtR*lt' F i t t i .  O A T k ;T .C O N ü S ,r iL b O ,K IL E 8
C II AH ACTt»* lÜ  ‘W,P( J ü . l « )
CllAKACTER«flt U 
TUTtGKM I .  t m i s i ,  HUUX 
NKOV<8 ■ 2\S 
NCOtS «  S 
l«U ■ 3U 
KC » I C  
r i t t l B ' T C S T A . t » ! '
Wk I T € ( 5 , 99999)
F t A t (& * 9 9 9 9 9 )A  
I t  ( A , F Ü , * Y ^ )  6üT0 
5 W k I T r ( 5 , 99997)
R t A t (5 .9 9 9 « t > )  ^ I t t l  
U* ( F I L t l  .F.U. * E k O ' )  ÜüTü 55b 
I t  CO NTIUUt
0 P E » j (Ü N IT »7 0 ,U C V X C K « 'ü 8 K '
H e A U (2 « « 9 2 1 )  UllhP
R t A Ü (2 » ' i  99994 ) A . T Y P t .b A V C L l . l > A T t I ,M M F A S I ,C O H n s
i r  ( T Y P E . E O , A t O ,  HAVELl•Hb*b32*8) 9 K I T E ( 9 » 9 1 )
1«0
ÌV  RtAü(2»** 99991 » E l « l> »9 W )A »L »X X l l4 l  )  . l Y U f U
I F  l A , H e , * « ' . r t N ü . A . H E , ' M ' )  GOTO Ib
i B l t l
tb r u N T I N U t
CUTÜ 30
4t CO«TTH'»E
C L Ü b E (U N lT « 2 0 )
CALL P O X N T C C X X . Y Y . X I . Y I . T . N l ’ T S I . A L C U E L )  
N K I T C ( 5 , 9 9 9 9 R)AIJCü EC
CALL'^ XNOn^ XTinlNPISl.XOüT^ YüUTJ.OUT.NtEL )
171 ro R M A T Ì '  i u H B L « ' ‘o r ' ' »O K -U E C R E »S I I IG  X POINTS DELEIEO p ' , I 4 ,
$ / N t «  MüNöFK ÜP POILT S « ' . 1 4 )
mr X T E (S « 9 9 1 )
O P E M u i i ? n o l ‘ i > E n C E . ' 0 6 « ' ,  r i l . L . H L E O .  » C C t S S - ' S E O O U T '  ) 
CAOL CO t»« 7C<.\ P.N H O tiS .M CO LS,N h,l lO  
H A P d . l )  • FIOEu 
h a p ( 2 , 1 )  • U L E l
CALL H APW NTlM AP,H ROBS.»COLS ,»E ,l lC )
W K IIE I  J O t » 9 2 ) T T 1 ' E , N A T E L I , D A T E I ,L H E A SI .C U N U S  
N R I T E I J W .  » T O N O U I  
no lOP J  • 1. NullT 
N R I T E C J O .9 9 1 )  X(iU K J ) ,  V O U TIJJ  
IDll CONTINUE
C L O S E t U I I I T N j » )
Q ■ '  00 INO UAttT A SCALEO VflcRlOli ?
CALL UECIUEC 0 ,  t ,  0 .  lO ' IT  )
I E  (  lO U T  . t O .  l  ) t u e n
J31 F ü i n A T i * '  INPUT BANE E IL E  TD 1101,0 SCALEO VERSION* )
REAOI 5 ,  »9996 ) EILEO
CALL S C A L E I ( l O U T .  NUUT. IS C  >
CüNüS «  *5CALL0^
M A P U . l )  ■ FtLKb  
MAP12.1) »  KIL ^Ü
npFli ( * U N IT » 2 P .  tP V tC FB 'l 'SK ^*  A C C t ü S « 'S K u O l l T ' , F I  LP*FlLfcA )
CALL riAPKUTi hAP, r'IxOwS, UCoLS« NU, H<; )
WRTTEt 2 « ,  992 )  T Y P E , WAVELI# UATEX,  NHKA5X, CüNPS
WKTTEC 2P, 994 ) NOIT
riy 2 ‘> J  «  1, Nut*T
w u lT E l  2 « ,  332 ) X O U T C J ) .  Y ü C ( . l )
3J2 Fo U P A K  F 7 . 3 ,  F l i .5  )
2t CUNTIUUE
CLOSECUHIT «  2P ) 
t u n  n
W R IT E (5 ,9 9 9 l 4)
R EA D (S ,9 999U )A  
I F  ( A . e g . ' Y M  GüTü b
Bl
9V‘JV9
9990«
99907
99*^ 96
9999**
99991
9999-'
999l>4
991
992 
99 3 994 
91 
9Î>5
► OH HAT t '  ' , ' I > U  X(»U mM*T T u  USL UEl-AUl.T F l t t  Ï  0 «  **')
Fuü! A l { ' * ' , ' X I . P u T  NAHL F I L L  CHIi TA ll . ,  PRUFlI .t  OR P h n ' )  
Fur i  a t c a i u ) .
FuRI A ' Í Í A J , I A . M # P l > . l » l X . ^ l ‘' # ' 2 , l X , A i » » )  
P ü R I A T ( A l . t X . l 7 . 2 K 6 , 2 )
Fu WMAT('  * , '1 )1 ^  Af.GtF FKROR OF I F  Fll.fc» .  ^ t O .  4 .  OtCb ) 
FuKh ATC'  UF I F  O l ü t T T Z A T I ü N  P U i h T S »  » I 7 )
f u m  a t i * * , * 0ü  ÏOU rtAI;T Tu  HF-RUN PKOG*# Y OR ¡ ¡ ' J  
FyRkATX* * ,* I I «P U T  FIL tHAHK TO M'Jl.b COMRLCï FÜ POINTS >
F ü « K A T (A l  , F 5 . l  . I X . A 1 0 . I 2 » U , A I P )
Fu K ttA Tf2 r7 .3 )
f Ür Iî Î t î ' ^ ' . ' P k O F I l K TYPL XF o u t  9AVL1., HOT u32.6HM ' )
SïOp
EM'
SUBkOUTlNt P ü l f i T C ( X X , Y Y . X , Y . l . N P T S , A I i G ü E C )
Rt*L X X ( I )  . Y U n  . x a ) , Y t U » X U 5 « < P )  . Y t  (5üf»)
ruTtCER I , N I ' T ü , J , l é S T  
hST » 2 
MFTü B 1 - ( ;5 T
XSGLE «  A T A H 2 C V Y ( 2 ) - Y Y ( 1 ) , X X ( 2 ) - X ä U ) )
AhCUEG s 97.34AhG LF
Cosano • coscancle)
SlIiANü B & l U ( A N C t L )
Ou 10 J  B N S T t l , T  
JHST B J  -  US ï 
X J ( J H S T ) b X X ( J ) - X X ( U  
Y I ( J N ô T ) « Y Y ( sI ) - Y Y ( U
X ( J H S T ) b Cu SAM0*X1 ( J l iS T ) t s S IN A M 0 * Y U J N S T )
Y(  J N S T ) b « M N A n G*X1 ( J N S T )  ♦COÜAi;G*Yl (  JNfeT)
r u N T l i in t
r l t u r n
Ft;C
SUHROUTINL XNUMl XIN , YTIw NI .  XOUT Y u U T , NOUT, MOFL ) 
Pt  AL X T I I (U IN )  , Y lN lM lH )  , XOÜT( MIN ) , YOüT (  NIH )
ll iTLGLR NIN» BOUT, NOLL, J «  1 
NOEL B 0 
I
X I M l l  ) 
ŸlN(l) 
2. hlM 
0 . 0  
O.P
= 1
X u U Ï ( l )  «
Y u U T ( l )  «
OU î> ■
XüU T(J >  »
Y U U T ( J )  »
CüNTTMUt
Ou 10 0 *2« llll*
I F  ( X I U ( J ) . G L . X O U T I Ï )  )  THEN 
I B ï  ♦ 1 
X ü U T ( I )  »  X I H U )
Y ü U T ( l )  ■ t l H C J )  
t L S t
HOEL b llObL ♦ 1 
M K IT E ( b . 9911 J
FuRHATt '  NUN-ntCREA51NG X»
EN(> IF  
C uNTIN Ut
Í WOUTtNUEL . N t .  NIH )  MKITFC b* 992 1 
 ^ HUMUEli ÜF Pu IL T G  ANÜ Ü E L t TF S  00 MOT AUO UP 7?
PUII.T  O L L t T t O  AT J  * * . 1 4 )
TF
FORI AT(
PtTUPÎ.
Fut)
SUBKOUTXNt SCA I. C U 
Pc AL Y ( K ) ,  Y S C (h )  
If jT tC tR  N, J  
F » 1,0
U,  YSC)
DO 10 J  
Y S C ( J )  s 
roMTtijuk; 
MtTURU 
Elio
B 1 , N
ALUCC C
BÄ
c P k O t í  r i T C S . T ü k
ClJÄRACTtM»! I  .  ,
»•tAL ( 5 1 « )  ,X 5(5 IJ U) , ___
♦ W0»'t;2(4,5i;O , C ( 5 n )  ,K (5 l )  . XCALCtÎ O « ) . ï r A L C ( 2« i ' )  , K I N T 1 5*) » YAIJf>TS(5*i) 
U j T t K t R  I 5 C A I . L ( 2 ) .  I f t A O  
C h A l .A C t t R t lV  ►‘U-CC»  r i L K ; ; ,  Cü^US, UATK 
CUAKACTtRtAi* U
C l U k A C T t R t lÜ  | ;M * I L ( J M . U > ) . -A » '0 U T (  J « , 1 » ) , H K W ( J Ü )
Sl.KUHÿ • 2**
»XOLS «  5 
Wk • 3k*
UC ■ ILr 
! r o k T U r n t
■ »>
I S C A L k U )  *
T S C A L k (2 )  »
CALL Ct bAlv UM t^' . ' iCOLS)
F U C C a ' ï K & T b . C ^ ' l '
♦<CALr «  ItfM
771 ►*uMr.AT(' Ï « U  UAl.T T t  USfc UKl AULT? Y <*')
(> LAl (S «9 (l ! ») b
TI* ( A . C U . ' f * )  Gu T o l**b
k l i l TE  ( b ,  117}  ^
772 FoMMAt i'  ' . ^ U . P U T  F l U X  k/.Mt CHoSl.k, UK KkH' ) 
ktAU ( S f S b U r i l . b C
I I  ( F i t t e  •to . ' F i . O '  ) OOTO 
It.li C U k TU iU t
op'íl . ' (U*ílTe2k'»UKVlCE**b8F'» I l L F « F l t L C ,  ACCK5S*'öKÜlN )
Ca l l  k a p f u c h a h i . , tiWi<ows,Ncots,wk.i«c)
O t * t ' ( 2 « »  V993) TYl’F» U’AVFt» O A T t » 1‘ MLAÖ»COI.DS 
k L A t ( 2 0 , 9 9 9 l )  MPT5
IF  ( COUPS . " U .  ' S C A t C O '  ) COTO I t  
Ou 20U** J  «  1« >U'TS 
t'bAL(2kf, 3 33 ) X ( « ; ) ,  Y.S(J )
3 i3  Fü « » A T ( F 7 , 3 , F ü . S )
210». C ü N T lM ’K
OüTO l « t l í
t t  Pü l ü « 0  J «  1» tiPTS
PtA0(2k**99Q2) X t J ) *  Y b ( j )  
li.O»- C o F T lU i i t
9 yV l Ft 'k li A T (1 4)
9992 FyMFAT ( 2 F 7 . 3 )
9993 FOKI.AT (  A I . I 5 • I . U , AI O ,  1 2 .1 X , A l t ’ I 
C t O S F (M U t T » 2 « )
I F  ( C ü MOS.Fu . ' S C A L F ü ' )  l 6 C A L F ( n » l  
I I  ( C ü H Ü S . r u . ' G C A t E b * )  l S C A t K ( 2 ) * l  
U ( l » P T S . e T . 2 )  GuTt» too  
• k I T F ( 5 » 9 9 9 )
OoTl) 1
HU* r o i a i N U L
o • ' u o  Y(íU WANT kMüTC FkCjM F H -L  i
CALL u r C l ü E C O . t . t M ü l J T )
IF  ( l O i l T . t Q . n  COTO 13 
k| ;TTFC5»4 41) X d ) .  X (U P TS )
441 F y H k A K '  H . 3 , 4 X . ' X » . A X « ' , I 9 . 3 )
W f t lT t (5 ,9 9 8 )
PbA l ;(b .9 97)I .CAP 
•lCAr3«**CAP ♦ i  
í.CAP7»MCAP ♦ V
t r d í C A P * t T . l • ü H . O C A P . Ü T , N k O U S ) W K r i E ( 5 , 9 9 1 ) 
I F d ' C A P ^ t T . l .O R .H C A P . C T . N K O w f i )  COtO 8 0«
T F A l t a l
TF (N C A P .E O . I )G U T U  13 
2 no 13 J  ■ t .  NCAl‘3
W R l T E ( 5 , 6 b U
Sbl Fü RHATC' ' , ' l l . P U T  p o s i t i o n  OF K I .O T ' )
R C A 0 (b »6 6 2 )  K ( J )
602 F ü R H A T ( r )
13 CONTINUE
I F  ( 1 0 U T * b 0 , t )  CAtO FlíOTS( NCAp, l•eAP3•^*CAP7 *K)
I r  ( C 0NU8 . E Ü « ' S C A L E O ' )  LOTO I I  
00 2^0 J b I * Nl'TO 
k ( J ) « 1 . 0  
2 lP  CONTIUMF.
Go t o  i 2
I I  Cü«TTl*ub
83

FOKMAl 
FuKi'AT U2Ì
foR»‘AT(' 
P0R>>AT(12) 
FuHPAT(' *, 
KuRKATi' '• 
F O R I ' A K '  
FyRMAT(' *. 
FyHhAK'
ruH»!AT(' '« 
FuPtiATf' 
fURf.At(An 
FOUhAK'
STOP
•■•i.o
,7J
'El;RUF in I.HMHtM Ot I'OlHTS ;RLSTAI<T') 
' II .PUT HCAP n oP Il.TLBVALS')
')I'.FSTART')’ i P A I t » ?  HUT& ijOT A*t 1‘04» ¡RESTART ' n A l t » 3  VAl-UKb UP X MuT MON-OtCli.
' U A 1 L « 4  :  H t S T A K T ' )
’U A IU bS tuo MANT km u t j : r e s t a r t  ' )
'»iCAP llEO. OR <5T l.RUW 5.'/,*'TRT AOAIN )
’ MtTURO PRO« FU2UAF R l l H  t P A l L  « * , / / )
'DO YOU RAPT To R P -I t .P LT  UU«BEI; OF KROT5? t  UR *» )
•no ^C*U UAI.T PLOT OF SPI.11L U T ?  Y OH ***)
• U A I I . b I f o o t  o OT.*51UL RAhRt OR OtCR . RtlRPUT  K )
IF
IF
U
IF
IF
YS<J)
F X P ( Y S ( J ) )
IFAIL)
• Op
9V1
60lOHi'"»
SoRKOUTINt e v a l i  (Y ; , ,Y , ( lP T .S , «C A P 7 .C ,K ,X C A L C ,y C A L C ,» IC A L C ,  
F l H T » Y K I lO T S , I S T O P ,T S C A L t )
yr.MoT(5u)ILTtCfcH ISCALt(2J 
OCAP * RCAP7 • 7 
A » 1,0 
TSTOP • P 
UU 10 J » l »  OPTS 
IF (ISrALK(l)*P0*0) T(J)
n  (ISCALt(l).«F.O) Y(J)
STEP « (K(HCAP7) - K(1))/FL0AT(**CALC - 1)
ITAIL » 1
Do 3P J ■ I» hCALt-1ÌFALCIJ) « K(H ♦ STKl»*FI.OAT(J-n _ ^CALL tP2BBP (I.CAP7. R» C. XCALC(.I)# YCALCT(J),
(IFAIL,Nt.O) CoTO 2‘R*
( T S C A L t ( 2 ) . K 0 . w )  YCALCC J) • w  v Ì  i ' / r T  r M i -  A 
U S C A L t ( 2 ) . » n ; . P )  t C A L C ( J )  «  LX» ( Y C A L C T ( J ) ;  • A
CoRTIiaiE
cííi;'¿«iíl:rí«!;*l■'^*K!c,xc»LC(Hc«^.r),l(c^L^:TtHc»LC).IFUU)
E{siIl:^aKÌ0ÌSI?Ji;?(«C.LC,.tC.LCT<«C*LC,(ìaCAtCt2).I.E.»)YCALClNCALC)BLXPÌYCALCT(NCALC))-A
CuTO 4P
I'- IFAIL',17 ./.'RETURN 1ST
7') « 2
IPRUP 
CO HTlM Jt
IF  ( M C A P . t O . U  ORTO 60
no 6» sJ ■ 1» nCAP • J
cÌtL'!;Ì2Bur(«C*l'7,K,C,FXNT(J).VI-‘''/TtJ).lFMl.)
I f  t I F A I t  .N L .  »  ) TIlEtJ 
WUITEC 5 ,  9K1 )  11*11.
fSJh»i(' Uf.TU,.N fKi.h tt.lHbf WITH lfiUL.',l2,'umUKN')
GOTO IPOOO
If'^ ì lSCALt(2).P0.i)YKl<0TSl*;)«YM'«»1 (JIn  nsrAi.t(^).fL,i’)YFi;nTS(J)«t:xi(YM.>ntJ))-A
CONTIGUE
RtTUKK
F.1,0
TSTOP
CoTl*
35-

h k Oij:s>Yu c :#.f o l
C»iAKACTtK*tO H L K S ( 2 )  . H U K 6 Y ( 2 )  , MgNIT,CuNl)S(2) , UATC^ 
CwAKACTLR*U> m Ai‘l ( 31/» K») , ^1Al■2 I 3l', 1 »i . I-AROUT ( 3U , 1<») , NB*#( 1**) ,
ChAHACTtKtU- 
CllAkACTtR*! Bo.TYpBl’
CilAkACTfelRVAU Cl
RtAL XPLC^), tiAVCL* SbUK^Pi^)»
StOPCSi^O), U(27b25), C(5P), FVk:C( 50«) ,kP(5lO ,CP( 50) #
K JAC(50O, 50) »K(bi').C(50) .:»(!>«) »V (50,5U),CPSYN(50) ,5E0I1(5«0) 
ri^TLGLR ICOND5(2)
EXTERNAL LSUPUN, LSOHOL
COANON/A/ &EUI, SEUP
CoAHON/b/ KI,M
CuAkOh/C/ ICOMUS
c o a h o k /u / KP
CONTINUE
NKOliS « 2o
NCOLS • 5
M( • 3U
». C B l u
CALL S T A N K  FILES, XCI.O,h a PW,NNOWS,I.CULS, (IN, N O  
U  (lENL.LO.l) LOTO 1L0U0
CALL NEADFL(riLLS,HCAP7,lf,C,NAVk;L,NCAP7p,KP,CP,CONDS, 
rt«H0K,IYPFP,LATEP,NHtA5P,NAPl,WAP2,Nk OWS,NCOLS,NK,HC)
IF (XPKROR«FU.U) LOTO lOi'
W k ITC(5,991)1ERU0K
F u R M A K '  ','EUROn IN FILES »FAI», lEI.RUR»* , 2X , 12 , / , ' END')
G o t o  luUuo 
Co n t i n u e  
ICPNI>5(1)«P 
TC0n DS(2)b 
IF (CUNDS(l).
IF (CCiNDS(2).
H B 8b
XTOLSFb 2 u .O 
IPRINT B 1
0 B ' DU YOU HAn T t o  USE DEFAULT PAKAHETFN VALUES ?'
CALL DECIL»::(0,1,«,IUUT)
IF ( lOUT »LO, 1 ) GOTO lU 
NRITE(S,992)
P0RHAT(' ','INPUT WUHUEN u F UI.PACI.EO KESIDUALS, r a n g e  2-450'
READ (9,993)H
P O R N A K I S )
IF (H,GT,2.0N.U.LT.45i‘) GoTo 1«
MRITE (5, 99)
F O N M A K '  ','A OUTSIDE RANGi: 2-45o')
GOTO 20 
CONTINUE 
XPE(I) B KP(1)
XPE(2) B KPCNCAp7r)
CALL ARKUNCAP7,A,C,XPE,HAVLL,H,Nl,SBttI,IST0P)
U  (ISTUP.RU,0) GOTO 200 
NKITE(5,994) ISTOP
F O R N A K '  ','ULTURN FRO»» ANNI WITH ISTu Pb ' , 12 , / 'END')
GUTU 1000U 
CONTINUE
NCAP3P « NCAP7P - 4 
H B NCAP3P 
IPAK B 20
,LU.'SCALEO') IC0NDS(1)B 
• EO.'SCALEO') ICOROSI 2 >«
HpAi: 8 H ♦ IRAK ♦IPa R
CALL ARNPCh CAPYP, RP,CP, M, SFUM, ISTOp)
IF (ISTUP.Eu. 0 ) GOTU 300 
«KITE (5,995) ISTUP
r o R P A K '  ','RETURN FRU« AkRP LIVM iSToP«', 12 , / ,'END')
CuTU 1OU0U
CUNTINUE
CALL PACK(SEOH, H, NPAK, SFu P, XSTOP )
IF (ISTOP.EO.0) LOTU 22 
w k XTE (5,2229)
FgRflATi' ','RETURN PACK WITH ISTUPb I, ENu  ')
GuTU 10000 
CONTINUE 
I.JB S00 
LV ■ 50 
LIB B 1
Lw a 27525
B 7
CliflVtiul.LIlK; l>50|iOh')
')
OUTPUT')
\k ( lUOT .IIF. i ) THtH 
WKJTF (5» **V8)
KuHI’ATC' ','IUPUT VftLOk: TP«l»«'f 
fcLAl'(0.9«»i)
Ki.hir
«fcXCAb « W
KlA ■ 0,5
It ( lOUT .li»', 1 ) f«‘LH 
WKITK(5, 1*44)
FOHIiATÌ' ','IUPUT XTOL SCAbt. lACTgH'
MtAb (5, i4‘j) XrOL«)
KuKh*T(f)
KbDir
XIOL « XTOliSK •S0KT(Xi»2AAKXT0L))
SIKI'MX « lOWlit'O,« 
nu 50U J«i* NC*P3r 
CpSÌH(J) « CPCJ)
CUUTIHUL 
CuNTlhUt;
WKTTK(5,111) . ^
FUKHAT(' ','IhPUT NAHt PILE TO MOLO LSOMOM 
»LAL (5,db?) h U M T
Oi'EI.(UHIT«2U, ObVlCt«'OSK'* ACCLS;j«'SLOOMT', FILE» MONIT ) 
CALL b04FCF(MPAK,L,L50FUM,LS0MOM,lPHTbT,MAXCAL»ETA,XT0L,
8IPPMX,CP6rL.fSuN50,FVISC,FJAC,I.J,a» V,LV,«ITEB,MF,Ib»
L1W,W,LH,1FA1L)
CLOCK (UNlTs2(0
IP (lFAIL,Hfc,0) b K l T E( 5. 99 4) IM IL
roHUATt' ','CXIT K04FCF »ITH MAC lFAtU»'.X3 )
IF U P AI L. EO ,! ) GUTC lOPOO 
WHITE(5, 331)
H j M M A K '  *»'0U TfOU tAMT PLOT OF 5TNTM ? Y OH M )
R b A K S ,  BbM) UH 
U  (Bb.LO.'U*) LOTO 112
U  ( C0H0C(2) .LO, 'SCALEO' ) FIlAt.E « HAP2( 3, 1 )
IP ( C0NDS(2) .NP, '5CALF0' ) FMAm E ■ MAP2C 2, 1)
CALL 5YNPLT(NCAp 71', KP, CPSTH, hApK, MR0H5 » MC OL S, NR , MC* 
èMAr;E»F¥EC.HPAK,M,lPAK ) 
t*K)TC (b* 332)
FOPHAT(' ','DO VOU KAlJT SIO|;E STNTH DATA? V OK N')
PLAl/(b.b89)UB
TP (Bb.CO,'h') LOTO 33
SYHTU C8 PK('FXLE')
CuNTlUUt 
HHTTE(5«881)
FgRHATi' 'INPUT HAMt PILE To MOLD 
kLA0(S*bR2) F l LE SY d)
FORMATi'*'•'INPUT HAMt PILE To HOLD SOLUTION DESCRIPTION ) 
RLA0(5.6e2) F1LLSY(2)
CALL CLtA|'t(NbR,NC0L8)
NbM(l) « Y ILESY(l)
NC>i(2) > PTLESY(2)
CALL L0G2 CNH0W8,HCOLS,HR,MC# H A P I ,4.MAP2,4,MAPOUT* NEW)
(iptM (UNIT» 2U»UtVTCE«'05i;',ACCL8L « 'SEOOUT', PX LE« F I L E b Y ( U )
c a l l  i i a p h m t(h a p o m t »n r o w s »l c o l s »m p *nl*)
TYPfcP • 's'
WK1TEC20, 6Ul)TYPtP,WAVi:L,0ATLP,NI PA8P.CtMinS(2)
F o P C A K A t  ,Fb,l.lX,A10,I2»lX,Al'^)
WitITEi 2H, b5'jl ) H 
FOKIIATC 14 )
NCAP7P
(FP(J),J«1»UCAP7P)
1 . I- )
WK1TE(2U, 229)
72'f F0HrAT(X2)
Rb2 PUPhAT(AU))
Wkllt {2P.8U3) . . ----
fcKiTE (2«, W83) (CPSYI*(J), J*
BbX P08I1AT(E2U,7)
CLOSE (UH1T»2U)
CALL LSo CHO (HPAK,N,FVEC»PJAr,Ld,L)
Optn (UUlT»20.ntVlCt«'DbX' » ACCFbf.«'SKOOUT'
RhITr.(20. 885) PSUHSO 
bbb P o RMAT(P12.5)
WhXTE(2U,S51)
5 M  FoRf-AT(' '.'C')
i»K)Tt(20,«HJ) <C<J)».lel, I.)
8Ub f o Rm AT(P20,b)
Kl<ITE(2U,b82)
502 FORLATi' ','FVFC')
,PILCaPlLE8Y(2))
3 2

SCA
SUMI
cc
♦ SCA«(hAVEL • )
K ( l )  )
xneci )  )
SüBLOUTl»«b AUBHl.CAP7,K,C,XPt»WAVKL.M,liI,SbOI,lSTOI») 
UbAL XPfc(2) * bful (B) »Xl(5üB) ,b(l.rAP7) ,C(HCAl*7)
HCAL 5t0lUl5t**») »5EUlU«(5l'P) 
íaTLCtR lC0NüS(2)
c u b p o h /c / i c o n o s
-O.BUlSl 
Ü,U 
1 . 0
lüTÜP » *♦
Kf'lTll «KIITI ♦ 1 
SCALb • l.B/C 1.0 
01 « ( KOiCAP?)
DP • C XPb(2)
IF (M.LT,2) GüTü 92
S * l5CAlE*np)/FL0AT(»»-l) 
l>U 10 JBl * 500 
Xl(J) ■ X l U *  F L O A T ( J - n * S  
IFAIU s 1
C a LL F020BF(I1CAP7.K.C»XI tJ) »5^0105(vI)»IFA1L)
IF ( IFAIL .HC. O ) COTO 91
IF l ICONOS! 1) « t Ü . D S K ü I U C  J)»EXP(8k.0lMS( J) ) • CC 
TF UCOuOS(i),Mk.*l)Si:ulÜ(ü)»StOIUS(J)
SUBI B SUKI ♦ SCOIU(J)
U  (XI(J)fS.CV.K(t»CAP7)) COTu Jü0 
U  CüNTINUe
n v  CONTINHC
NI ■ J
00 60 J B 1. NI
stox(J) «seuiu(j)/suHx
6t CüNTINUt
COTO lOUl'M
91 NKITE (5,9^1) U M L
9*^ 1 rOPOAT (' ','liAC CKKOkíUKTOkN H A l t «  « I D
ISTCP « l 
GOTO lOOüO
92 rfRlTF(5«992J
992 F ü P H A K '  NoT GT 2« RtTUMh')
I5T0P ■ 2 
ItOI'd RCTURil
FND
SUDkOUTlNfc ARRr(llCAP7P,KP,CP, M, SbOP. ISTOP ) 
RbAL X(5U01. SbUP (N)«SFuPS(bPk/)
R l AL kP(NCAp7l'), CP(HCAI'7P)
INTLGCR IC0NUS(2)
COBHOtJ/C/ ICOrtOS 
CC » l.U
IF (M.L7.2) GOTO 92 
S « (KP(«CAP7P)-KP(1))/FL0AT(M*D
IF (IC0UD5(2).FU,1) GOTO 3H 
X(N)« M'(n CAP7P)
DO tO JBl, H-1
X(J) » kP(t) ♦ FLo A T ( J - D * S
IFAIL ■ M
CACL E02bPF(nCAP7P»KI’«CP« X(J), 5KuP(J)« TFAIL)
IF (IFAIL.N£,J) GOTO 91
Cc;NTlNUb
G o t o  20 
c o n t i n u i :
X(K) B KPINCAP7P)
DO 20 J B 1. M-1
X(J) B kP(!) ♦ FLo A T ( J - D » 5
IFAIL *0
CALL C020UF(NCAp7p.UP.CP*X(J)«S(.OFS(J).IFAIL)
IF (IFAIL.Nb.O) GOTO 91 
SCOPIJ) B F X P ( S K O P S ( J D  • CC 
CONTIKIIL 
GOTO 10000
NRXTC (b, 991 ) IFAII.
F o R M A K '  ','HAG EKKOR Rl TURL IFAILb ' I D  
ISTOP ■ 1 
GOTO 10000 
HkITC (5. 992 )
FORMATI' ','H NOT Gl 2 . HFTUKN')
ISTOP B 2 
RbTUkU
KliP
B i o
suiMiOuTiNfc usuriiH(tri.Ar.,MrAi.*»òCP0yL.rvtcc#iH,LiN,w,tw )
KtAb rVECCfPAls) #títtW) • SFOCI50«) , SU PO( IPO**) • ►‘FC50) ,CPSÏN(M) 
RtAb SLOhCSPO)
ItiTtCbK IW(LIüi)
PfclAL S e O K S O O ) ,  St0P(50o)
CuMnON/0/ hl« N 
COhKOi./A/ seul, SEUP 
CühhOh/0/ KP 
CONTThUL 
NCAP7P » H ♦ 4
CALL ARHP(«CAP7p, M»,CPSÏK» P« SEüM, ISTOP )
IF (ISIOP.hF.M) CoTu U
CALL PACKC StOH. «, MPAA, SFüC, ISTOp )
If (ISTOr.liE, Ü ) CüTu il
CALL SPtSEUC, seul, öLPO, MPa K, l I )
CALL RLSOL ( SLPÜ« SLOP, FVfcCC« PPAK, NI )
GOTO IPOOO
CùhTIHl'L
I^LAGa «ISTOP
RLTUPh
KhD
SüBhOüTlNt |•AC^f(StO,M,H|'A^,SFOPAK,IaTuP) 
KtAl. SEuCi:)« SLOPAK(MPAK)
ISTOP ■ 0
IF (HPAK.l.T.H) THtN 
ISTOP • 1
tLôC IF («PAA.tO.H) THLN 
üu 10 J a t* N 
StOPAK(J) « SLO(J)
c o n t i n u i ;
LLÜE ir (NPAK.CT.H) THtN 
U* (Nü D((KPAF-H),2)*E0.0) Kl a (NFAK«H)/2 
IF (M0'K(NPAK-H),2).Nt«i ) Kl a lHl*AK«h»l )/? 
N2 « KltN l^ 
DO I J a I« Kl 
SLOPAKCJ) «
CüNTINUt
2 J a l*
UiOwH
Ou _ -
SLOl'AK(M«J) 
CONTIIiML 
Ou 3 0 a
SLOI'AK(J)a V 
COUTINUL
f n o  if
N c TOKN
LND
SUO(J)
lOPo
SUnKOUTXHE SP(F, 0« H, H« N) 
RtAL fCH). Ü(H)« U(HtU-l) 
RtAL S
iHTLCtP J. K» '»
Pü lOPW »♦0*1
CONTUIUL 
H(K) a S 
CuNTlNUt 
RtTURN
e.a>
SLPUOüTlNb PFSOLÎLl.pr», SFoP,
REAL «LPU(M4liI-l)« SUOPCK)*
IF (NÜÎ>(H1,2).EU.Ü) HIL a (»H-2)/2 
IF (HüD(Nl,2).NL*0)LtL ■ (lil«l)^2
Dü 10 Jal» .......
FVECC(J) a üLFO(rilL*J) - üLuPCJ)
CONTINUE
RtTOHN
FNO
î n
SUl'KOUTXMt. ilVI.PLTt (.rAP?**, t.P. CPiiVt-. «AMh,(iRU^S»HP0L5#
i-!;»L'^ ’KP(l'lcAP7P)!*'ci'5YN(ic»l''>n,X(!>l/H),lttb‘'u),lfS(5"‘>).*C»LC(2ll») 
RtAL YCALr(2u»’)»Kl«JT(bi>),PVPC(MPAK)#KK4»(25O)#XRK5(250)»
YKNt»TS(5i»)
OlAKACTtH*!») MM*W(Nl(,liC) 
lUTLGbR iroRU5t2).15CAL€(2) 
c h a k a c t k r * i c ri.Anr,DATi:. coNi;fi 
ChAKACTKR*! I, TYPP 
COMIiOf«/C/ ICONUS 
NCAPP • HCAP7P • 7 
RCALC • Ik’P
PATA iSCALt(i), XSCALC(2) /M, U/
OPEN*tU«lT*2R,0tVlCt»'nSK',ACCESS«*SEUlN',HLE«F«AME)
CALL HAPRU(MAP*«,NROw8,NCOL8,Nk,I.C)
Ab AU(2H,9 9 JJTYPt.r a v e l .d a t e »NhrAS,CONUS
roPNAT(Al,FJ),l.lX.AllM2.lX#Ali>)
RtAO(2W,994)NPTS 
Fo RHAT(I4J 
DO lU J « 1. f.PTS 
PtAO(20,999) k(J), YS(J)
F0RI.AT(2F7.3) 
c u n t i l o l  
ISCM.t U )  ■
IF tCOMUS.CU.'SCALED*) 1SCALE(1)«1
lSCALt(2) » IC0N»8(2) , _  ^ ____ __
IF (X(l).LO.Kt*(l).AHD.X(NrTS)•EU,LP(NCAr7P)) GOTO 20 
w r i t e  (b, 995X)
FORMAT!' ','Fun Po i n t s  m i s m a t c h  -')
MR1TE(8. 991)
FORMAT!' '.'INPUT MAML FILE HoLUlLC LIME PROFILE')
RtAOib, 992) FMAHC 
F^KKAT!A1o )
GOTO 1
C o n t i n u e
STEP » ( X!RPTS)*X!l) )/FLOAT(M-l)
Uo 7M0 J » 1, h
XKE0!J) ■ X C U  ♦ STLP*FL0AT(J-1)
REStJ) « FVECiJtlPAR)
C o n t i n u e
CALL EVALliIS,Y,NpT5.NCAP7P.CPSIN»Kl’.XCALC.TCALC,HCALC. 
KIMT.IKHOTS.ISTo P.ISCALE)
IF (ISTo P. f u .o ) Go t o  22
FORMATI'^'?'RETURN f r o m  EVAL LITH ISTOP«'.14,/.'RETURN MAIN')
g o t o  IRURO
C o n t i n u e
WKITEC5.997)
FORMAT!' '.'DO YOU WANT VOU PLOT ? Y OR N )
REAl'!b*99ii)Z
FoRMAT!Al)
IF (Z.Cg.'N') GOTO 30
CALL pLOT4ilPLOT.X,Y.NPTS,XCALC,YCALC.NCALC,KlNT,YXNOTS,NCApP.
Fi.AME.XKES.KES.H }
CONTINUE
h r 1TE(5,99R)
FORMAT!' '.'DO YOU EAtlT HP PLOT ? Y OR N )
RbAl- (5.998) Z
IF (Z.EU.'H') GOTu IPOPI 
IPLOT a 2
CALL PLOT4ilPLOT.X.Y.I.'PTS,XCALr.YCALC,MCALC,KINT.YKNOTS,HCAPP.
» FNAME.XRES.KFS.H )
C o n t i n u e
w M T E ( 5 . R U 8 1 )
FORMAT!' 00 YOU WANT LENSON PLOT 7 Y OR M')
REA0!b.99e)Z 
IF (Z.EO.'Y') Ti.Fi,
IPLOTaJ
CALL PL0T4!1PL0T,X,Y.NPT8.XCALC,YCALC.NCALC,FINT,YKI*0T8,NCAPP,
» f n a k e .x r f s .k e s .m )
KNOIF
RETURN
FNP
3 / Z


MtULS, NK, Nf, M*I>» ) 
H,NLAl>7k:,KE.CE,W»VEL,tlCAP7T,KT,
PKOC: syilAbS.KUK
CllAliACTERAK' Tí LKb ( 3 ) . PlI.tSÏ ( Ï ) , MbNIT, CuNUK( 3) , UATE, H AHt 
CI.AKACTI;»» If HAl'llJl'.lM). HAP2(3l', If) t l'AP3 ( 3l>. 1«) ,
MAPUIIT(3P.tf),'IAI’3(3<).tU)
C h A K A C T E A H  BH.T ï p e  
U
PtAL |.El»i:),At(b«),CKt5u),CI(5P),/iSY«llU),S6UE(iHi;).SEOH5Bl)), 
F*EC(5Pl)) ,rjAC(lPf. 1«) ,S(1 D),V( 1 P , 1 U),"(6 1P!>),G()B). 
SEOI(!>Pi)),KI(bn) ,CI(Sl<)
IIITLCE» ICUHUS(3),II>C1) 
b'XTKMNAL C50H0N* USOKNA 
co**noh SE0I,5K0l .CEUT,BASL,IPAK,H,N1 
HKOhS • 2k'
»iCOLS ■ 5 
NR a 3u
HC a U-
CUHTINUE
CALL STARTAtPILt:«, IBRD, IJRVWS 
IE (IfcNU.LD.l) COTO lOROO
CALL HrADA(ElLK0,KCAP7I,KI»Cl, ____
CT, COLDS, LATE, N»iEA5T,IEKRüR#HAPlpLAP2»RAP3»HRüW5*tíC0L5*RR» N O
U  Ut RK OK .E O. O) GOTO too
WkITE(5,991) lERPoP ^
ruRHAT(' ','ERROn TILLS RtAL, ILRhORa*,14.3 X ,^EliD^)
noTO 1OÜ0U
COOTINUt
lCOIiDG(l) a P
1C0I:DS(2) a 0
ICOliOSO) a P
IE (COHD8(l).tO,'5CALLD') ICONOS(l) a I
ir (CONÜ8C2).GO ,'SCALCO') ICO|,Db(2) • I
ir (C&NöS(3),tO,'SCALCO') t C O R O ö U )  a 1
U  ( H ,LT, 2 .OB, K .CT. 450 ) ThEll
EoRHATi' VALUE üE H TliAI*Sl ERED IBuH TILG ÜOTSIDL PANCE 2*450',/ 
.' h a ',14)
h r 1TG(5,992) .. ^
EüBOATt' ','H*PUT MUPb, ARRAY CALC, RANLE 2 • 45** )
PGAl>(5, 993) L 
E u BOAT(I))
lE CN,LT.k.üB,N.CT.45ü) TuEt.
WK1TE(5, 994)
E ü R H A K '  ','M O u T l IUK r a n g e  2*450, TRY AGAIN )
G o t o  3 
KUD lE
ti:D
IPAK a 15
MpAK 8 h t  IPAN t IPAK
CALL APHSIN,ICOHDG,HCAP7I,NI,0,NCAP7t,KK,CG,»CAP?T,KT,CT,
DASC, HAVEL, fil, SLOl.SEUE, SCOT, ISTOP) 
lE (i5TüP,Ht.ü) T h e m
RRITEt5,995)I5TuP ^
f o P M A K '  ','RLTÜP»1 EHÜN AkPS KTTH 1 tRROP.a ' , I4, ' GND )
G ü TO 1OO0U 
PHD IF 
N a 5
LJ a 500 
LV a lu 
LiWa 1
Lki a 6105
tpRINÎ» J
RAXCAL* 4l'0«N 
ETA a 0,5 
XV0L$Ea20,0
XTOL b XT0LSF*ÜCMsT^Xü 2AAE(XTOI.) ) 
bMCPHXa lUROOU.L
WhITE(5,l231) ^
EüPiAT(' d o  Yü U r a p t  TO o s e  DLEftULT STARTING POINT ? Y 0« N'
PtAD(5,»6V) bb
lE («U,GO,'Y') TOKM
ASYIUI) « 0,2
A S Y I . ( 2 )  • 1 , 0
ASYl:(3) ■ 0.0
ASYL(4) a 0.0
ASYI.(S) a ü,0
3ià-
,12 )
99«
7t7j
U2
6bl
FIU5L ly (bO.»JL.'V') TuKIi
Dü 321 J « 1 » 9 
HKlTtUS, 1232) J
ro»'HAT(' i'‘pnT v a l d l  a 5 ï n (J)» '
»tAl(5»l231.fUK«747) ASynCJ) 
fOl'l'AT(l)
COhTIMJC 
GOTO 737
FuKHATi^ b**liOK I-.FADING VAUlít» DtPLA'i IHpUT )
COTü 727 
c o m i u u t  
cuo n
FüRHATÍ' ','ISPl>T HAMtFlLi; TO MOLD LSüHüH OUTPUT') 
RfcAD(^#997)MODlT
O « l ‘*uilTÜjl.,UKVItK.'üSK',»CCLSa.'5L0ÜUT',»lLt.H0I.IT)
C*îi^t(»4fCFl"l'»f..lf-tSori.»,b50HOI.,XPKINT,NAXC*L,l:TÀ,XTOI-.
SICPMX , A5ÏN, FÎ»UMSirf,FVLC#FJAC»LJ , 5, V, LV #IJITM<# hF, IN «
W«LU.1PAIL)
CL05E(U!ai«2P)
ioiixTt'^'^'RLTUMli FRO“ Fl>4FCF H I "  T»XIL«',I4)
IF (IFAIb.F.ü.l) r-uTO IBURb
CALL AkCALCl"AVtl.,RASi;,»SI",i:i.b2,»II,»".J»*Ib)
FORMAtt'^'!'JFAlLii'*i3.'»l-'"bFK bFI.SITt*Jtl»* 11» '.F)
On' 1)0 you ►At-T PLOT oF Rl SIDUAL.A T*
CAIL l-EClOKtO, 1 ,* M0 UT )
CALL*SYh2ÍTCFVEC»MPA^ .»'.Il'^ <''l'^ t 
FriDlF
FüRMATí' ','OÜ you hAIíT STOHK SYNTH DATA? Y OR I* ) 
Rb:AD(5««e9)l>B 
U  (Bb.EO.'fi'J COTO 33
CoNTINUK
FoHDATi'*'#'IRPUT HAMt FlLF To DOLD SÜOUTlOb DESCRIPTION ) 
NbAD(ì»««R2) F1LLSY(2)
CAtU tSOCRD (MPa K,H,FVEC»FJAC,LJ,0)
OPEt. tniiIT»20, DLVICt"'OS'i'* ACCESS«'ÜFüOUT',FlLE«f lLeSY(2) ) 
*hITK(2w» 08S) FSURSO 
FoRDATCr12«^)
HRJTE(2k)*b^n 
F O R M A K '  '.'G')
«lsITK(2D.»R3) (G(J).J«1* <•)
F0RF‘AT(F2o.t>)
MKlTE(2U.bS2)
Fo R H A K '  ','FVFC')
WRITE (20,886) (FVLC(J)
CLOSE (UNlT«2o) 
h r ITE(S,881)
FoRHATC' ','I1iPUT MA«L FILE To MOLD 
PtAO(b«082) FlLFSY(l)
CALL CLfcAkU ME h . NCOLS )
IILRU) • F I L E S Y U )
NLR(2) • riLESY(2)
«!! l ” o !;ï Ï" k ÔÎ s .n c OL8,MR,I,C,HAPI,4J<AP2,IH»AP3,4,KAPOUI,^^^ 
opEtl (UIJll. 2 ti,U»:»ICE«'USK',ACCl.SÚ «'SEUOUT* , U  LE« F I L E S K U )  
TIPE » 'A'
CALL HA PR RT(MAPULI*"RüRö»"COLL,DR,ML)
«RIIE(2B, 61>1 )TÍPt.«AVEL,UAIE,imEASI 
F O R M A K A l  ,F!>.l , IX, AH', li. 1*<A1")
FLRPAT(AID)
"KITE (XU, BR3) (ASIt'LJ), .1« 1, " )
F u RRAT(C2U,T)
CLOSE (UNlT«2u)
H k ITEC5,»991)
F o R H A K *  '.'00 YOU MAuT TO LToRL THIS 
IF ^Hb^EÛ,'Y ')Ca LL ÜTüRt(w AVEL.H.IFAIL,a h ,FILES,MONIT,FILESY * 
* r.i.C2,A12)
F o R M A K A l )
F o RHATC' '.'OO y o u  UAMT To  HE-RUH HXTH OIFFERLNT MÎ 
RtAL(b.68V)PH 
H  (RB.LQ.'Y') OOfO 3
F o R M A K '  '.'00 YOU MANT TO UERUi: PROG ? Y OR E')
RLAD (5.889)60
(Bb.EO.'Y') LOTO 1
SYNTH AbS C0EF5')
At. RESULT?, Y OR O')
Y OR M')
IF
STOP
Fl.O
2 t(>
992
îiüi*
993
2(UUiH>
SU.M<OUTl«t A»K.Sl«.ia.l.nii.hCAP7t,Kl.Ll,HC.l7K,Kt,Ct,«CA»7T,
kr i*T wAVè L. tJl .ÄtOl Rtni , ISTOH) . .
»í;íi:(írno” L’uL lo !? ;L o« pI !i L( ^
Il.TtCtH ICONDSi 1)
CC « l*i*
ISTt'P« t
UASk-K« KE(NCAl’7t) • 
hASET« KT(NCAr7T) - KTCJ)
ir (0A8KE*Ct*bA5Ef) BASt » bAGET 
U  (AAStE.bT.lAbKT) BASE b  UASEL
STEP « bAS«/ELOAT(H-l)
Xb(M) • Kt(l) ♦ »HSb
Xï(K) « KY(1) ♦ bASt
1)0 IP J « I» B-1 
XIHC s 5Ttl»9fbOATtO«l)
Xt(J) « Kt(l) ♦ XIBC
XT(J) ■ KT(1) ♦ XI>*C
CAM.^t<'2BUE(NCA('7E*KE,CE.XK(J) »I E A I D
TE (IFAIL.b e .P) LOTO 10*1' 
l^ {1COMOSC2).LO,M) SEOE(J) » faEuH(J)
U  (AC0KU5t2).»E,») aEUE(J) ■ fcXl'UiEu« ( J ) ) " CC
C A M  t<'2bbF(HCAE7T.LT,CT*XT( J) ,GKoW(.I) « 1 F A X D  
IK (iKAii.,Mt.o) nuTo 200*
It ( ICOUDS( 3) .Eu.C) StOT(J)«StOi»(0)
IK tTCOiinLr3).NL.o) SEOT(J)»EXI*tSLOh(J)) - CC 
CUfiTIbUL
CA LL ^E026bFlHtM’7K.KE,Ci:.XE(B) .SEu W(M)#IEAIL)
IK (IKAlt .HE. O) GOTO lOoO
IK Í ICOL'OS(2) .EU. v) SEOC(H)b SLOB (h )
IK (ICOi.DS(2).HE.O) SEOe Ch)«EXP(5tOH(H))-CC
CAM**t*2BbF(NCAf7T,KT,CT,XT(M) .SKLtitH) .IKAIL)
IK (IFA1L.n l .0) GUTU 1*0*
IF (IC0NPS(3).EU.0) SLOT(h)»
IK (ICOM»S(3).Ht.O) ¡¡‘'hi S E U I . H S T O K )CALL A«RIAaCUN0S,HCAP7I,Kl»Cl,bALE,WAVbL,H,Nl,Sfc01.MaTuri
CONTINUE ^ ,,
IK (II5TÜK.UR.P) LOTO 30Ü0 
Goto 2w
FORMAT!' ^ ' 1 FROM Eu2bDF CALC SLOL, IFAIL »'.12)
ISTOP » 1 
GuTO l*O0U
FüihAT^('^'Î'l»FTUkH FtiOIi L»2BUF CALC SEoT. IFAIL»'.I2)
ISTOP « 2 
Goto 100*0
F Ü Í « « ^ ” !'JLÎÜK1. fKOH »HR1» XITl. I I S T O P . M J )
ISTOP » 3 
GOTO IOO0L 
CONTILUt 
PLTUHI«
KNO
sunhouTiNL Ai;AiA(icoijDü,i;rAP7,i.,c,u»SK,¡iAvtL,»,ni.síui, ISTOP) 
Pt.»L stOI(iBP) ,X1(SP0) .K(hCAl'7) ,0(liCAP7)
FLAL SfcüIU(5oe») .SKUIU5(50*)
i n t l g l r  iroMo5(i)
SCA » -U.BOtbl 
SURI » 0.0 
CC « 1.0 
ISTOP ■ b
KFITII «BFITI ♦ 1  ^ *
m ),*/( 1.*’ ♦ SCA*(OAVLL - L32.b) )
01 « ( K(GCAP7) - K(l) )
IF (M.LT.?) GOTO 92
Ä « (tfCALE9eARL)/FL0AT(»*-n 
no It* J«1 . 5H*
Xl(J) « R l U *  F l O A T ( J - U * L
CALL F.02bBF(LCAP7.K.C.XI(J) .SFOIl'S( I) .IFAIL)
Îf oJoîJs(ÎKêu!l!sEuîï!(j?iEXP(SLOiMSCJ)) - CC
IF (ICOHOSn).Bk..l)SEUlU(J)»SLOXUS(J)
SOHl B SUHt •* SKOlll(J)
IF (Xi(J)«R.GT.N(HCAP7)) GoTo U'«
CuNTlUIIL
C u NTINUl
B I 7
M  a J
üu 6ú J a t*
S t O K  J) aSKüIUÍ J1/SUf*l
C0»-T1I."L
GüTU
kliJTK (5.9‘*l) r»All. , . ^
F0»»I'AT ( '  L«KO K*HETI'Ií»; I F A I L *  ,1 1 )
ISTtP a I 
GüTü 1DCl)i<
-klTE(5,992)
F u M I U T C  MüT GT 2. PtTURl.')
ISTUP a 2
RbTURU
KttÜ
a'SeOlN», FILta'GCA.DAT')
SURI'CUTIMt ARCALC(WAVtL,BASt,ASYR,Gl,G2,Al7,AN, JKAIL) 
RLAL ASYN(lb), G(bHw)
KLAL MAVKt 
«AVtL lli RH 
CllAKACTtR*32 DüHp 
NCALC a 2un 
JFAlt a P
O r C M U N X T a 2 U ,  ÜtVlCL« ' 05K ' » ACCtS;
Rb:Al/(20f 991, EKHa9l) JMAX» OURI’ 
roPHAT(12, A32) 
l>ü IP J a l ,  JkAX
MEAlU 20,992,EURa91)NLlNt,HAVrU.,IGl,IC2,A12 
Kl;RHATa2.2X,^5.l,2X,I2,2X,l2,2X,^A.4)
lí (WAVELL,bO.NAVEt) GOTO 20 
CONTTUUt 
CüUTlMIt 
CL0i>C(UMlTa2P)
GüTü IPÜ
HKITEC5, 9922) , ____
K ü k h A K  * ',*EhRüR RLAUI n G FII/E GGA.UAI, HbTURh ) 
CL0&E(Ui:iTa2P)
JfAIL a 1 
C(/TO levOk»
CuNTIhUE
If (WAVEEL.ME.m a VEL) THER
w r XYEC^ 993)
E u RI'AK' ',*aAVtl‘ NOT fülHiP Tlí CGA.üAT, HtTURN')
JPAll. a 2 
GwTO 1«UPU 
y.tiO if
Gl a n.ÜAT(lGl)
C.2 a rtüAT(lG2)
ALPHA a lü,ü975,3baG2/(C19A12*WAVLL*aAVtL)
• 1»« PUWER 17 u MITYRH 
SCAU: a 3.2 - O.WI'5o 5*(NAVEL - ü2» .l.')
CHECK cotrs
CALL 0CALC(ASYN,RCALC,G)
AUN a R,S*(G(1) ♦ G ( H C A L O )
»u 20Ü J a 2, NCALC*!
SUR a SUN ♦ G(J)
CONTINUE
Ar; a ALPHA*2».U*SCALE*nA5E*SHh/)UAT<NCA1.C-l)
•IP PONEP 17 üMlTTEO 
NlTURI.
Kl.ü
D A T
8 hAVEL Gl G2 Al? *10 PüWLR R
1 ü40,2 (’7 05 0.43)
2 bl4.3 05 05 0.216
3 t>HU.2 «3 05 O . U H
4 üiO.d P5 03 0.051*7
5 blO.4 03 01 0. loo
b bHb.2 01 03 0.719
7 7C3.2 03 05 0.192
8 02b.b P3 01 0.22)
312
2V-VH
U H I - I I
5 U B Ï -0 U T 1 N L  LRuF*i.Atlâ b h C .* ’ * ,  1. ,  a RYN ,  PVftCC , I U , L t  b ,  W ,  b «  )
htîb ôEit:(Sü")îôtinïl!cV)‘îiKüAusiSi.w>
S b . Ü l ( 5 í * b )  ,SbPU(
IliTl.CL« I«(biM)
CüPHOM 5Eul»5bOt;,i»EUT,BA5k;*lPAI'»^ »”I 
IF (MpAK*bT.2.0k,t:pAK.Gt.5üt) CüTb 
IF (MPAh.bE.dt^lPAKFlPAF)) GOTO 2»''»^
CAbb AH5(ASÏNU)»A5YIH2),ASÏH(3),K*bFuAbS)
CuNTINDt 
l'U IP J « l»
Ss.Oh(J) « ß.P 
CüNTINUL
Dü 2H J » IPAKtl,lPAi**h
5t0h(J) » StOt(J-lPAF)*ÖEuAb5(J-n A M
CüMTIhUfc
Ob J « IPAK^fUl, h PAK
SEOb(J) ■ H.P
CU*«TIHUL
CAbb SP (Stow, SCOI. RbPU.HPAK,»'!) 
no J a l ,  IPa K
SbHbW(J) c l',U 
CüHTIhUL
ÜC 2i>v J » 1PAK41, IPAl.tl.
StOl.bíJ) e bruT(J-lPAK) ♦ Abtb(b)
COHTIhUk.
í>y 300 J » I p A k X K l ,  HPAt
StObW(J) a L’,U
CübTIlil'L
CAbb 5hlFIX<SL0UH,rPAK,A5YH(4),bC^b)
CAbb ueöDb(bl.Pi>.i»LOb.FVLCt*l PAK,W1)
Guíe lObOt 
IFbftC a -1 
GOTO I O O B l'
1FIAG a -2
F t T U H U
F.iP
5UBK0UT1NL ABÜ(l’KAK,WinpAH,XO( F.M.SLÜ) 
kbAb SEüCP)# X(í»Mü)
Sa b . O / F b O A T ( H - n  
O O l B J a l » * *
XtJ)* •3»0 ♦ Íi*FbOAT( J*l ) ♦ XüFl
F < xtJ)»XtJ)»>'I'’f*U»l»lüPM<
IF (F.ÜT.IS.U) F > IS.U 
G » Pt*K*tXP(-FJ 
IF (C.CT.tS.H) G » 15.«
IF CC.UT.-15.U) G • -15.1'
SíOIJJ « tXl't-G)
CuHIlNUE
KtTURh
CI.U
SUHKOUTINF GHlFTXC.SLO.H.SnX.StHlO 
RtXL SEUCHI.StOliCHI.SFOGdlH'P) 
ISMX n INT(SHX)
DSHX < SHX-FLOXT(lSliX)
CUNTIUUC
IF U S H X . K O . « )  IMtR 
bb 10 J a 1, M 
$EOU(J) a SLO(Jj 
CONTTbUL
FbSb IF (ISlíX^CT.ü) 
l>b 2B J a l ,  ISMX 
StOb(J) B P.P 
rbbTIUUE
r>0 30 J a iSllXtl, I.
SbOlíCJ) a SCü( J-ISHX }
CuMTIliUt
tbSb IF (ISHX.bT.O) THEIí 
ru 4M j a  1, MftSHX 
StOK(J) aSEOCJ«1SHX)
Cübiibuk 
r>ü so J 
.SEQW(J)
CcMTlbUt 
EbO IF 
CbHTIhUi:
IF ( ÜSMX.GE.C.O )
A a (1.0 • bSHX )
S C O I (1) a A«8EBJ(1) 
bu lOU J a 2, ».
Sc.Ot (J) s AaSL3w(J)
CüMTÍbOk
a H^lSllXfl, M 
a 0.0
♦ Oü«X*bFub(J»lJ
í n

SUnnOUTIMt üCA»-C(HSÏII,hCALC,(;)
hlai. A&Ytj(iM)« c(5i»e), X(5c«), r(Siji)) 
s « 6 .«/Kl O A T( HC AL C- U 
no in J • 1» «CALC
X(J) » «î.n ♦ S♦^•LO^TtJ-U ♦ A S Y H O J  
KCJ) » X(J)*X(J)*A5YN(2)*A6ÏN(2)
It ( F U )  .CT, l&.O) F U )  ■ l5.»
C(j)» ASYi;(i)*cxP(-r(j))
Tf (G(J).GT,15.U) C(J) • 15.»»
U  ( C U )  ,LT.-15,H) Ü(J) « -15.P
CoNTlHUK
HtTUKN
ür.u
üüBCOUTlHt ÜTüHt.Îï-AVKL.IM^Mt.Al.'.FlLtS.MuriIT.FlI.KSt. 
C1.(J2.A12)
CHÎuîcTtBÎÎü'*?itFü(3).«ONlT,FILLSYÎ2),NAMi;
► Ï"U '-»''T TO !.T0NL 1« «All.b«I7 Y OK «')
HtAO(î>.089)bBJK (rui.KO.'Y') i-ahF « ' main. oat 
FüBMAT(Al)
U (bÜ.NE.'ï') l'»EH
r o Î " T t ' ’ ' ! M « P U T  UAHL OF U L t  10 STOKK Tl,15 K E S O L T M  
Ft»b(!>,99VA)NA«l.
F O K h A K A U i )
IH EI.!uHXT.20,l/FVlCf»'USK'. ACCESS»'APFtNt',FlLE»MAhE)
Fc P0AT(F5.l,2K..),IX.FY.4,lX,IJ,IJ.H<.5,lX,ÎAn.*ll.2*>>J
Cu06F(Ul4lT»2P)
MLTUKU
Ei.ü
2L
99999 •
99999
99997
SUHKOUTlNc bS«*iO*UB,»J,XC,KVtCt,rJACC.LJC,Ü,lCRADF,NlTER,HI’ ,IK,
RtAL FJACC(LJC.ii) .FVKCCl**) .S(0) ,MlCb},XC(li)
II.TtGtM Ib(Llb)
PLAL O U C O )
HbAL FOlUFF 
D h TA MOUT /2w/
FSUI.SO * FilOEK (FVFCC.FVfCC,**)
CALL LSüGlin (M.M. FVECC.FJACr, LJC , Ü )
c t g  « n ’iobF (0.0, H ) ........ .
wiilTK (No"T, 9999** ) NITOM , NK , l 5UM;,iî , OTO. lOHAHL 
W U n E  (MOUT, 9999b )
00 J» t,
OKlTt (WOUT, 99997 )
CüHTtoUE
F u PiÎa T(///AH lTMS,4X,7|iF EV AL5, U ’X , 5USUH&0,1 3X ,
8X,5»ICRADb/lM .19. UX.Ib.oX, 11'F13.5.AX.1PE9, l , AX.I3 > 
F0PHAT(ÜX,1HX.20X, lHC»llX.l5li.5IN0ULAH VAL0E5 )
FuN»-AT(lH ,1PL13.5.1PX,IPI:9,1,1ÜX, IPE9,1 )
Fl.Ü
XC(J). C(J). tf(J)
SUHkOUTIMb UiOüNO (N, 0. FVECC, 
PtAL FjAcCCI.jr. U) , FVFCC(M) ,
Ou *0 J*l. '
SUN «  0 , 0  E  ♦ t’
Oü 9ü l» * . f:
SüH • RUN^FjACCit.J)* FVFoT(T) 
CoNTÎUUt:
C(J) « S04 t OlOi
C o n t i n u e
PETUPiipun
IJACC, (.JC. 
0(10
3 5 1

n.riF 
►»ftXCAL »
Kt* »
X10L5K ■ oO.i»
XX«'L • XT0li5f‘*SirfHT( Xi-Ja A* t Xl*’U J )
STn*»»X 8 
LJ • 3W’W 
LV a IV 
LIW a 1
I. M a .1705 
11‘PIUT a 1
II. Ul: a i> 
ruMTIIilJL 
I3U a 'Y'
U* ( IShIT.tO.O ) CüTü I^U2
?ü” .»T(''üS^»UM H.-il IO UiK »UTU««T1C CHOirt UF FILEHA.E IO MOLO 
tSOHOl: OUTPUT?', /,' Y V« H*' J 
Pt;M'( 5, 993 ) tip 
Ik ( Ü«.Ktí*'Y' ) THtN
CAbL IIAH^:S3l KILK:>n), t l t K S O ) *  IPÜD )
FtSL
Fu h Ì a TC' i n p u t  l-AtiK OK FILE TO I.OLD I.SOMOU OUTPUT' )
Pt*L'( S, 9993 ) ri0t8(3) 
roPMATÌ AlP )
FUDIP 
tFAlL a 1
a INO»* ♦ I
\t i INUN,CT.2P ) TUFO
F*>kNAT('*NoNt T"AN ?u IFAlLaT LOOP:», FNNOK??, • •TEBMIWATE' ) 
COTO lUOOP
^l'EUC UhITa2U, OEVICEa'UFK', ACCFÍÍS«'SEOOUT', FII-EaFI LKS ( 3 ) ) 
tUAFCrl M, ¡:F.ü X2, 1.SOHOU. IPRXNT. '•a x c a l . e t à , XTü I., 
STEpHX, 5YN, PSU^jO, FVtC, KJAC, tJ, S* V, LV, HITFR,
Uf , 19, Llh , \ , !.W, TFAIL )
CtO;iE( ÜNITB70 )
WH IT E ì 5. 99A ) IKAIL ^
FOKMATC' tXlT FI<Of. LU4FCF VlT» IF«IL a , 13 ).
!K ( IFA1L.l t ,U .uN, iFAlL.tO.l *'-R,
TFAIL.EÜ.4 ) THtM
«UlTE( S, 997 )
F0VhAT(' TEK“1U/»TL tXLCUTXOL )
GOTO lUOMo
E l s e  ir ( i f a i l ,f o .3 ) t h k u
MO a 'N'
IF l XSIIII3.EU.0 ) toro trfc?
Í ! 5 " » t ( '* Ú o*?Su’ »amt io  KERUN WITO LAKCER «TOLSF 7 I or n '  )
SE»0( 5, 993 ) OO
CORIIOUt
u- C BR.EU.'Y' ) T"t»
? í í " l ( ' ' o ’r v i u 5 r ¡ : ' ‘rB.7,/.' INFOI BEA VAU.E XIOLSF' )
«EAU( 5, b»l ) XTOt.SF 
F u R O A K  F 1 
Culo 2 
►I.DIF
»LSF. IF ( IFAlL.Ec.X ) THE«
vuITFC S, 444 ) ,
FORnATt^ VALUl S OF 5YU 0« EXIT l «o p  Ko4^CF ARE t ) 
r>0 20 J a l, N
UMITL( 8, 443 ) J, SYPCJi 
FOKWATÌ' SY'i(',Tl,') a ', >9.S ì 
CuNTIHUt 
Pb a 'Y'
If t iSMtT.LO.O ) GOTO 71 l
r Ü ” AÍt''l,r?ü’l «ANI IO r e s t a r t  m i n . f r o r  t r i s  FOIRT 7 I o r  »' ) 
RtAO( 5, 993 ) b»'
C o n t i n u e
tF ( l U.EU.'Y' ) GOTO luo
Fuoir 
Ab a 'Y'
IF ( liM(IT,LO,P ) COTO l‘H'3
r ! ; Í M T ( ^ o í ‘Í Í u ’RART TO OSF M.TOMATXC NAMINC UF OUIF.II FtLF.7',
♦ /,' INPUT T OF h' )
NEAOC 4. 993 ) Lb
‘ “''•?ÌÉ:’É.i«7fF,EF0(.,,  FTEKB.A). IHun ,
3a3
KtSL
u  (* b* )
dbS ryPjlAK' INlMIi l-Al.K U L t  TO IK/I L- oOL»'TlUO' )
Pl.*«'( *y, ) »‘1I.L5M)
y.uviy
U  ( ) ¿^<'TO IWfito
CALL tXlSTSC HLK;i(4)# IF-XI5T )
If I IKXI5T.CU.1 ) THtN
MflTKC b» 44441 > flt.tS(4)
44441 roRiiATt* n i t  MAMtD M U .  ' f-xinyii
• ♦ 1)0 YOU jAliT TO uVLWtoRlTK IT ?..... INRItT Y 0« N )
KtAUt S, bOJ ) OH
If ( liB.HL.'Y' ) COTO U>H
^•^OlP
loUo Cu**TIUHK
n k i t k :( b, 0tt? ) . ». ^
8U? PyRhATt' UO YOU PAUT I'LOT Of M T ?  Y 0« »• )
If*t*bH!E0,'Y' ) CAUL PL0T12( H.OI-, flLtS, KXPT, H, CORK, AIMT.
• IJ. UYO, FVFC, t&TuP, riCAP?. P* C. ICOt»nu,
% UCAP74, f4, C4, 1CUHD4. iCOUhT )
IF t ISTOf.HF.H ) GoTo iHi’OU 
XKITE( 5, U 9 y P  )
tlVuU P y R H A K '  COhPO»M:HTS Of SYu APt j' )
00 18UH J • 1. P
fcklTEt b. 1180« ) SYH(J)
JlBt'-« FO«l;AT(' *, Pi«.*» ) 
tbUr CONTINUE
Bb4 FuMhATi' OO Yu» *iAl!X TO STOkf SOLLTlOt.7 Y oH H' )
PfALC S. 993 ) UH 
If f OH Ey 1 THER
0l>eu( 0KV1CE*'0SK'. ArCEUS-'SFUOUT*. FII.E«FILE5(4) )
•iRlTtC 2«. 88b ) I H L C S ( J ) .  J « 1*4 )
Bbb f u P M A K  4( 2Y, tlv ) )
WUTTfl 2«. 8B0 J ( fcXl’T(J). vt » 1.2 1 
8bt FORhATC 2( 2X. h Ic  ) )
VkYTEi 20. UAyl )l l"00(J). J « I. 2 ) 
bCtl PokOATi' IHO'Ul) «'» I3. 4X, ' lMoP(2) » , 13 )
Do 200 J • 1 . I.
RHlTtC 2P. UR7 ) UYf.(d)
Ht7 PoWnAXi E2P.7 )
2LU COHTINIIL
CU0J»P( UfJlT*?u ) 
ffjOIK
bUbbl FOROATi' OO YO'I WAKT TO TUY DIFfPlFt.T RUOtL 7 Y 0» N'
HcAO( S. 993 ) bH 
If ( OB.EO.'Y* ) THbH 
IKRO m 1
ICnUNT » ICOUUT ♦ I 
GOTO 700 
PiiOIF
WHITR( 5, «8« )
RUB P U K H A T C  00 YOO *<ANT TO «EROR PNOt? Y oP N' )
RbAl>( 5. 993 ) OH 
If ( UH.EO.^Y' ) UOTOl
)
loruo
SUPROUTXNt PAPa M i IMon, I. ) 
TUTCCLR lH0f'(2), H
( IRoOlU.Lt.l ) TMLH
If ( lMor)(2).LE.1 ) !• s 2
If ( I“0O(2J.E0,2 ) 1; « i
If ( 1H0U(2).GP*3 ) U s 4
Post IF ( IHOO(1)«E0.2 ) TliPL
U ( 1H00(2)«LE.1 1 l< ■ 2
If ( 1H00(2).EQ.2 1 0 • 3
If ( IH0*»12) .E0.3 ) N • 3
If ( IP00(2).E0.4 ) t. ■ 4
If ( 1400(2).to.9 ) U m 3
IF ( 14U0(2).LU.(> ) 1. m 3
If ( 1-00(2).EO.7 ) N m 4
If ( 1400(2).LO.R ) N 9 4
ELSE IF ( 1MU0(1).CE«3 ) THEM
K w 7
EI.01F
RLTOKh
ri.o
3 a  U
SUHKOUTINl Rt5l2( 1»'LAC> .<;YN, KVtCC, IN, M W ,  W, LW )
PtAL SÏNIN), '■VKCCCW), W(i.U)
MtAL AIMT(JHt), CURRO»'**)» A|,(jm*), AW4 ( 3»*U, 4 ) , VAtSOUPI)
iNTLCtCH X^LAC* I«* lU(LlU), Lt>i» CW» IMOUCY)
CU*'UON IWUO, All*'*’, CURR, AU» ivN4 
CuuTinuk;
CALL VALSS( IKOO, », N. CURR» AK, AL4, VAL¿>» IPLAG )
Call oiffí m, vacs, aiut, rvtcc )
PbTURM
KliÜ
SUBROUTlNt VALSL( TMOU» W» R, CUWR. Ah, AHA, SYN, VALS» IKLAC )
RLAL CURI((U), SYL(t.), VALRC**)» AI.(H)
PLAL AK40l*H,4)
lilTEGER XMUU(2)
CuNTILUt:
t)0 lUü J « 1 » IJ
SYR(J) « A0&( SYN(J) )
CüWTTIiUe
IF ( IMOOlD .L O. l )T«t;N
CALL MODAC ThU0(2)» Ul> N, CURR» LYU, VAL;
KL5C XP ( TM00(X)«EU.2 ) THLN
CALt. HüOÜC IN00(2)» Ml, U» CUhH, AN, SYL,
PLSt XP ( THnu(i)«Pu.3 ) T“bN
CALL •»OOCt IR0U(2), M., W, CURR» AV4» 5YH
Ö  VALS» TPLAG ) 
VALS» IPLAC )
Ccjuir
RLTURL
Fl .O
SUHROUTIUL WUl)rt( ÌROU» » , U» CURI» SYW» VALS, U L A G  ) 
luTLGER I«üD, ti. H, IFLAG» J 
hcAL rUPR(M), VAl SCU), 5VH(W)
IP ( IHüU.LL.l ,Al.n, H,E0,2 ) TliBl.
LO lÜ J * I» H . . .
VALL(J) » TCRI'K C U r R(J)» S Y N ( U ,  SYR(2) ) 
COHTIHUP
FLSL IP C II’OÜ.LU.2 «AHU» H.PU.J ) THtH
VALÜ(J> • T K R M K  C U R R O ) »  SYNtí). SYH(2) )• 
TtRR2( C U R R O ) »  SYM(i) )
COIiTIHüC
PLSL ir  ( lhOO»L‘*«Í .AHÜ. W.Pu.A ) T"KN 
LO 3ü J “ l» U
VALS(J) ■ T C R U U  CURR(J)* S Y N ( D »  SYH(2) )• 
•trUR3( CURR(J)» ¿»Ylj(4) )
COUTXHüCtLSL ir  ( THOL.CU.4 .AHL. «.PL.4 ) THtW
VALÜ(J) « * T C R H U  CURR(J). SYWtl)» SYR(2) )• 
TtRK2( CÜRR(‘M »  SYHtÍ) )•
TCRM3Í CURR(J)» SYV(4) )
COuTiULP
FLSC
XPLAG • -1
ru»'!**
PCTUMU
Kl.U
SLPRÜLTXNt U X F K  M, ARRI» ARR2» ARiiDlP ) 
R tA L  A R R l( l l ) ,  ARk 7 (M )»  ARNUTF(I«>
00 IR  J  * 1 . R
ARROIPlJ) s A U R U J )  • ARH2(J)
C o H T t C U t ;
R C r U R U
Ft.O
B a y
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